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1. Introduction
Mathematical optimization represents a key branch of applied mathematics thanks
to its potential to model and solve real world decision processes. The topics pub-
lic transport optimization and robust optimization, which constitute two emerging
subfields of mathematical optimization, define the scope of this dissertation: Public
transport optimization investigates the design of a public transport system, such
as a bus or train network. Its objective is to formulate mathematical models that
provide plans of public transport system with increased quality. Whereas public
transport optimization thus investigates a concrete application, research in the field
of robust optimization is concerned with providing solutions to decision making pro-
cesses under uncertainty. It explores concepts and methods for obtaining solutions
that minimize a certain robustness measure for a given problem. The robustness
measure is determined by a set of scenarios for which it is unknown which scenario
might be revealed. To illustrate this scheme, consider the application of robustness
to public transport, in particular, to timetabling. Finding a robust timetable for a
public transport system can be conceived of as finding a timetable that is resistant
with respect to one or more delay scenarios that have not yet been revealed. Exactly
this application of robustness methods to public transport is a central point in this
dissertation.
More generally, by investigating robustness, public transport optimization, and
their interface, this dissertation contributes research to the field of mathematical op-
timization that satisfies the claim of applicability in three different ways. First, by
considering public transport optimization, a socially highly relevant application is
investigated. With the growing demand for mobility as well as ecological awareness,
public transport has become an increasingly important topic for the modern world
society. Thus, there exists a need for public transport systems that are passenger-
convenient while keeping costs reasonable low. Second, the investigation of robust
optimization and its incorporation into public transport optimization enables the
inclusion of naturally arising uncertainties into optimization models, which leads to
more realistic and consequently more applicable mathematical models. Third, by
presenting solution algorithms as well as computational experiments on their respec-
tive implementations, the applicability of the models introduced in this dissertation
is emphasized. In fact, every contribution contains efficient implementations of the
presented algorithms, constituting a proof-of-concept of their adaptability to real
world problems.
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Via the cumulation of five individual but thematically connected publications,
this dissertation thus makes a novel contribution to the field of applied mathe-
matics. The first three publications focus on public transport optimization, the
fourth on robust optimization, and the fifth on the incorporation of robust optimiza-
tion into public transport optimization. More concretely, the first two publications
are concerned with designing cost-minimal public transport systems by integrating
several subproblems of public transport optimization. The paper Look-Ahead Ap-
proaches for Integrated Planning in Public Transportation does this heuristically,
whereas Cost-Minimal Public Transport Planning provides exact models for finding
cost-minimal public transport systems. The third public transport contribution,
The Trickle-in Effect: Modeling Passenger Behavior in Delay Management, con-
siders passenger-convenience by integrating passenger movements at train stations
into a delay management model. Publication four, Approximate Cutting Plane Ap-
proaches for Exact Solutions to Robust Optimization Problems, is methodology- and
not application-driven. It focuses on cutting plane techniques that are used to solve
robust optimization problems and introduces speed-up techniques for these prob-
lems by approximatively solving occurring subproblems, which are induced by the
cutting plane scheme. The fifth publication, Finding Robust Periodic Timetables by
Integrating Delay Management, then combines the topics of public transport and
robust optimization through formulating a robust timetabling problem in order to
find delay-resistant timetables. By doing so it integrates public transport problems
– as done in the first two publications – considers delay management, as in the third
publication, and makes use of speed-up techniques for cutting plane algorithms for
its solution algorithms – as presented in the fourth contribution.
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows: Chapter 2 introduces
the topics of public transport- and robust optimization, and provides a survey of
the relevant literature. Chapter 3 summarizes the publications of the dissertation,
which are further discussed in Chapter 4. The dissertation concludes in Chapter
5 and the author’s contributions to the publications are summarized in Chapter 6.
Finally, all five publications are provided in the Appendix.
2
2. Literature Review
This section briefly introduces the investigated topics and provides a literature
overview for each of them. First, research in public transport optimization is pre-
sented in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 then provides a concise overview on robust opti-
mization before Section 2.3 combines both research areas via discussing robustness
considerations in public transport optimization.
2.1. Public Transport Optimization
Over the last decades, different endeavors have been made to transform aspects of
public transportation planning into mathematical models. Relevant works that not
only consider a particular problem but also formulate a chain of planning problems
include Ceder and Wilson (1986), Bussieck, Winter, and Zimmermann (1997), Huis-
man, Kroon, Lentink, and Vromans (2005), Desaulniers and Hickman (2007). One







Figure 1: Planning Chain in Public Transport
In this planning chain, Network design investigates the location of stops or stations
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and tracks between them to create or extend a public transportation network. Line
planning focusses on creating lines, i.e., fixed repeating transportation routes, in
the network. Timetabling then schedules departures and arrivals for all lines at all
stations the lines are passing. Following timetabling, two different stages can be
considered independently. On the one hand, delay management is concerned with
rescheduling the timetable after some delays have been revealed. On the other hand,
vehicle scheduling assigns vehicles to execute the lines as specified in the timetable.
Finally, crew scheduling assigns personnel to each vehicle of the vehicle schedule.
Much of the literature in public transport optimization considers one individ-
ual problem of the planning chain. A recent approach, however, is to integrate, i.e.,
combine, successive planning problems, resulting in more difficult optimization prob-
lems. Examples for successfully approaching these complex integrated problems in
order to obtain better overall solutions are given in Schmidt (2014), Schöbel (2017),
Burggraeve, Bull, Vansteenwegen, and Lusby (2017), Schiewe (2018), Schiewe (2019).
The first two publications of this dissertation fall into this category of integrated
public transport planning as well. Notwithstanding the approaches of integrating
several planning problems, each problem from the planning chain is now introduced
separately, its relevant literature is presented, and connections to its adjacent prob-
lems are illustrated. The scope of considered public transport problems is restricted
in this thesis to line planning as a starting point and delay management and vehi-
cle scheduling, respectively, as an ending point. For research about the preceding
problem of network design, confer to literature overviews in Laporte, Mesa, and Or-
tega (2000), Kepaptsoglou and Karlaftis (2009), Laporte, Mesa, Ortega, and Perea
(2011). A survey on the subsequent problem of crew scheduling can be found in
Van den Bergh, Beliën, De Bruecker, Demeulemeester, and De Boeck (2013).
As a prerequisite for line planning it is commonly assumed that the network design
has been completed and a public transportation network (PTN) is given. A PTN is
a graph (V,E) with nodes modeling bus stops or train stations and edges modeling
streets or tracks between them. Furthermore, it is assumed that an OD-matrix
W ∈ R|V |×|V |, denoting for each pair of stops the number of passengers that want
to travel between them, has already been obtained.
Line Planning
The Line planning problem decides on which routes and how often rides should be
offered. Given a PTN and an OD-matrix, line planning is preceded by estimating
a passenger distribution for every edge in the PTN, called load. Models for this
passenger distribution are given in Desaulniers and Hickman (2007), Patriksson
(2015), Friedrich, Hartl, Schiewe, and Schöbel (2017). With a given passenger load
it is then determined how often per time period, e.g. an hour, every edge e ∈ E of the
PTN needs to be served by some vehicle (cf. Schöbel, 2012) which is called minimal
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frequency fmine . Additionally, it is also assumed that for every edge there exists
some maximal frequency fmaxe , induced, for example, by security regulations. The
goal of line planning is to determine a line concept (L, f), consisting of a set of lines
L, which are defined as simple paths on the PTN graph (V,E), and a frequency fl
for every line denoting how often it has to be executed every hour. The line concept





fl ≤ fmaxe ∀e ∈ E. (2.1)
A line concept can be determined with respect to different objective functions. Cost-
oriented models, for example, estimate the incurring costs of the resulting pub-
lic transport system. Cost-oriented models are investigated in Zwaneveld (1997),
Claessens, van Dijk, and Zwaneveld (1998), Goossens, Van Hoesel, and Kroon (2004),
Goossens, van Hoesel, and Kroon (2006). Passenger-oriented models, on the other
hand, estimate the value of a line concept with respect to passenger-convenience.
Convenience for passengers has been modeled by optimizing the number of direct
travelers (see Bussieck, 1998), estimated passenger travel times (see Schöbel and
Scholl, 2006; Borndörfer, Grötschel, and Pfetsch, 2007), or the number of transfers
(see Harbering, 2016). Passenger route choice can also be modeled as a separate
subproblem, as in Borndörfer and Karbstein (2012), Schmidt and Schöbel (2015a),
Goerigk and Schmidt (2017). In order to reduce the problem complexity of line plan-
ning, a common simplification is to restrict the set of all possible lines to a smaller
subset, called line pool. Algorithms for determining line pools are presented in Gat-
termann, Harbering, and Schöbel (2017). With a line pool at hand, the line planning
problem reduces to assigning a frequency to each line in the line pool. A detailed
overview on line planning models is given in Schöbel (2012) and an experimental
comparison of different line planning models is presented in Goerigk, Schachtebeck,
and Schöbel (2013).
Timetabling
The next step in the planning chain is timetabling. Timetabling determines depar-
ture and arrival times for every line of the line concept. In order to model train
departure and arrivals, the line concept is converted into an event-activity-network
(EAN) – a directed graph (E ,A) whose nodes are called events and edges called ac-
tivities. For every line l, every departure and arrival for every stop the line passes is
modeled as a different event. Formally, if (sl,1, . . . , sl,n) is the sequence of stops line l
passes, then we construct events {sdepl,1 , sarrl,2 , s
dep




l,n} ⊂ E denoting depar-
ture and arrival events at every stop and add driving activities (sdepl,i , sarrl,i+1) ∈ A for
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i ∈ {1, . . . , n−1} and waiting activities (sarrl,i , s
dep
l,i ) ∈ A for i ∈ {2, . . . , n−1}. Further
activities can be inserted into the model, including changing activities (passengers
transferring from one train to another), synchronization activities (modeling line fre-
quencies) and headway activities (modeling minimum time distances between two
consecutive trains on the same track), see, e.g., Peeters (2003). Every activity a ∈ A
of the EAN is equipped with lower und upper bounds [La, Ua] on their duration and
some weight wa denoting the number of passengers using that activity.
In accordance with the preceding planning stages, i.e., estimating the passenger
volume for a certain time period and determining a line concept for this time period,
the timetabling problem finds a periodic timetable that is repeatedly operated for a
given time period T ∈ N.
A timetable π ∈ N|E| assigns an integral point of time to every event e ∈ E of the
EAN such that the duration of every activity a ∈ A lies in [La, Ua], i.e.,
La ≤ (πj − πi − La) mod T + La ≤ Ua ∀a = (i, j) ∈ A. (2.2)
Note that due to the periodicity it is not possible to measure the duration be-
tween two events i and j simply as πj − πi; but instead we have to incorporate
the modulo operator and take its representative in {0, . . . , T − 1} (cf. Pätzold and
Schöbel, 2016). The usually considered objective function of periodic timetabling is
to minimize the sum of weighted activity durations, leading to the Periodic Event
Scheduling Problem (PESP). (PESP) has been introduced in Serafini and Ukovich
(1989) and since then been thoroughly studied, see Odijk (1996), Nachtigall (1998),
Peeters (2003), Liebchen (2007). Important insights are the cycle-base formulation
(see, e.g., Peeters and Kroon, 2001; Borndörfer, Hoppmann, Karbstein, and Lind-
ner, 2018), the modulo simplex algorithm (Nachtigall and Opitz, 2008; Goerigk and
Schöbel, 2013) and SAT-Formulations (Großmann et al., 2012). An experimental
comparison of different timetabling algorithms has been given in Siebert and Goerigk
(2013). Current state-of-the-art solutions (measured by their performance on PESP
instances from Goerigk, 2018) include Pätzold and Schöbel (2016), Goerigk and
Liebchen (2017) and Borndörfer, Lindner, and Roth (2019). An important short-
coming of PESP, however, is that the number of passengers wa is fixed for all a ∈ A
before the timetable is known. After the timetable has been determined, passengers
may switch their routes to a shorter one resulting in a change of weights wa for some
activities a ∈ A. To resolve this issue integrated models of timetabling and passen-
ger routing are presented in Schmidt (2014), Schmidt and Schöbel (2015a, 2015b),
Gattermann, Großmann, Nachtigall, and Schöbel (2016b), Borndörfer, Hoppmann,
and Karbstein (2017), Schiewe (2018).
Furthermore, timetabling models do not necessarily have to be induced by a
line concept and periodicity requirements. Aperiodic timetabling models work in
a slightly different setting by scheduling a given set of rides instead of determining
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a regular and periodic transportation supply. Surveys on various timetabling prob-
lems are given in Caprara, Fischetti, and Toth (2002), Lusby, Larsen, Ehrgott, and
Ryan (2011), Cacchiani and Toth (2012).
Vehicle Scheduling
After departure and arrival times have been determined for every line of the line
concept, the vehicle scheduling step of the planning chain assigns vehicles to execute
the rides specified by the line concept and timetable. To obtain a vehicle scheduling
instance, periodic timetable and EAN are rolled out for a certain number of time
periods p ∈ N, e.g., p = 24 for a whole day. This means that an aperiodic EAN is
created by sequentially connecting p copies of the periodic EAN. The roll-out hence
converts the periodic timetable and EAN to an aperiodic timetable and EAN. By
doing so one receives a set of trips T containing every execution of each line l ∈ L
over all time periods. In vehicle scheduling it is looked for a set of rides R such
that every trip t ∈ T is contained in exactly one ride r = (t1, . . . , tn) ∈ R. Every
pair of consecutive rides (ti, ti+1) has to satisfy certain feasibility conditions, e.g.,
the time at which trip ti finishes has to be smaller than the time at which trip ti+1
starts. Additionally, every pair of consecutive trips (ti, ti+1) induces costs cti,ti+1 ,
which model the costs of a vehicle driving from the end of trip ti to the start of trip
ti+1, and that need to be minimized. A survey of vehicle scheduling models is given
in Bunte and Kliewer (2009) and more recent works, which include the integration of
related subproblems, are Borndörfer, Reuther, Schlechte, and Weider (2011), Giacco,
D’Ariano, and Pacciarelli (2014), Borndörfer, Reuther, Schlechte, Waas, and Weider
(2015). Next to minimizing occurring costs, another common objective of vehicle
scheduling is to minimize the number of required vehicles to operate the timetable.
This has been proven to be successful in practice, see Liebchen (2008). Vehicle
scheduling can also be defined on a periodic EAN such that the roll-out is omitted:
Periodic vehicle scheduling decides on connecting lines (i.e., last event of one line to
the first event of another line) by adding turnaround activities to the periodic EAN,
instead of constructing and connecting trips T . In Borndörfer, Karbstein, Liebchen,
and Lindner (2018) the two problems of aperiodic and periodic vehicle scheduling
yield similar vehicle schedules if the number of time periods p for the aperiodic
EAN is chosen to be large enough. Nevertheless, the problem of aperiodic vehicle
scheduling can be straightforwardly extended with additional real-world details –
like introducing vehicle depots, at which vehicles have to start and return at the
end of the day – and can also be integrated with crew scheduling, cf. Huisman,
Freling, and Wagelmans (2005), Steinzen, Gintner, Suhl, and Kliewer (2010).
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Delay Management
After choosing a line plan, a timetable, and possibly also a vehicle schedule, the
execution of the resulting public transport plan is not guaranteed to work smoothly
due to potentially occurring delays. Delays, so-called source delays, can occur due to
construction work, weather conditions, sudden infrastructure unavailabilities, or ve-
hicle malfunctions. Delay management is concerned with coping with source delays
by rescheduling the timetable. Mathematically, source delays si ≥ 0 for i ∈ E ∪ A
are defined on events and activities of an aperiodic EAN (E ,A) and the goal of
delay management is to find a disposition timetable d ∈ R|E| that reschedules the
timetable π by satisfying
di ≥ πi + si ∀i ∈ E (2.3)
dj − di ≥ sa + πj − πi ∀a = (i, j) ∈ A′, (2.4)
with A′ ⊆ A being all driving, waiting and headway activities from A, cf. Schachte-
beck (2010). In addition to satisfying these minimum requirements, delay manage-
ment aims at keeping the induced passenger delay minimal. The first models with
this objective have been presented in Schöbel (2001), Suhl, Biederbick, and Kliewer
(2001) and integer programming models have been developed in Schöbel (2007), De
Giovanni, Heilporn, and Labbé (2008). In order to make the delay management
models more realistic, capacities along tracks have been included in Schachtebeck
and Schöbel (2010), capacities at stations have been included in Dollevoet, Huisman,
Kroon, Schmidt, and Schöbel (2015) and passenger re-routing has been studied in
Dollevoet, Huisman, Schmidt, and Schöbel (2012), Schmidt and Schöbel (2015a),
Rückert, Lemnian, Blendinger, Rechner, and Müller-Hannemann (2017). Reschedul-
ing of timetables, rolling stock and crew is studied in Dollevoet, Huisman, Kroon,
Veelenturf, and J.C.Wagenaar (2017). Albert, Kraus, Müller, and Schöbel (2018)
simulate the trickling effect, i.e., the passenger behavior at train stations which will
further be investigated in the third publication in this dissertation. A recent survey
of state of the art delay management is given in Dollevoet, Huisman, Schmidt, and
Schöbel (2018).
2.2. Robust Optimization
Research in robust optimization started with Soyster (1973) and began growing two
decades later with the works of Ghaoui and Lebret (1997), Ben-Tal and Nemirovski
(1998, 2000), Bertsimas and Sim (2004), Ben-Tal, Ghaoui, and Nemirovski (2006).
Robust optimization builds mathematical models around the fact that in reality al-
most every optimization problem is influenced by some uncertainty that is unknown
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at the time a solution has to be chosen. Uncertainty can arise because input pa-
rameters of an optimization problem might not be exactly known or a solution to





with X := {x ∈ Rn|F (x) ≤ 0} for some F : Rn → Rm and g : Rn → R. Uncertainty
is incorporated into the model as a set of scenarios U such that only after a solution
x is chosen, a scenario u ∈ U is revealed. Contrary to the idea of stochastic optimiza-
tion, robust optimization makes no distribution assumption on the uncertainty set
U . Instead, robust optimization considers a family of optimization problems P(U)




with X(u) := {x ∈ Rn|F (x, u) ≤ 0}. Hence, every u ∈ U leads to a different
optimization problem, but when deciding on a solution x it is not known which
scenario will be revealed. Nevertheless, since a solution has to be chosen regardless,
the idea of robustness concepts was introduced, which lead to mathematical models,
called robust counterparts, for obtaining a solution.
An important traditional robustness concept is strict robustness, which requires a
solution x to be feasible for all scenarios u ∈ U , and then chooses a solution x∗ that
has the minimal objective value in its worst-case, i.e., supu∈U g(x∗, u). See Ben-Tal,
Ghaoui, and Nemirovski (2009) for a compendium on results for strict robustness.





g(x, u) (Strict RC)
s.t. F (x, u) ≤ 0 ∀u ∈ U .
See Kouvelis and Yu (1997), Aissi, Bazgan, and Vanderpooten (2009) for algorithms
and applications for strict robustness on combinatorial optimization problems.
Another popular robustness concept is adjustable robustness, which partitions the
solution x into two parts x = (x1, x2) ∈ X1×X2 (cf. Ben-Tal, Goryashko, Guslitzer,
and Nemirovski, 2004). The first part x1 is called here-and-now-variables which
have to be determined before scenario u is revealed. The second part x2 is called
wait-and-see-variables which can be chosen after the scenario u ∈ U is known. Most
importantly, x1 has to be chosen such that there exists an x2 such that the overall
solution (x1, x2) remains feasible for every u ∈ U . Hence, define
X1 := {x1 ∈ X1| ∀u ∈ U ∃ x2 ∈ X2 : F (x1, x2, u) ≤ 0}.
1Notwithstanding the chosen layout paradigm (consistent notation throughout the thesis while
minimizing inconsistencies with the notation used in the publications), the author is aware of
the standard notation used in the robust optimization literature (f(x, ξ) instead of g(x, u)).
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g(x1, x2, u) (Adjustable RC)
s.t. F (x1, x2, u) ≤ 0 ∀u ∈ U .
In addition to the presented robustness concepts, there exist many more approaches
to capture robustness, e.g., regret robustness, light robustness or recoverable robust-
ness. To this end, confer to Goerigk (2012), Goerigk and Schöbel (2016) for an
overview.
Despite of the differences of the two introduced robustness concepts, cutting planes
approaches, due to Kelley (1960), have been investigated for both of them. Cutting
plane algorithms work iteratively by starting with a small subset U0 ⊂ U , finding
a solution for the robust counterpart with respect to U0, calculating a worst-case
scenario u ∈ U to x and adding u to U0, see Figure 2. This procedure is repeated
until some stopping criterion for the solution x is met.
get worst-case
scenario uk ∈ U
get solution xk ∈ X
for RC w.r.t. Uk
Uk+1 = Uk ∪ {uk}k ← k + 1
Figure 2: Cutting Plane Method for Solving Robust Counterparts
This approach has been widely studied in previous literature und has been pro-
posed and used under many different names: Outer approximation method (Reemt-
sen, 1994; Bürger, Notarstefano, and Allgöwer, 2014; Goerigk and Schöbel, 2016),
(modified) Benders decomposition approach (Montemanni, 2006; Siddiqui, Azarm,
and Gabriel, 2011), implementor-adversarial framework (Bienstock, 2007), cutting
set/plane method (Mutapcic and Boyd, 2009; Terry, 2009; Fischetti and Monaci,
2012) or scenario relaxation procedure (Assavapokee, Realff, Ammons, and Hong,
2008; Aissi et al., 2009). A convergence proof can be found in Mutapcic and Boyd
(2009), which originates from the proof of the original cutting plane method given in
Kelley (1960). The applicability of cutting plane methods and their computational
competitiveness holds for a wide range of optimization problems, such as robust ver-
sions of combinatorial problems (see Aissi et al., 2009), mixed-integer programming
(Fischetti and Monaci, 2012; Bertsimas, Dunning, and Lubin, 2016) and convex
programming (Mutapcic and Boyd, 2009).
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In the fourth publication we present speed-up techniques for this cutting plane
method for strict robustness, and in publication five we apply a version of cutting
planes to an adjustable robust counterpart.
2.3. Robustness in Public Transport Optimization
The incorporation of robust optimization into the field of public transport optimiza-
tion is a canonical extension of traditional public transport optimization problems.
Uncertainties occur naturally at several stages of the public transport planning pro-
cess: Varying number of traveling passengers, weather conditions, infrastructure
construction work, crew members falling behind schedule, and others are only a
small excerpt of all aspects that are uncertain when planning a public transport sys-
tem. For mathematical models which assimilate uncertainties like these, there exists
a wide range of literature. A recent and thorough survey of robustness considerations
in public transport optimization is given in Lusby, Larsen, and Bull (2018). Robust-
ness extensions for the early planning stages of network design and line planning
include Marı́n, Mesa, and Perea (2009), Laporte, Mesa, and Perea (2010), but are
scarce in general, potentially due to the lack of precise timetable information. The
next stage of timetabling, however, has been widely studied regarding robustness.
For a survey on robustness focused on timetabling, see Cacchiani and Toth (2012).
Liebchen, Lübbecke, Möhring, and Stiller (2009) introduce the concept of recover-
able robustness in which a solution needs to be able to recover to a feasible solution
in all scenarios. Recoverable robustness has since then been applied to timetabling,
see Cicerone et al. (2009), Goerigk and Schöbel (2014). Light robustness, as pro-
posed in Fischetti and Monaci (2009) and further investigated in Schöbel (2014),
imposes a trade-off between stochastic programming and traditional robust opti-
mization approaches and is applied to timetabling in Fischetti and Monaci (2009),
Goerigk, Knoth, Müller-Hannemann, Schmidt, and Schöbel (2014). Furthermore,
there exist several approaches to extend robustness to periodic timetabling: For
example, Kroon, Maróti, Helmrich, Vromans, and Dekker (2008) use stochastic pro-
gramming, Goerigk (2015) applies the concept of recovery robustness for periodic
timetabling, and Polinder, Breugem, Dollevoet, and Maróti (2019) use adjustable
robustness to obtain robust periodic timetables. The existence of robustness in delay
management as a research topic for itself is doubtful since in delay management the
uncertain scenario of delays is already known. Nevertheless, delay management plays
an important role in connection with robust timetabling (see Cicerone, D’Angelo,
Di Stefano, Frigioni, and Navarra, 2007) and as an evaluation procedure for some
robust timetabling approaches, e.g., in Liebchen, Schachtebeck, Schöbel, Stiller, and
Prigge (2010). Robustness considerations have also been applied to vehicle schedul-
ing problems, or rolling stock planning, respectively. Cacchiani et al. (2012) consider
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robustness as the ability of a vehicle schedule to cope with large disruptions and
propose a two-stage optimization model, similar to a recovery approach, whereas
Cadarso and Marı́n (2014) define robustness as a measure of expected propagated
delays. Finally, Amberg, Amberg, and Kliewer (2018) propose a robust integrated
vehicle and crew scheduling problem that similarly minimizes expected propagated
delays. For robustness in crew scheduling, refer to Lusby et al. (2018).
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3. Summary of the Publications
This chapter provides a summary for each of the five publications which constitute
the core of this dissertation. As mentioned before, the first two papers are concerned
with finding a public transport system with low cost, the third publication incorpo-
rates passenger behavior at train stations into delay management. Publication four
proposes speed-up techniques for cutting plane methods in robust optimization and
publication five unites the previous topics by finding robust periodic timetables.
3.1. Look-Ahead Approaches for Integrated
Planning in Public Transportation
This paper introduces three different improvements to finding public transport sys-
tems with reduced operational cost. A public transport system is hereby viewed as
a triple (L, π,R), consisting of a line plan L, a timetable π, and vehicle schedule
R. The first part of the paper describes which models are used to obtain these
three objects by following the planning sequence from Figure 1. Afterwards, three
different “look-ahead” heuristics are proposed in order to improve the costs of the
resulting public transport system. In the last part of the paper, the quality of the
proposed improvements is emphasized via computational experiments.
Traditional Sequential Planning
Given a PTN (V,E) and frequency bounds fmine , fmaxe for every edge e ∈ E, a line
concept has to satisfy (2.1). Equipped with an objective function and only allowing









fl ≤ fmaxe ∀e ∈ E,
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with a given line pool L0. The EAN (E ,A) is constructed as described in Section 2.1





wa ((πj − πi − La) mod T + La) (PESP)
s.t. La ≤ (πj − πi − La) mod T + La ≤ Ua ∀a = (i, j) ∈ A.
After rolling out the timetable and creating trips T the vehicle scheduleR is obtained
by using a flow-based model (VS) presented in Bunte and Kliewer (2009). Hence,
the public transport system (L, π,R) is constructed as follows:
get L via (LP) −→
construct EAN
get π via (PESP) −→
construct trips
get R via (VS)
Figure 3: Obtaining a Public Transport System
For evaluating the public transport system (L, π,R) we consider two different
objective functions which model operational cost and passenger travel time.
gcost(L, π,R) := 2p
∑
l∈L

















The cost gcost of a public transport system is given by several components: the
cost of the length and duration of all lines (factored by 2p because of p time periods
of the rollout and times 2 for forward and backward direction of a line), the cost
of the the number of required vehicles |R|, and the cost of the length and duration
of empty rides between two trips (i.e., lines) induced by the vehicle schedule. The
second objective gtime models passenger travel times by summing up the weighted
duration of all activities a ∈ A and additionally penalizing every passenger transfer
by pen≥ 0.
Look-Ahead Improvements
When a public transport system is found using the sequence in Figure 3, the resulting
travel times for passengers are observed to be fairly good, but the cost-aspect needs
to be improved. Hence, three ideas are proposed to improve the cost of a public
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transport system by looking ahead. “Looking ahead” means that the objective
the public transport system will be evaluated by is already kept in mind in earlier
planning stages.
Improved Line Costs
When finding a line concept in (LP) the costs costl of a line l are defined according
to Schöbel (2012) as costfix + costlength · lengthl, i.e., some fixed costs plus some
costs that are linear in the length of the line. The function gcost, however, evaluates
the costs of a line differently. Thus, the first proposed improvement is to change
the parameters costl to coefficients that approximate the incurring cost of a line as
specified in (3.1). To this end, we assume that each vehicle of the vehicle schedule
executes a single line alternately in forward and backward direction, which is called
line-pure vehicle schedule. Consequently, for every line l we can estimate the cost
contribution to gcost by








+ c4 (T − 2durl mod T ) .
The first two summands measure costs induced by duration and length of the line in
forward and backward direction. The third summand estimates how many vehicles
are required to serve the line (with Lturn being the minimum time a vehicle has
to wait at the end of a line and T being the time period), and the last summand
estimates how many minutes the vehicle has to wait at the end of a line in order to
satisfy the periodicity of the timetable. The costs c5 of gcost do not occur here as no
vehicle has to travel to a different station to start the next trip.
New Line Pool
The line pool L0 used in (LP) is found by tree-based heuristics from Gattermann
et al. (2017). We want to improve this procedure by considering only lines that
result in cost-efficient line-pure vehicle schedules. To achieve this, we require for the





mod T ∈ [T − 2α, T ]
with some buffer time α ∈ [0, T
2
]. By requiring the total time of the vehicle schedule
to be close to a multiple of T , we keep the waiting time of a vehicle between two
trips low. Additionally, for every line satisfying this property, it can be ensured that
the number of vehicles required to serve this line is kept low, even for a line-pure
vehicle schedule. This is the case because the waiting time of a vehicle between two
trips is bounded by 2(α + Lturn).
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Vehicle Scheduling First
The third improvement changes the order of Figure 3 by inserting a preliminary
vehicle scheduling step after the line planning step. The reason for this change is
that the timetabling step potentially eliminates cost-efficient vehicle schedules due
to its passenger-oriented objective. Preliminary vehicle scheduling consists of adding
turnaround activities to the EAN that connect the last event of a line in forward
direction with the first event of the same line in backward direction. We additionally
require bounds on the duration of the turnaround activities of [Lturn, Lturn + 2α].
These bounds ensure short waiting times at the end of lines and hence prevent
additional costs. A timetable found by merely solving (PESP) would not consider
the benefit of short turnaround times since (PESP) optimizes passenger travel times.
This improvement is in particular beneficial if the lines have a small α (from the
second improvement).
Computational Results
We implemented the three proposed improvements in LinTim (see Schiewe et al.,
2018) and tested them on the datasets bahn (German ICE network) and grid (a bus
network with 25 stops, see DFG Research Unit FOR 2083, 2019) and retrieved the
results for grid given in Figure 4.




















Figure 4: Results for grid
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The clearest observation is the effect of the improvement “Vehicle Scheduling
First”: If switched on (VS first), the cost of the solution increases in comparison
to when switched off (TT first). In this case, however, the passenger travel times
are better. For the improvement “Improved Line Costs” it can be seen that, when
switched on (new cost) the solutions (colored in black) lie below the solutions when
switched off (normal cost, grey colored), which means they have lower operational
cost. For the improvement “New Line Pool” we retrieve the best results if (combined
pool) is used, i.e., if normal and new line pool are combined into one large line pool.
The new line pool itself already leads to lower costs when combined with (new cost).
Thus, in summary, all three ideas improve the operational cost of a public transport
system and hence work as initially intended.
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3.2. Cost-Minimal Public Transport Planning
As opposed to the previous publication that introduces heuristics to reduce the costs
of a public transport system, this publication takes one step further and presents
models for cost-minimal solutions. To this end, we first state how a public transport
system is defined here (which slightly differs from the last contribution) and then
present models for finding a cost-minimal public transport system.
Planning a Public Transport System
We again consider the three planning steps of line planning, timetabling and vehicle
scheduling, but make two important changes in the definition of a public transport
system.
First, for obtaining a line concept the frequency bounds fmine are assumed not to
be given anymore. Instead, we consider the requirements according to which they
were constructed in Section 2.1. Minimum frequencies are found by distributing a
passenger load from a given OD-matrix W ∈ R|V |×|V | to every edge in the PTN
(V,E). A line concept is then defined to be feasible if all passengers are able to
travel from their origin to their destination. Formally, a line concept L is a set of
simple paths l that is feasible if for every pair (u, v) ∈ V × V there exists a set of
directed paths Puv from u to v in the PTN, Pall =
∪
u,v∈V Puv and weights wp for
each path p ∈ Puv with
∑
p∈Puv wp = Wuv such that∑
p∈Pall:e∈p
wp ≤ Cap · |{l ∈ L : e ∈ l}| ∀e ∈ E, (3.3)
with Cap being the same passenger capacity for every vehicle.
The second difference to Section 3.1 is that we consider periodic vehicle scheduling.
A vehicle schedule R is hence a set of rides r such that every directed line from
the set of trips (the set of all lines converted into directed lines in forward and
backward direction) is contained in exactly one ride r. Consequently, no rollout
of the timetable is required since a vehicle schedule can be determined by adding
turnaround activities to the periodic EAN. We additionally assume that changing
activities in the EAN have no upper bounds and also that no other activities exist,
except driving and waiting activities. Under these assumptions there always exists
a feasible timetable for the EAN, even with the added turnaround activities. This
provides motivation to neglect timetable π and EAN as separate objects in our
planning process since the main concern is cost-minimization.






















where the l′i ∈ L′ are the trips induced by the line concept L, cf. Section 2.1. Again,
a ride r = (l′1, . . . , l′nr) ∈ R is a sequence of trips such that – due to periodicity of the
vehicle scheduling – trip l′1 is also executed after trip l′nr , meaning that nr+1 = 1 in
the definition of dur(L,R). Furthermore, ⌈x⌉T is defined as rounding up x ∈ R to
the next multiple of T . This rounding up is necessary since every (periodic) vehicle
ride r ∈ R needs to be executed periodically with time period T and hence the
duration of a ride r needs to be a multiple of T . In general, g can be viewed as
a modified version of gcost from Section 3.1. Costs of a vehicle for riding trips or
riding between two trips are assumed to be equal (c1 = c4 and c2 = c5 for the cost
coefficients ci from gcost). Additionally, the number of required vehicles is determined
by dur(L,R)
T
and hence the costs c3 of gcost are assumed to be contained in ctime.
For this definition of a public transport system we propose three models that are
capable of solving (cost-opt) to optimality. The difference between the three models
consists in the additional assumptions made under which an cost-optimal public
transport system can be obtained:
• Model 1 gives a lower bound of (cost-opt). Solutions of a modified version
(Model 1∗) can be extended to feasible solutions of (cost-opt) and hence yield
an upper bound. If Lturn = Lwait (i.e., minimal turnaround time equals mini-
mal waiting time of vehicles), or if lines are not simple and do not have to be
operated in both directions, Model 1∗ solves (cost-opt) to optimality.
• Model 2 extends Model 1 and gives a stronger lower bound of (cost-opt). A
modified version (Model 2∗) yields an upper bound to (cost-opt) and solves it
to optimality if only line-pure vehicle schedules (i.e., vehicles operate only one
line by alternating in forward and backward direction) are allowed.
• Model 3 solves (cost-opt) to optimality under no additional assumptions.
Model 1: Cost-Efficient Load Generation
The crucial component for the first proposed model is the load of a line concept L,
also known as the number how often every edge e ∈ E is covered by the line concept,
i.e.,
fe := |{l ∈ L : e ∈ l}|.
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On the one hand, these (fe)e∈E determine the feasibility of the line concept according












Ldrivee denotes the minimal duration for a vehicle driving edge e ∈ E and Lwait
denotes the minimal waiting time for every vehicle at every station. Hence, g is
approximated in (3.4) by two summands. The first summand estimates the minimal
amount of time required of any line concept to serve every edge e ∈ E at least fe
times. The second summand estimates the minimal length of serving every edge
e ∈ E at least fe times.
In the first model we now find a load (fe)e∈E that satisfies (3.3), which is achieved
by modeling the passenger paths as a multi-commodity flow. Moreover, Model 1
also minimizes the estimation of (3.4). To this end, define the flow variables f(u,v),w
denoting how many passengers – originating from w ∈ V – travel along edge u, v ∈ E















f(i,j),u ≤ fe · Cap ∀e = {i, j} ∈ E∑
i∈V :{i,v}∈E
f(i,v),u = Wuv +
∑
i∈V :{v,i}∈E





Wuv ∀u ∈ V
f(u,v),w, fe, dur ≥ 0 ∀w ∈ V, {u, v}, e ∈ E
Hence, Model 1 finds frequencies (fe)e∈E that allow a feasible passenger flow re-
quired in (3.3) and minimize (3.4). In Theorem 4 of the publication it is shown that
Model 1 yields a lower bound on (cost-opt).
In addition to Model 1, we define Model 1∗ by replacing Lwait with Lturn. The-
orem 7 and Corollaries 10 and 11 show that with an optimal solution (fe)e∈E to
Model 1∗, it is possible to obtain a cost-minimal public transport system under two
different assumptions: Either Lturn = Lwait needs to hold, i.e., the minimum time
a vehicle has to wait after serving a line equals the time a vehicle has to wait at
a station while serving a line, or the requirement of lines being simple paths and
operated in both directions is dropped.
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Model 2: Integrating Load Generation and Line Planning
Without the assumption Lturn = Lwait and with the requirement that lines need to
be simple paths operated in both directions, a more detailed model is necessary,
which captures the line planning stage correctly. Hence, Model 2 is proposed as a





2ctimedurl + 2clengthlengthl (Model 2)
s.t. f feasible w.r.t. Model 1,
l simple path in PTN ∀l ∈ L,
fe ≤ |{l ∈ L : e ∈ l}| ∀e ∈ E.
In the publication, it is shown in Theorem 13 that Model 2 yields a stronger relax-
ation of (cost-opt) than Model 1. After defining Model 2∗ by replacing 2durl with
⌈2durl⌉T , Theorem 16 then shows that an optimal line concept L of Model 2∗ can
be extended to an optimal solution to (cost-opt) if only line-pure vehicle schedules
are allowed.
Model 3: Integrating Vehicle Scheduling as well
In order to achieve a model that finds a cost-minimal public transport system with-
out any of the above-mentioned assumptions, the vehicle scheduling stage needs to
be included into the model. To this end, every trip l′ ∈ L′, which is created by
converting every l ∈ L into two trips (corresponding to its forward and backward






ctimedurr + clengthlengthr (Model 3)
s.t. f feasible w.r.t. Model 1/2,
L feasible w.r.t. Model 2,
|{r ∈ R : l′ ∈ r}| = 1 ∀l′ ∈ L′.
In Theorem 23 we show that Model 3 solves (cost-opt) to optimality without any
further assumptions.
Computational Results
We implemented all three models and tested them on several instances from LinTim
(cf. Schiewe et al., 2018). Next to grid and bahn, which are already introduced in
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Section 3.1, we run the implementations on linear, a linear network with 4 stops,
and toy, a small network with 8 vertices and 8 edges between them.
Instance Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Model 1 Model 1∗ Model 2 Model 2∗ lb ub
linear 80 130 130 130 130 130
toy 1424 1474 1424 1696 1288◦ 1539◦
grid 1034 1134 1030◦ 1140 – –
bahn 74462◦ 85612◦ 54148◦ – – –
Table 2.1.: Objective values for instances with Lturn > Lwait. ◦ means time out after
three computing hours with no optimal solution
For each model the left column constitutes a lower bound on (cost-opt) and the
right column constitutes an upper bound on (cost-opt). From the number of solved
instances we infer that the models increase in intricacy. Models 1 and 1∗ are clearly
the fastest (since smallest) models since they provide solutions for all instances.
While Model 1 provides lower bounds, Model 1∗ computes the best solutions for
all instances. Finally, for all instances up to grid (if Lturn = Lwait) Model 1∗ even
computes cost-optimal solutions, which outperforms previous approaches to tackle
this problem (see DFG Research Unit FOR 2083, 2019). Model 2 still gives solutions
to all instances up to grid, but for the large bahn instance it is only able to provide
a lower bound. Unfortunately, Model 3 is only able to provide bounds for toy.
Nevertheless, for linear it can be seen that the objective values of the three models
can coincide and that Model 2 provides a stronger lower bound than Model 1.
Overall, the proposed models are able to provide optimal solutions to (cost-opt)
under different but arguably slight assumptions, while, at the same time, being
computationally tractable even for large-scale instances.
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3.3. The Trickle-in Effect: Modeling Passenger
Behavior in Delay Management
This publication considers the public transport planning problem of delay manage-
ment and introduces a new effect worth respecting when modeling delay manage-
ment, the trickle-in effect. The trickle-in effect describes an observation of passenger
behavior at train stations, namely that the transfer time from one train to another
is not equal for all passengers but rather lies in some interval. In other words, pas-
sengers do not switch trains instantaneously but instead trickle in to board the train.
Within this trickling interval, i.e., while passengers are boarding, a train is not able
to depart from a station which may lead to unexpected delays.
Classical Delay Management
Traditionally (see, e.g., Schöbel, 2007) the delay management problem is defined on
an aperiodic EAN (E ,A) together with a timetable π ∈ N|E| and some source delays
s ∈ R|E|+|A|≥0 . Delay management provides a disposition timetable x ∈ N|E| that aims
at reducing the overall passenger delay. A mathematical model for obtaining a dis-
position timetable while minimizing (approximated) passenger delays, as introduced








s.t. xi ≥ πi + si ∀i ∈ E , (3.5)
xj − xi ≥ La + sa ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Adrive ∪ Await, (3.6)
Mya + xj − xi ≥ La ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Achange, (3.7)
xi ∈ R ∀i ∈ E ,
ya ∈ {0, 1} ∀a ∈ Achange,
with wi being the number of passengers unboarding at event i and some big M ∈ R.
Furthermore, the binary variables ya decide if a connection a = (i, j) ∈ Achange is
maintained or if the connecting train departs (event j) before the passengers from
the feeder train have arrived (event i).
Modeling the Trickle-in Effect
For a disposition timetable that is found by solving (DM), it can be the case, however,
that some train B is scheduled to depart soon after train A has arrived such that
train B is not supposed to wait for passengers from train A. An example of such
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scenario is the following: train B is scheduled to depart at 10:02, train A arrives
at 10:00 and it is assumed that passengers need at least 3 minutes to transfer from
train A to train B. Now, if a fast passenger from train A reaches train B, then there
exists the possibility that slower passengers from train A might also reach train B
since the doors are prevented to close due to the boarding of the (fast) passenger.
This effect might result in a stream of passengers boarding train B and preventing
it from departing at 10:02, such that train B is only able to depart at 10:05. This
effect is called the trickle-in effect and the time interval (Lmina , Lmaxa ), denoting the
changing duration for all passengers (here, e.g., (1, 5) minutes) is called trickling
interval.
In order to model the trickle-in effect we require that the train departure cannot
lie in the trickling interval for all departure events. Hence,
xj ̸∈ (xi + Lmina , xi + Lmaxa ) ∀a ∈ Achange. (3.8)
To achieve this, we replace constraint (3.6) in (DM) by two new constraints, i.e.,
Mya + xj − xi ≥ Lmaxa , (3.9)
M(ya − 1) + xj − xi ≤ Lmina . (3.10)
The new model is then called (DM-trick). In our contribution we show that (DM-
trick) in fact satisfies the requirement (3.8) in Lemma 1. Furthermore, in Lemma 2
and 3 we give bounds on the choice of big M for (DM-trick) for different structures
of the source delays.
Finally, it is shown in Lemma 4 that for two trickling intervals I1 ⊆ I2 ⊂ R,
the for the objective values z1 and z2 of (DM-trick) with I1 and (DM-trick) with
I2 it holds that z1 ≤ z2. Due to this fact, (DM) is a relaxation of (DM-trick) and
Lemma 5 shows that a choice of La = Lmaxa yields the strongest relaxation (DM) of
(DM-trick).
Computational Results
We investigate the dataset bahn (modeling the German ICE network) for different
trickling intervals. In Figure 5 one can observe that the objective value, which is
given in the overall passenger delay in seconds, of (DM-trick) increases with an
increasing size of the trickling interval. Furthermore an increase in Lmaxa results in
a distinct increase in the objective value of (DM-trick), whereas a decrease in Lmina
only slightly increases the objective value.
In Figure 6 (DM)’s performance as a relaxation for (DM-trick) (with a trickling
interval of [60, 300] seconds) is shown. The result underlines Lemma 5, i.e., that
(DM) with La = Lmaxa is the best approximation of (DM-trick), and especially the
computation times (1 second for DM vs. 72 seconds for DM-trick) underline that
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Figure 5: objective values for (DM-trick) for different trickling intervals (in seconds)
for obtaining a fast and still reasonably good approximation it can make sense to
solve (DM) instead of (DM-trick).
Figure 6: objective values for (DM) for different La
Finally, further experiments in the publication show that even without any source
delays the objective of (DM-trick) is not zero. This can be explained by the fact
that the duration of some changing activities lies in the trickling interval, which,
as a result, have to be rescheduled. Thus, the trickle-in effect implies constraints
that already need to be respected in the timetabling stage. It thus becomes evident
that modeling the trickle-in effect is a highly relevant aspect for delay management
models.
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3.4. Approximate Cutting Plane Approaches for
Exact Solutions to Robust Optimization
Problems
In this publication we consider the concept of strict robustness and present speed-up
techniques for the cutting plane method described in Section 2.2. We give correctness
and convergence results for the proposed solution algorithm. In the computational
experiments, we apply the speed-up techniques for the class of mixed-integer opti-
mization problems with uncertain objective function. The results show that the use
of approximate cutting plane techniques can be very beneficial.
Cutting Planes for Strict Robustness
We define the strictly robust counterpart of a minimization problem, which suffers






for some uncertainty set U ⊆ Rn and a set of feasible solutions X ⊆ Rn. For a given






With this notation the basic scheme of a cutting plane approach can be formu-
lated as depicted in Figure 7. We call the process of finding a new solution xk




nario uk ∈ U via Pes(xk)
Robustification:
determine solution
xk ∈ X via RC(Uk)
Uk+1 = Uk ∪ {uk}k ← k + 1
Figure 7: Basic Scheme of a cutting plane approach
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Approximate Cutting Planes
The contribution of this paper is the proposal of not solving the subproblems RC and
Pes in each iteration exactly, i.e., to optimality, but only approximatively. To this
end, define for a given problem RC(U ′) and some threshold t ∈ R the approximated
version of RC(U ′) to return any solution x ∈ X with gU ′(x) ≤ t. If no such solution
exists, it returns an optimal solution to RC(U ′). Analogously, define for a given
problem Pes(x) and some threshold t ∈ R the approximated version of Pes(x) to
return any scenario u ∈ U with g(x, u) ≥ t. If no such scenario exists, a worst-case
scenario to x, i.e., an optimal solution to Pes(x) is returned.
A-RC(U ′, t) Return some x ∈ X with gU ′(x) ≤ t.
If such an x does not exist, return x ∈ X optimal to RC(U ′)
A-Pes(x, t) Return some u ∈ U with g(x, u) ≥ t.
If such a u does not exist, return u ∈ U optimal to Pes(x).
With this notion of an approximated version we extend the basic scheme of Figure
7 to a modified version of the cutting plane approach, depicted in Algorithm 1.
The algorithm works similar to a standard cutting plane algorithm. Instead of iter-
ating between RC and Pes, it iterates between A-RC(Uk, (topt)k) and A-Pes(xk, (tpes)k)
and adds a new scenario uk to Uk in each iteration. If A-RC (or A-Pes) is solved
to optimality, the lower bound lbk (or upper bound ubk) can get updated, because
then an optimal solution xk yields an actual lower bound gUk(xk) to RC(U). Vice
versa, a worst-case scenario uk to some solution xk yields an actual upper bound
g(xk, uk). The basic idea behind this proposal is that the process of obtaining new
solutions and scenarios via A-Pes and A-RC is faster than for RC and Pes. Hence,
the goal of Algorithm 1 is to find the optimal solution to RC(U) in more iterations
with “good enough” cuts and solutions, but in less time since cuts and solutions can
be obtained faster.
The correctness of Algorithm 1 is shown in Lemma 2 of the publication. For the
convergence results it is assumed that A-RC(Uk, t) with finite |Uk| and A-Pes(xk, t)
are solvable in a finite number of steps and their solutions are always finite. Under
this assumption we give convergence results for finite |X| or finite |U| in Lemmas
3 to 5. Furthermore, Theorems 8 to 10 provide convergence results for infinite |X|
and |U|, differing in the assumptions made on the structures of X and U and the
choice of (topt)k and (tpes)k.
Additionally, we introduce three improvements of Algorithm 1 for the case that
the underlying nominal optimization problem is of a mixed-integer type. First,
the subproblems do not have to be solved from scratch: When providing the IP
solver with the current best solution, or worst scenario, respectively, we obtain a
warm start. Second, the bounds lbk and ubk can be strengthened via incorporating
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Algorithm 1: Approximate Cutting Plane Approach
Input: problem (RC), nominal scenario unom ∈ U , stopping criterion ϵ > 0
Output: solution x ∈ X to RC(U), with an absolute deviation from the
optimal solution of at most ϵ
1 U0 ← {unom}, k ← 0, lb0 ← −∞, ub0 ←∞
2 while ubk − lbk > ϵ do
3 determine (topt)k
4 xk ← solution to A-RC(k, (topt)k)
5 if A-RC(Uk, (topt)k) solved optimally and lbk < gUk(xk) then
6 lbk+1 ← gUk(xk)
7 else
8 lbk+1 ← lbk
9 determine (tpes)k
10 uk ← solution to A-Pes(xk, (tpes)k)
11 if A-Pes(xk, (tpes)k) solved optimally and ubk > g(xk, uk) then
12 ubk+1 ← g(xk, uk)
13 xret ← xk
14 else
15 ubk+1 ← ubk
16 Uk+1 ← Uk ∪ {uk}
17 k ← k + 1
18 end
19 return xret
the bounds found by the IP solver. Finally, Algorithm 1 can be transformed to a
branch-and-cut scheme by using callback functions. In the publication additional




Algorithm 1 is tested with respect to the class of uncertain mixed-integer optimiza-
tion problems. Given A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm of the form
min τ
s.t. Ax ≥ b,
utx ≤ τ ∀u ∈ U ,
x ∈ Rn−p × Zp,
τ ∈ R,
with a polyhedral uncertainty set U := {u ∈ Rn−q ×Zq| Cu ≤ d} for C ∈ Rm×n, d ∈
Rm. We distinguish between easy and hard instances of X and U with respect to the
number of integer variables. A choice of p = 1 implies that all (except one) of the
x-components are continuous variables and hence A-RC (the robustification) is easy
to solve – compared to a choice of p = n. Similarly, a choice of q = 1 makes A-Pes
(the pessimization) easy compared to q = n. This definition leads to four different
instance cases: Robustification easy or hard crossed with pessimization easy or hard.
In the computational results we compared four different versions of Algorithm 1:
Solving robustification via RC or A-RC combined with solving pessimization via Pes
or A-Pes. Computational results are given in Table 4.2.
Both easy Rob hard Pes hard Both hard
A-RC + A-Pes 0.482 44.224 379.172 14.922
A-RC + Pes 0.48 45.01 928.298 17.278
RC + A-Pes 0.474 100.574 379.122 21.09
RC + Pes 0.474 98.102 929.43 21.2
Table 4.2.: Average runtime in seconds for solving five instances with n = 20 vari-
ables to optimality.
It can be seen that A-RC works faster than RC if only robustification is diffi-
cult and A-Pes works faster than Pes if only pessimization is difficult. When both
problems are easy all instances are solved with similar speed, whereas for instances
with both problems being difficult, A-RC + A-Pes yields the best results. The pub-
lication consists of further computational experiments, including the effect of the
above-mentioned improvements and the effect of different choices on (topt)k and
(tpes)k.
In conclusion, this publication introduces an improved scheme of the cutting plane
methods used in robust optimization and gives several convergence results. In addi-
tion the computational results illustrate that the use of its scheme can significantly
decrease computation times of strictly robust mixed-integer problems.
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3.5. Finding Robust Periodic Timetables by
Integrating Delay Management
This publication investigates the problem of finding robust periodic timetables. To
this end, a model for periodic delay management (P-DM) is introduced that enables
evaluating periodic timetables with respect to their delay resistance. By combining
(P-DM) and (PESP), an adjustable robust version of (PESP) is introduced, called
(RPT), that is used for finding robust periodic timetables. Two different solution
approaches to (RPT) are presented and computationally investigated.
Evaluation of a Periodic Timetable
As described in Section 2.1 and defined in Section 3.1, (PESP) is a commonly used
model for periodic timetable optimization. Its solutions are optimized with respect
to the nominal travel times of passengers, i.e., in the absence of any delays. The
performance of a timetable in practice, however, is highly influenced by regularly
occuring delays. Hence, instead of finding a timetable with respect to the objective











Figure 8: Workflow for finding and evaluating timetables
In order to find a periodic timetable with good performance with respect to the
above evaluation, periodic delay management is defined. For source delays s ∈








s.t. di ≥ si ∀i ∈ E , (3.11)
da = dj − di ∀a = (i, j) ∈ A\Achange, (3.12)
da = dj − di + zaT ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Achange, (3.13)
πa + da ≥ La + sa ∀a = (i, j) ∈ A, (3.14)
di ∈ R ∀i ∈ E ∪ A,
za ∈ Z ∀a ∈ Achange,
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with the set of all feasible propagated delays d being
D = D(π, s) := {d ∈ R|E|+|A| | ∃ z ∈ Z|Achange| s.th. (d, z) is feasible for (P-DM)}.
(P-DM) can be viewed as a modification of (DM), which is defined in Section 3.3.
The disposition timetable x from (DM) is given here as (πi + di)i∈E . Furthermore,
the di for i ∈ E are bounded from below by si and the da are bounded from below
by La + sa − πa, where πa := (πj − πi − La) mod T + La is the duration of activity
a = (i, j) ∈ A. One difference of (P-DM) in comparison to (DM) is that the
passenger delays are counted as the delay of their departure event Edep plus the
sum of each activity delay they are passing, and not as the delay of the last arrival
event of the passenger path (as done in DM). Furthermore, since the delays occur
on a periodic EAN, also the delay management decisions work periodically which
differs to the model (DM). Note that the delays da in (P-DM) are propagated along
driving and waiting activities, but for all changing activities a modulo T operation
is executed via constraint (3.13). In the following (P-DM) is used to estimate the
behavior of a periodic timetable π when rolled out and used for aperiodic delay
management as in Figure 8. Hence, (P-DM) can be utilized to find robust periodic
timetables.
Robust Periodic Timetabling
By using (P-DM), the roll-out step in Figure 8 can be neglected and thus the prob-
lem of finding a delay resistant timetable reduces to the three steps: timetabling,
scenario generation, and periodic delay management. Consequently, the concept of
adjustable robustness (cf. Adjustable RC) can be used to define a robust timetabling
problem. To this end, let Π be the set of all feasible timetables with respect to
















and some uncertainty set S ⊆ R|E|+|A|≥0 . Hence, the timetable π ∈ Π denotes the
here-and-now variables and the disposition timetable corresponds to the wait-and-
see variables of the adjustable robust counterpart. Due to the immense difficulty of
solving (RPT) directly, we propose two different simplifications of the model.
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Simplification A: Fixed Delay Management Strategy (F-RPT)
One simplification is to require that the delay management strategy is determined
by timetable π and scenario s. For this purpose, a strict no-wait policy for trains
is assumed, but also any other strategy can be used, as long as it can be expressed
in terms of π and s. With this fixed delay management strategy the inner max-min
problem of finding the worst-case scenario for a given timetable is transformed into a
mixed-integer maximization problem. Hence, (RPT) reduces to a min-max problem
that is solvable by the cutting-planes approach for robust optimization problems, as
introduced in Section 3.4. For this first simplification we show convergence of the
proposed solution algorithm to the optimal solution of the simplified model, which
is called F-RPT.
Simplification B: Finding Bad-Case Scenarios (RPT(S ′))
A different simplification is to refrain from searching for a worst-case scenario s for
a given timetable π, and instead focus on finding a bad scenario heuristically. This
is done by randomly sampling scenarios from S and taking the worst-case scenario
of this smaller subset with respect to (P-DM). This bad case scenario is added to
the set of considered scenarios S ′ and an improved timetable can then be found
by solving (RPT) on S ′. Thus, it can again be iterated between timetabling and
scenario generation until some stopping criterion is met. The second simplification
serves as a heuristic algorithm, called RPT(S ′).
Computational Results
In the computational experiments the two proposed algorithms F-RPT and RPT(S ′)
are compared against MATCH (cf. Pätzold and Schöbel, 2016), an algorithm for
solving (PESP). The algorithms are tested on the three instances toy, grid and
bahn. Their nominal travel times are compared against delayed travel times from the
disposition timetable obtained after delay management, i.e., evaluation by following
Figure 8. The delayed times are averaged for 10 different randomly generated delay
scenarios.
MATCH F-RPT RPT(S ′)
toy 6.0 9.1 7.1
grid 20.4 24.6 24.1
bahn 166.4 177.6 185.8
Table 5.3.: Nominal travel times in minutes
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MATCH F-RPT RPT(S ′)
toy 13.4 11.3 11.0
grid 29.9 27.3 28.3
bahn 205.9 204.6 202.1
Table 5.4.: Average delayed travel times in minutes
It is observable that MATCH performs best for nominal travel times, whereas
both of the proposed algorithms yield better results than MATCH for the average
delay objective. Importantly, the source delays in the scenarios were chosen to be
quite small for every activity and hence impose rather small perturbations of the
public transport system. Nevertheless, these small delays induce high delays in
passenger travel time for MATCH (up to 40 minutes on average for bahn), whereas
the timetables found by F-RPT and RPT(S ′) appear to be more robust against
the source delays: here, the average delay for bahn is 16 minutes, or 27 minutes,
respectively. Hence, with RPT we propose a new model for robust timetabling and
show with F-RPT and RPT(S ′) that there exist solution algorithms to simplified
variants of (RPT) yielding periodic timetables that are robust – even when evaluated




After having summarized the main results of the five publications that make up
this dissertation in the previous chapter, this section discusses the publications’
individual novelties and then identifies similarities as well as connecting factors
between them.
The novelty of Section 3.1 is the integrated problem formulation of finding a pub-
lic transport system together with all its intermediate steps, i.e., creation of EAN
and rollout. Consequently, the introduced look-ahead heuristics are among the first
approaches of solving this integrated version of public transport problems with re-
spect to cost-minimality. The major and novel contribution of Section 3.2 is the
provision of optimal solutions for the integrated problem of finding cost-minimal
public transport systems. Especially the tractability of the presented models might
be able to open up new research avenues for integrated public transport planning
with different objectives. Section 3.3 incorporates the trickle-in effect, a relevant real-
world observation, into delay management models, which is novel since this effect
has not yet been considered before in delay management models. The approximate
cutting plane methods of Section 3.4 represent a first systematic investigation on this
class of algorithms for robust optimization problems. Section 3.5 provides a novel
approach for evaluating periodic timetables with respect to their delay-resistance.
Next to the new methods for obtaining robust periodic timetables that result from
this evaluation, another important contribution is the resulting integration of peri-
odic timetabling and delay management.
The first property that is shared between all of the five papers is that they in-
vestigate multi-stage problems, whose difficulty arises from the interdependencies
between their respective problem stages: Section 3.1 and 3.2 streamline the three
stages of line planning, timetabling and vehicle scheduling in order to minimize the
final objective of the multi-stage problem, i.e., vehicle schedule costs. Section 3.3
shows how modeling passenger behavior takes influence on the delay management
problem and it is shown that this new model actually already interferes at the
timetabling stage. Section 3.4 investigates how to iterate between robustification
and pessimization stages in order to achieve performance increases for solving the
overall problem. Lastly, Section 3.5 shows the potential of connecting delay man-
agement and timetabling stages for obtaining an improved robustness measure of
the underlying periodic timetable.
A further immediate connection exists between Section3.1 and Section 3.2, since
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the latter publication constitutes a natural extension of the former. This can be
illustrated by means of the following considerations: First, the objective function
of (cost-opt), i.e., g, is designed as a streamlined version of gcost from Section 3.1.
Second, the improvement vs-first, introduced in Section 3.1, is developed further
in Section 3.2, culminating in the eventual inclusion of periodic vehicle schedules.
Third, by arguing that there always exists a feasible timetable for the given problem
structure, the objects EAN and timetable, which are included in Section 3.1, are
neglected in Section 3.2. Due to this adaption, excessive problem complexity is
reduced without loosing track of the overall objective of finding cost-minimal vehicle
schedules. Thus, Section 3.2 constitutes an improvement of several aspects from
Section 3.1 and thus extends it in a meaningful way.
Still considering Sections 3.1 and 3.2, an important lesson that can be learned from
their investigation of cost-minimal public transport systems is that it is necessary
to distinguish between exogenously given data and auxiliary structures inherited
from models in the literature. In this case, PTN and OD-data can be viewed as
exogenously given data, whereas line pool, minimum frequencies, and cost parame-
ters costl of lines (from Section 3.1) are auxiliary structures that have simply been
adopted from models from the literature. The convincing performance of the models
from Section 3.2, which work without these auxiliary structures, leads to the take-
away that it is important to keep in mind the bigger picture by questioning existing
models and considering the possibility of changes in model structures.
In addition to solving certain well-defined problems for which streamlining and
rationalization might be a good approach, this thesis is furthermore concerned with
improving mathematical models for real-world decision processes. According to this
partition, Sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4 fall into the first category since they solve well-
defined problems, whereas Sections 3.3 and 3.5 fall into the second category as
their objective is to build better mathematical models for real-world problems. The
challenge for the second category, which has been less-discussed so far, is to find a
balance between the importance of adding a certain detail from the real world and
the decrease of computational tractability when adding this detail. For Section 3.3
it has been shown that including the trickle-in effect can significantly change the
objective of the delay management model. On the other hand, computing solutions
on large scale datasets is computational tractable, which simplifies the choice of
including the trickle-in effect into the model. For robust timetabling from Section 3.5,
things are more complicated, for two reasons: First, it is of utmost importance to
consider realistic delayed passenger travel times instead of nominal travel times.
Second, however, considering delayed travel times comes at a high price in terms of
computational effort. As a result, the aim of Section 3.5 is to make a reasonable
choice between model detail and solvability. From the computational experiments
in Section 3.5 it becomes evident that the choice made has been successful.
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Choosing a well-balanced simplification, which reduces problem intricacy while
maintaining essential model details, is a key aspect of many of the presented pub-
lications and thus makes up another connecting factor between the publications of
this dissertation. In Section 3.1 the problem is, for example, simplified via the choice
of a sequential approach to the solution process and additionally shrinking the set of
possible lines and loads by working with line pool and minimal frequencies. In Sec-
tion 3.2, by contrast, it is chosen to simplify the set of possible timetables and vehicle
schedules. Furthermore, Section 3.3 shows that solving (DM-trick) can be straight-
forwardly simplified to solving (DM), which yields comparable results by using less
computation time. In Section 3.4 the subproblems of the cutting plane algorithm
are simplified by approximating the optimal solutions to individual subproblems.
It is shown that this simplification does not compromise the overall objective of
solving the general min-max problem. Finally, Section 3.5 proposes two different
simplifications of the main problem (RPT): the first simplification is to fix the delay
management strategy (hence the D-space) and the second one reduces the size of
considered scenarios (S-space) in order to maintain the whole solution space Π for
the timetables. With both simplifications it is possible to increase the robustness of
a timetable with a reasonable amount of computational effort.
The last aspect unifying the discussed publications centers around the challenge of
designing a robust public transport system. This aspect at the same time opens up
a direction for further research. In this spirit, the iterative framework introduced in
Section 3.4, which is successfully applied in Section 3.5, could be further extended to
iteratively determine a whole public transport system. Depending on the considered
objective function, the public transport stages could then be streamlined in a similar
fashion to Section 3.2. This process would obtain a solution algorithm that iterates
between robustification, i.e. creating a public transport system, and determining
a new scenario for it by testing its robustness. Such an approach would be highly
desirable as the robustness of a public transport systems is in the interest of both
customers and operating companies.
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5. Conclusion and Outlook
This thesis connects the two research areas of public transport optimization and
robust optimization via first contributing research for each field individually and
then combining this research in the investigation of robust public transportation.
It thus not only provides concrete solutions to well-defined problems, such as Sec-
tions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.4, but also derives mathematical models for real-world problems
by considering Sections 3.3 and 3.5.
Even though the individual publications already discuss possible directions of
further research for their respective topic, this dissertation concludes by providing
some additional ideas for future research endeavors. First, the models for cost-
minimal public transport systems from Section 3.2 can be modified to include the
requirement of satisfying a certain amount of passenger convenience, which could
lead to more sophisticated line concepts and hence shorter travel times. Building
a model that not only generates lines, but also creates the resulting change and go
graph (defined in Schöbel and Scholl, 2006), might be an interesting extension of
the models from Section 3.2. In general, short travel times (improving passenger
convenience) combined with short vehicle driving times (decreasing vehicle costs)
might not impose a big contradiction after all. An argument for this statement is
that a passenger having long travel times might also occupy vehicles for a long time,
which results in more costs for the operating company. Second, the linear objective
for timetabling as well as for delay management, i.e., (delayed) duration multiplied
with the number of passengers, does not seem to reflect experiences in practice:
Delaying 100 passengers for one minute might not result in severe dissatisfaction,
whereas one passenger with 100 minutes of delay might have more reason to file a
complaint. This dissatisfaction might even be amplified if the passenger’s nominal
travel time is comparably short. Thus, a quadratic objective function, which could
naturally penalize large delays, might be better suited to address this issue in a
mathematical model.
On a more general level, it seems worth to emphasize that research in public
transport stems from a concrete real-world application and is hence not reserved for
mathematical optimization and mixed integer programming. Thus, in the future it
could be fruitful to consider more than only one particular method for solving public
transport optimization problems, which has been mostly mixed integer (linear) pro-
gramming so far. Related methods, such as constraint programming, have already
been investigated (e.g., Großmann et al., 2012; Gattermann, Großmann, Nachtigall,
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and Schöbel, 2016a), but especially the combination with upcoming machine learn-
ing methods could turn out to be a promising research direction, not only for public
transport optimization, but also for mathematical optimization in general (cf., e.g.,
Khalil, Dai, Zhang, Dilkina, and Song, 2017).
All in all, with this thesis it is hoped to show that public transport optimization
as well as robust optimization are highly relevant, mathematically intriguing, and,
on a personal level, fascinating and fun topics to work on.
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6. Summary of Contributions
The author’s contributions to the presented publications are as follows.
• “Look-Ahead Approaches for Integrated Planning in Public Transport Opti-
mization”: Parts of the look-ahead improvement ideas and parts of the im-
plementation as well as large parts of the computational experiments and a
considerable part of the write-up are the author’s work, judging his contribu-
tion to be 40%.
• “Cost-Minimal Public Transport Planning”: For the first two models, ideas,
proofs of correctness, cutting plane improvements, implementation and com-
putational experiments as well as considerable parts of the paper’s write-up
are the author’s work, judging his contribution to be 55%.
• “The Trickle-in Effect: Modeling Passenger Behavior in Delay Management”:
Implementation, computational results and considerable parts of the write-up
are the author’s work, judging his contribution to be 40%.
• “Approximate Cutting Planes for Exact Solutions to Robust Optimization
Problems”: Large parts of the ideas, proofs, write-up as well as all imple-
mentations and computational experiments are the author’s work, judging his
contribution to be 80%.
• “Finding Robust Periodic Timetables by Integrating Delay Management”:
Ideas, proofs, implementation, computational experiments and write-up are
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In this paper we deal with three consecutive planning stages in public transportation: Line
planning (including line pool generation), timetabling, and vehicle scheduling. These three steps
are traditionally performed one after another in a sequential way often leading to high costs in
the (last) vehicle scheduling stage. In this paper we propose three different ways to “look ahead”,
i.e., to include aspects of vehicle scheduling already earlier in the sequential process: an adapted
line pool generation algorithm, a new cost structure for line planning, and a reordering of the
sequential planning stages. We analyze these enhancements experimentally and show that they
can be used to decrease the costs significantly.
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1 Sequential versus integrated planning
Planning a public transport supply can have many goals. Two major goals are usually
minimizing the perceived travel times of passengers as well as the costs that incur to the
public transportation company. Motivated by this we consider a bi-objective model for
railway or bus planning with these two objectives.
Traditionally, public transportation planning is done in sequential stages. The first
stage after the design of a network, that is spanned by stops (or stations) and their direct
connections (edges or tracks), is line planning. In this stage, first a set of possible lines,
the line pool, has to be generated on the network. Research towards the effect of line pool
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generation, and an algorithm to find suitable line pools is presented in [7]. In the line planning
problem one then chooses a feasible subset of lines from the line pool, i.e., a set of lines such
that all passengers can be transported. See [21] for an overview. With a given line plan one
can create an event-activity network which constitutes the input for the timetabling stage.
Periodic timetabling consists of deciding when and how fast vehicles (trains or buses) should
drive along the edges and how long they should wait at stops (or stations). The problem is
modeled as a periodic event scheduling problem (PESP), see [23]. Other timetabling models
can be found in [10]. After a timetable is chosen, vehicle schedules are planned, determining
which vehicle should drive which route such that all lines are operated according to their
timetables. A survey on vehicle scheduling is given in [4]. Finally, crew scheduling and
rostering are planning stages to be performed after the vehicle schedules are found.
Obviously, proceeding sequentially does not need to lead to an optimal solution as there
are dependencies between the different subproblems. It would hence be beneficial to solve the
entire problem in an integrated system. Since this is computationally too complex, heuristic
approaches have been proposed as in [22].
Our contribution. We consider line planning, timetabling and vehicle scheduling in con-
junction with each other. To this end we formally define what an integrated transport
supply (LTS-plan), consisting of a line plan, a timetable, and a vehicle schedule, is and
how it can be evaluated. We propose three enhancements of the traditional approach which
consider the vehicle scheduling costs already in the line planning stage. Finally, we evaluate
them experimentally and show that our proposed enhancements lead to LTS-plans with
significantly smaller costs than the traditional sequential approach.
2 A bi-objective model for integrated planning in public
transportation
In this section we formally describe what a feasible transport supply (LTS-plan), consisting
of a line plan (L), a timetable (T), and a vehicle schedule (S), is and how its quality can
be evaluated. Note that for the single stages, i.e., for a line plan, for a timetable, and for a
vehicle schedule, this has been extensively discussed in the literature. However, it is in the
literature usually assumed that an event-activity network is already known for timetabling
and a set of trips is already given for vehicle scheduling. Since we plan from scratch, we also
have to describe the intermediate steps, i.e., how to build the event-activity network and how
to build the set of trips. In order to keep the timetabling step tractable, we restrict ourselves
in this paper to periodic LTS-plans for which all lines are operated with the same frequency.
As input for the bi-objective model we are given:
A public transport network PTN= (V,E) consisting of a set of stops V and direct
connections E between them.
For every node v ∈ V :
lower and upper bounds Lwaitv ≤ Uwaitv for the time vehicles wait at stop v,
lower and upper bounds Ltransv ≤ U transv for the time passengers need to transfer
between two vehicles at the same stop v.
We furthermore need for every pair v, u ∈ V the time(v, u) a vehicle needs if it drives
directly from stop v to stop u.
For every edge e = (v1, v2) ∈ E:
a length (in kilometers) lengthe,
lower and upper edge frequency bounds fmine ≤ fmaxe ,
lower and upper bounds on the travel times along the edge, i.e., Ldrivee ≤ Udrivee .
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An OD-matrix W with entries Wuv for each pair of stops u, v ∈ V . The OD-matrix is
assumed to be consistent with the lower edge frequencies, i.e., there exist paths Puv for
every OD-pair (u, v) through the PTN such that for every edge e we have:∑
u,v∈V : e∈Puv
Wuv ≤ Cap · fmine
for Cap being the capacity of the (identical) vehicles, i.e., each passenger can be trans-
ported,
a period length T , and the number of periods p to be considered for planning
a penalty pen for transfers,
a minimal turnaround time for vehicles Lmin,
cost parameters
c1 costs per minute for a vehicle driving with passengers,
c2 costs per kilometer for a vehicle driving with passengers,
c3 costs per vehicle for the whole planning horizon (p periods),
c4 costs per minute for a vehicle driving empty (i.e., without passengers),
c5 costs per kilometer for a vehicle driving empty (i.e., without passengers).
We then look for an LTS-plan, which consists of a line plan (L), a periodic timetable (T)
and a vehicle schedule (S) which are together feasible. These objects are defined as follows:
Line plan L
A line is a path through the PTN. A line plan is a set of lines L, which is feasible if
fmine ≤ |{l ∈ L : e ∈ l}| ≤ fmaxe , (1)
i.e., if each edge of the PTN is covered by the required number of lines. We assume that
lines are symmetric, i.e., they are operated in both directions. In our setting all lines are
operated with a frequency of 1.
Timetable T
Given a set of lines, a timetable assigns a time to every departure and arrival of every line at
its stops. These times are then repeated periodically. In order to model a timetable usually
event-activity networks N = (E ,A) are used (see, e.g., [11, 12, 14, 17, 18]). The set of events
E consists of all departures and all arrivals of all lines at all stops, and the set A connects
these events by driving, waiting and transfer activities. For each activity, the number of
passengers using this activity is usually given as input for timetabling. (It is subject of
ongoing research how this can be relaxed, see [3, 6, 19, 20]). The lower and upper bounds
La and Ua are set as
Ldrivee and Udrivee if a is a driving activity on edge e ∈ E,
Lwaitv and Uwaitv if a is a waiting activity in stop v ∈ V , and as
Ltransv and U transv if a is a transfer activity in stop v ∈ V .
A timetable π is an assignment of times πj ∈ Z to every event j ∈ E . It is feasible if it
respects the lower and upper bounds for all its activities, i.e., if
(πj − πi − La) mod T ∈ [0, Ua − La] for all a = (i, j) ∈ A. (2)
The objective function in timetabling minimizes the total slack times. If all passengers use
the paths they have been assigned to in the event-activity network this is equivalent to
minimizing the sum of passengers’ travel times.
ATMOS 2017
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Vehicle schedule S
Given a set of lines and a timetable, a vehicle schedule determines the number of vehicles
and the exact routes of the vehicles for operating the timetable. To this end, we use the line
plan and the timetable to construct a set of trips T where each trip
t = (lt, vstartt , vendt , π̃startt , π̃endt ) ∈ T
is specified by a line lt together with its first and last stop vstartt and vendt and its corresponding
start time π̃startt and end time π̃endt . These times can be taken from the periodic timetable,
but we have to consider the real time (e.g. in minutes after midnight) by adding the correct
multiple of the period length. The end time π̃endt of a line at its final stop is the arrival
time at this stop plus some minutes allowing passengers to deboard. Analogously, the start
time π̃startt of a line at a stop is the time when it arrives at this stop, i.e., a bit earlier than
its departure time there. For every line l we receive two trips starting per period, namely
one forward and one backward trip. A route of a vehicle is given by its sequence of trips
r = (t1, . . . , tk) such that
(π̃startti+1 − π̃
end




ti+1 ) for all i = 1, . . . , k − 1.
A set of vehicle routes R is feasible if all its routes are feasible and if each trip is contained
in exactly one route.
Evaluating an LTS-plan
An LTS-plan is specified by a line plan, a corresponding timetable and a corresponding
vehicle schedule, i.e., it is specified by the tuple (L, π,R). Given a feasible LTS-plan we use
the two most common evaluation criteria: the sum of passengers’ travel times (including a
penalty for every transfer) and the costs. These objectives are formally defined below:
Costs. The costs of an LTS-plan depend mainly on the costs of the corresponding vehicle
schedule and thus on the distance which is driven, the total duration of driving and the
number of required vehicles. For the distance and the duration of the trips we distinguish if
the vehicle drives on a trip which can be used by passengers (here called full ride) or if the
vehicle drives empty between two consecutive trips ti, ti+1 in the same vehicle route (here
called an empty ride) as the costs can be different for full and empty rides.
As the vehicle schedule in general is aperiodic, we consider the costs for a whole planning
horizon (e.g. a day) instead of a planning period by rolling out the periodic line plan and
timetable for a fixed time span which is given by the number of periods p it covers. Note that
we have to take special care at the beginning and the end of the roll-out period, regarding
lines traversing the period boundaries. For simplicity reasons we do not go into detail here
how this is handled explicitly.
Before defining the costs, we introduce the duration and the length of a line and an empty
ride. Let a line be defined as a sequence of nodes and edges.




a belongs to e∈l




a belongs to v∈l
(Lwaitv + (πj − πi − Lwaitv mod T )),
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i.e., all driving times along edges and waiting times at stops are added. When a heuristic
approach to timetabling is used where the duration of all driving and waiting activities is set













and is independent from the timetable. The duration of an empty ride between two trips














t2 ) can be computed as
durt1,t2 = π̃startt2 − π̃
end
t1 ,
i.e., the time between the end of t1 and the start of t2.
The length of the empty ride is defined as





i.e., we assume that a vehicle takes the shortest path from the last station vendt1 of trip t1 to
the first station vstartt2 of trip t2.
Now we can define the following cost components. Note that we have to count the full
duration and length of each line twice as two trips belong to every line (one in forward and
one in backward direction).




2 · durl · p ,




2 · lengthl · p ,
number of vehicles: veh = |R| ,














In total we get
gcost(L, π,R) := c1 · durfull + c2 · lengthfull + c3 · veh+ c4 · durempty + c5 · lengthempty. (4)
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Travel times. For determining the travel time we follow the traditional approach of fixing
the passengers’ routes when constructing the event-activity network, assuming that the
passengers use these assigned paths. In the event-activity network, passengers are routed on
a shortest path according to the lower bounds on the activities and assigned as weights ca to
the activities a ∈ A. Additionally to the travel time, we consider a penalty pen for every




ca · (La + (πj − πi − La mod T )) +
∑
a∈Atrans
ca · pen. (5)
Note that the travel time does not depend on the vehicle schedule.
The two objective functions we have sketched here are common in the literature when
broken down to one single planning stage:
Nearly all papers dealing with vehicle scheduling minimize a combination of empty
kilometers and number of vehicles needed, i.e., veh + a · lengthempty. This is equivalent to
gcost if the duration of full and empty rides are weighted equally and a is chosen as a = c5c3
since the duration and the length of the lines are all known due to the timetable being fixed.
In timetabling, the goal is usually to minimize the sum of (perceived) travel times for
the passengers. Since it is computationally very difficult, most papers make the simplifying
assumption that the number of travelers on every activity in the event-activity network is
known and fixed, as it is done here.
Pareto optimal LTS-plans. We call a feasible LTS-plan (L, π,R) Pareto optimal if there
does not exist another LTS-plan (L′, π′,R′) which satisfies
gcost(L′, π′,R′) ≤ gcost(L, π,R), gtime(L′, π′,R′) ≤ gtime(L, π,R)
with one of the two inequalities being strict.
3 Traditional sequential approach
The traditional approach is a combination of algorithms which have been described in the
literature. It goes through line planning, timetabling, and vehicle scheduling sequentially
and finds (close to) optimal solutions in each of the steps.
Step L: Line planning. There exists a variety of algorithms for line planning, see [21]. Some
of them assume a line pool to be given, others determine the lines during their execution
([2]). If a line pool is required, a line pool generation procedure can be used (see [7] and
references therein).
In our experiments: We use the cost model for a fixed line pool which is either given
(dataset Bahn) or generated by [7] (dataset Grid).
Step T: Timetabling. Solving the integer programming formulations is too time-consuming
for most instances, hence often heuristics ([9, 15, 16]) are used.
In our experiments: We use the fast MATCH heuristic [16].
Step S: Vehicle scheduling. There exists a variety of algorithms, see [4].
In our experiments: We use the flow-based model of [4].
We remark that even if all three steps are solved optimally, the resulting LTS-plan need
not be Pareto optimal. This is due to the sequential approach: the line plan is the basis
for the timetable and the vehicle schedule, but optimal lines cannot be determined without
knowing the optimal timetable and the optimal vehicle schedule.
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4 Look-ahead enhancements
As already mentioned, the vehicle schedules have a large impact on the costs of an LTS-plan.
Since the vehicle schedules are determined only in the last of the three considered planning
stages, the costs of an LTS-plan determined by the sequential approach are usually not
minimal. We propose three enhancements in order to receive LTS-plans with better costs
than in the sequential approach. We nevertheless also evaluate the perceived travel times for
the passengers.
4.1 Using new costs in the line planning step
When evaluating the costs of an LTS-plan, (4) shows that the costs are determined to a large
amount by the number of vehicles needed. Even if as few lines as possible are established it
is not clear how many vehicles are needed in the end and how many empty kilometers are
necessary.
In the traditional approach the costs of a line are usually assumed to be proportional to
its length with some fixed costs to be added, i.e.,
costl = costfix + c · lengthl (6)
where costfix ∈ IR+ and c ∈ IR+ is a scaling factor.
Here, we now try to compute the costs of a line as closely as possible to the costs it may
have later in the evaluation of the LTS-plan. The idea is to approximate the costs per line
by distributing the costs specified in (4) to the lines and computing the costs per period, i.e.,





For full duration and distance this can be done straightforwardly, as we only need to know
the number of planning periods which are considered in total as the length and duration of a
line does not change between periods. Under our assumptions, we know the duration of a
line beforehand by (3). The number of vehicles needed, the empty distance and the empty
duration are in general more difficult to approximate as they can differ between the planning
periods due to an aperiodic vehicle schedule. As upper bound we use a very simple vehicle
schedule where all vehicles periodically cover only one line and its backwards direction. This
gives us that the empty distance is always zero and can be neglected. The empty duration of
a line can be computed as
empty duration after driving on line l = T2 − (durl mod
T
2 ),
and for a given minimal turnaround time Lmin of a vehicle, the number of vehicles needed to
serve a line and its backwards direction can be approximated by
#vehicles needed for line l and backwards direction = d2 · (durl + Lmin)/T e .
Summarizing, we can approximate the line costs as:
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4.2 Line pool generation with look-ahead
The next idea is to take account of good vehicle schedules already in the very first step: we
construct the lines in the line pool in a way such that no empty kilometers are needed and
that the resulting lines are likely to be operated with a small number of vehicles.
To create a line pool which already considers the vehicle routing aspect, we modified the
line pool generation algorithm described in [7]. For a given minimal turnaround time Lmin
of a vehicle and a maximal allowed buffer time α we ensure that the duration durl as defined
in (3) of a line l satisfies
T




2 − Lmin. (8)
Here, the duration of a line is computed according to the minimal driving time on edges
and the minimal waiting time in stops. Equation (8) ensures that at the end of a trip, i.e.,
the driving of a line, the vehicle has enough time to start the trip belonging to the backwards
direction of the same line and has to wait no more than α minutes to do so. Thus, we
get that the round-trip of forward and backward direction together differs from an integer
multiple of the period length by at most 2 · α.
4.3 Vehicle scheduling first
In our last suggestion we propose to switch Step T and Step S in the sequential approach,
i.e., to find (preliminary) vehicle schedules directly after the line planning phase. This is
particularly interesting if the line plan contains lines which can be operated efficiently by
one vehicle, i.e., lines with small α, since it ensures that the timetable will not destroy this
property. This is done as follows:
Step L: This step is done as in the traditional approach.
S-first: For every line l we introduce turnaround activities in the periodic event-activity
network between the last arrival event of the line in forward direction and the first
departure event of the line in backward direction, and vice versa. The lower bound for
these activities is set to Lmin and the upper bound to Lmin + 2 ·α. These activities ensure
that the timetable to be constructed in the next step allows the vehicle schedule we want,
namely that only one vehicle operates the line.
Step T: We then proceed with timetabling as in the traditional approach but respecting
the turnaround activities such that the resulting timetable does not destroy the desired
vehicle schedule.
Step S: After timetabling we perform an additional vehicle scheduling step as in the classic
approach: We delete the turnaround activities and proceed with vehicle scheduling as
usual. Nevertheless, it is likely, that many of the vehicle routes already determined in
S-first will be found again.
Note that S-first can be performed very efficiently in the number of lines in the line
concept. We furthermore remark that for a line plan in which all lines have a buffer time
α = 0, the Step S can be omitted since having line-pure vehicle schedules is an optimal
solution in such a case. Even if not all lines have zero buffer times, fixing a timetable in Step
T with respecting the turnaround activities often already determines the optimal vehicle
schedule. This means that vehicle scheduling in Step S is often redundant, which was not
only observable in most cases of our experiments, but is also illustrated more precisely in
Example 1 of the appendix.
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5 Experiments
We compared the traditional approach for finding an LTS-plan against the enhancements
proposed using LinTim, a software framework for public transport optimization [1, 8]. We
use the following parameters to describe the different combinations of our enhancements.
1. Using the new costs (7) in line planning (Step L) as proposed in Section 4.1 is denoted
by new cost, whereas traditional costs are denoted as normal cost.
2. The second option, described in Section 4.2 is to construct a new pool (new pool), whereas
normal pool uses some given (standard) pool for line planning (Step L). Combining
both pools has been done in a third option (combined pool).
3. The decision of computing the timetable or the vehicle schedules first (so using Step
S-first from Section 4.3), is denoted by TT first and VS first respectively.
As test instances we used two significantly different datasets.
Dataset Grid: A grid graph of 5 by 5 nodes and 40 edges, which is a model for a bus network
constructed in [5]. In this example, we have T = 20 and we used p = 24 periods. The
normal pool for this instance has been calculated with the tree based heuristic from [7].
Dataset Bahn: This is a close-to-real world instance which consists of 250 stations and 326
edges describing the German ICE network. The period length is T = 60, we computed for
p = 32 periods in order to achieve a reasonable time horizon for vehicle scheduling. Note
that p is even larger in practical railway applications. As normal pool we used a pool
of Deutsche Bahn. For the computations we used a standard notebook with i3-2350M
processor and 4 GB of RAM. The computation time for one data point of the Grid dataset
did not exceed 3 min, while computing a solution for the Bahn dataset took up to 30
minutes.
5.1 Dataset Grid
Figure 1 shows 12 solutions, one for every combination of our parameters. These are graphed
according to travel times (x-axis) and their costs (y-axis). We computed the costs and the
travel times of the LTS-plans as described in (4) and in (5). We observe the following:
The solution of the traditional approach (circle with grey marker, left side filled) is
dominated by the solution obtained when replacing normal pool by combined pool.
Using new cost (black markers) instead of normal cost (grey markers) always decreases
the costs.
Using combined pool always has better costs than using new pool or normal pool. The
travel times sometimes decrease and sometimes increase.
The option TT first yields better travel times compared to VS first while VS first
always has lower costs than TT first.
There are five non-dominated solutions, four of them computed by using new cost.
Whenever new pool or combined pool was used together with new cost the resulting
solution was non-dominated.
The new pool to be generated depends on the parameter α. In Figure 1, α = 3 was used.
We also tested the parameters α = 2, 3, . . . , 10 for all combinations. The result is depicted in
Figure 2. Note that α ≥ 10 implies no restrictions on the line lengths.
The basic findings described for α = 3 remain valid also for other line pools generated:
Solutions generated with new cost have lower costs while solutions generated with normal
cost have smaller travel times. The leftmost solutions correspond to TT first and bottom-
most solutions correspond to VS first. In fact, for every single LTS-plan that has been
ATMOS 2017
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Figure 1 Different combinations of look-ahead steps.
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Figure 2 Different combinations of look-ahead steps and different choices for α.
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computed, VS first yielded a cheaper solution than TT first while the latter resulted in a
solution with smaller travel time than VS first. Finally, none of the solutions computed by
using normal pool is non-dominated; the Pareto front (i.e., the non-dominated solutions)
consists mostly of squares, i.e., solutions generated with combined pool. Nevertheless, we
see that the quality of the solution obtained depends significantly on the choice of the
parameter α. This is investigated in Figure 3.
First of all, we again see that for every fixed α new cost yields better solutions than
normal cost and that the combined pool always yields lower costs than new pool. If all
three look-ahead enhancements new cost, combined pool and VS first are applied, there
is a trend of increasing costs once α increases, corresponding to the conjecture that cheap
LTS-plans can be found by a small choice of α. For α = 0 and α = 1 the restrictions on the
line length implied by equation 8 is in this example of a grid graph so strict that no feasible
solution is possible.
5.2 Dataset Bahn
Applying the implemented enhancements to Bahn with the parameter choice α = 10 (Note
that α = 3 for T = 20 in dataset Grid is similar to α = 10 for T = 60 in dataset Bahn.)
yields the results depicted in Figure 4.
The remarkable thing observable in this scenario is that new and combined pool lead to
drastically vehicle cost reductions of more than 40%, whereas the travel time increases by up
to 20%. Next to the fact of combined pool leading to better costs also the behaviour of TT
first against VS first remains similar to the Grid instance. One can see that VS first
saves costs between 1 and 5% and TT first decreases the travel time by 1 to 3 %. Since
the size of the generated line pool had to be chosen small in comparison to the instance size
(because of runtime and memory limitations), also the number of feasible line concepts is
comparable small. Therefore, this example did not show any impact of using normal or new
cost to the vehicle scheduling costs.
6 Relation to the Eigenmodel
In [22], it is proposed to use different paths through the Eigenmodel (depicted in Figure 5
in the appendix) when optimizing an LTS-plan. In this model, the traditional approach
(normal cost, normal pool, TT first) has been depicted as the blue path starting with
line planning, then finding a timetable and finally a vehicle schedule. In this paper we
compared this traditional approach to two other paths:
The approach (normal cost, normal pool, VS first) corresponds to the red path in
which first a line planning step is performed, then vehicle schedules are determined and
finally a timetable. We have seen that this approach leads to significantly better costs
but to a higher travel time.
The approach (new cost, new pool, VS first) can be interpreted as the green path
in which we start with vehicle scheduling (by generating a line pool with small α only
containing lines with low vehicle scheduling costs), choose a line plan out of this pool and
finally determine a timetable which respects the preferred vehicle schedules. In Figure 1
we see that this approach generated the solution with lowest costs. Neglegting the tiny
difference between normal and new cost this also holds for the Bahn instance.
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Figure 3 Impact of choice for α.
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Figure 4 Different combinations of look-ahead steps.
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7 Outlook and further research
Summarizing our experiments, all three look-ahead enhancements lead in the majority of
cases to a cheaper LTS-plan. Even choosing only one of the approaches will most likely
lead to this goal. It is remarkable that the implementation of the proposed algorithmic
ideas even performs very well on the Bahn dataset, that has the size and structure of a real
world instance. Since exact approaches are far away from solving data sets of this size, the
look-ahead heuristic proves itself useful for revealing the strength of considering integrated
public transportation optimization.
The presented look-ahead approaches are designed to find a cost-optimized LTS-plan.
One could also try to find heuristic approaches focussing on finding a passenger-convenient
LTS-plan. A possible step towards this direction would be to choose a different line planning
procedure, in order to optimize not with respect to the costs, but for example with respect
to the number of direct travelers in the network.
Further research could also be carried out regarding exact approaches of integrated public
transportation planning. It would be interesting to investigate different ways of decomposing
the integrated problem, in particular, if also routing decisions are included. First results are
under research, see [13].
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A Appendix
The following example shows that it is unlikely to find a better vehicle schedule in Step S.
I Example 1. Consider two lines l1 and l2 such that line l1 ends at the station that l2 starts
at as shown in Figure 6.
Let the duration of the lines be durl1 = T2 +ε and durl2 =
T
2 −ε such that durl1 +durl2 = T .
Then using S-first with Lmin = 0 we will need two vehicles vehicles to serve line l1 and an
additional vehicle to serve line l2, as the following computation shows. The corresponding
vehicle schedule can be seen in Figure 7.⌈
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Figure 7 Vehicle schedule derived by S-first.
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Figure 8 Optimal vehicle schedule.
However, both lines could also be served consecutively by the same vehicle, leading to a
total of two instead of three vehicles as can be seen in Figure 8.⌈











Nevertheless, it is very unlikely that this vehicle schedule is possible after the timetabling
stage T. Consider an OD-pair from v to w. These passengers have to transfer at station u
with a minimal transfer time of ε′ > 0. Then, during the timetabling stage (Step T), the
lines will be synchronized such that the passengers can transfer at station u. Therefore, the
vehicle schedule shown in Figure 8 will also need three vehicles:⌈
2 · ( T2 + ε+
T










This shows that the vehicle schedule computed in Step S-first is already optimal as the
vehicle schedule shown in Figure 7 is still feasible.
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Abstract
In this paper we investigate cost-optimal public transport plans, i.e.,
a line plan, a timetable and a vehicle schedule which can be operated
with minimal costs while, at the same time, allowing all passengers to
travel between their origins and destinations. We are hereby interested in
an exact solution of the integrated problem. In contrast to a passenger-
optimal public transport plan, in which there is a direct connection for
every origin-destination pair, the structure or mathematical model for
determining a cost-optimal public transport plan is not obvious and has
not been researched so far.
We present three models which differ with respect to the structures we
are looking for. If lines are directed and may contain circles, we prove that
a cost-optimal schedule can (under weak assumptions) already be obtained
by first distributing the passengers in a cost-optimal way. We are able
to streamline the resulting integer program such that it can be applied
to real-world instances. Additionally, solutions to this first model give
bounds for the general case. In the second model we look for lines operated
in both directions by integrating the line planning stage. We show that
this model yields a stronger lower bound than the first one. Our third and
most realistic model looks for lines operated in both directions, and allows
all structures for the vehicle schedules. This model, although theoretically
being capable of determining general cost-optimal public transport plans,
is only computable for small instances.
After introducing these three models and proving the mentioned bounds
we compare their computational results and solution quality experimen-
tally.
1 Introduction
Public transport planning is a challenging task since it consists of several stages
including network design, line planning, timetabling, vehicle- and crew schedul-
ing. In this paper we look for a line plan in combination with a timetable and a
∗This work was partially supported by DFG under SCHO 1140/8-1.
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vehicle schedule, i.e., a public transport plan. Apart from the different subprob-
lems that need to be solved in an integrated way, there are also different ob-
jectives to be considered. A public transport plan should be passenger-friendly
(mostly reflected by a short traveling time for the passengers) but also have low
operating costs. For individual planning stages such as line planning or vehicle
scheduling there exist models and algorithms but finding an integrated solution
to this multi-stage problem is more challenging.
The goal of integrated planning is to find the set of pareto solutions with respect
to costs and traveling time and then to choose a solution from this set that is
affordable and good for the passengers. From an academic point of view it is
interesting to find theoretical bounds on the two objective function values of the
pareto solutions, i.e. finding the best achievable traveling time for the passen-
gers, and finding the minimal costs (under the condition that all passengers can
be transported). The former problem can be solved by a taxi-solution, providing
a direct and fast connection for each origin-destination pair. Nevertheless, what
a cost-optimal transportation plan would look like has not been studied so far
and does not seem to be obvious.
Our contribution: In this paper we propose models for finding cost-optimal
public transport plans. More precisely, for a given public transport network,
passengers’ demand and a homogeneous fleet with a given vehicle capacity we
design a line plan, a timetable, and a vehicle schedule under the constraint that
all passengers can be transported, i.e., for each passenger there exists a possible
(maybe non-desirable) connection from their origin to their destination such that
none of the vehicles is overloaded. The three models presented are increasing in
detail and complexity, allowing for quickly solvable approximations as well as a
more detailed exact formulation, depending on the need of the planner. For the
models computing approximations we prove bounds on their solution quality for
the overall problem.
2 Literature Review
Traditionally, computing a public transport plan consists of solving a series of
problems in a sequential order, as can be seen in [CW86, DH07, LM04]. A
sequential approach, however, is unsatisfactory since the quality of the overall
solution is dependent on all stages and can therefore often not be sufficiently
approximated in early planning stages. Therefore integrated planning is an
ongoing topic in mathematical public transport planning, see for example the
recent special issue [MCZT18] and beyond, e.g., [TK00, DC18, KDC18].
Surprisingly, only a few papers evaluate both cost and traveling time for inte-
grated public transport plans. A first approach in which line plans, timetables
and vehicle schedules have been evaluated together under different criteria has
been given in [GSS13]. More recently, [FHSS17] propose to measure costs and
traveling time and evaluate public transport plans under these criteria (cf. Fig-
ure 7). Given a line pool, [BNP09] determine a line plan such that all origin-
destination pairs can travel. The costs for the lines, however, are only approx-
imated and not determined by the vehicle schedule. Furthermore, capacities
are neglected. Other approaches often only integrate timetabling and vehicle
scheduling while optimizing costs, see [vdHvdAvK08] or [DRB+17].
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In contrast to these works, we take an integrated point of view and propose mod-
els for finding cost-optimal public transport plans including lines, timetables,
and vehicle schedules. Additionally, we aim at solving the integrated system
exactly, meaning that we do not provide iterative heuristics as in [BBLV17,
Sch17, VKM17] or a sequential approach as in [PSSS17].
For the single planning stages line planning, timetabling, and vehicle schedul-
ing models and algorithms are well-researched. For line planning cost-oriented
models (e.g., [Zwa97, CvDZ98, GvHK06]) and passenger-oriented models (e.g.,
[Bus98, SS06, BGP07]) are known, see [Sch12] for a survey. (Periodic) timetabling
focuses on the passengers and is the hardest of the three problems. Exact
approaches to this problem can be found in [SU89, Nac98, PK03, Lie06] and
heuristics in [NO08, GS13, PS16] and references therein. See [LLER11] for a
survey. Integrating the passengers’ routes in timetabling is an ongoing prob-
lem, see [SS15, GGNS16, BHK17, Sch18]. For vehicle scheduling we refer to
the survey in [BK09]. In this paper we consider periodic vehicle scheduling,
which is equivalent to aperiodic planning under some assumptions as shown
in [BKLL18].
3 A Cost-Optimal Public Transport Plan
In this section we formally describe what a feasible public transport plan, consist-
ing of a line plan, a timetable, and a vehicle schedule, is and how its quality can
be evaluated. We restrict ourselves to periodic public transport plans (including
periodic vehicle scheduling) in this paper.
Notation 1. The following input data is required:
• a public transport network PTN = (V,E) with a set of stops V and direct
connections E between them,
• for every edge e ∈ E:
– a length (in kilometers) lengthe,
– a lower bound on the traveling time along the edge Ldrivee ,
• a lower bound Lwait for the time vehicles have to wait at every stop,
• a minimal turnaround time for vehicles Lturn, denoting the minimal time
a vehicle has to wait at the end of a line. We assume that Lwait ≤ Lturn.
• an OD-matrixW with entriesWuv for each pair of stops u, v ∈ V , denoting
how many passengers want to travel from an origin u to the destination v
in a representative time period. A pair of stations u, v ∈ V with Wuv > 0
is called an OD-pair.
• a capacity Cap being the maximal number of passengers each vehicle can
transport,
• cost parameters
– ctime costs per time period for a vehicle,
– clength costs per kilometer driven by a vehicle per time period.
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We assume that the fixed costs (cost of a vehicle, administration, etc.) are








Figure 1: Overview of the sequential planning procedure. The stages integrated
here are highlighted with a grey box.
With this input data we then look for a public transport plan whose objects
are described next. An overview on the sequential planning approach and the
stages integrated here can be found in Figure 1.
Line plan
A line is a path in the PTN. A line plan is a set of lines L, each of them
operated once in the planning period (often an hour). A line plan is feasible if
every passenger can be transported, i.e., if for every OD-pair (u, v) there exist
• a set of directed paths Puv from u to v, Pall =
∪
u,v∈V Puv
• weights wp for each path p ∈ Puv
such that
∑
p∈Puv wp =Wuv and such that for every edge e it holds that∑
p∈Pall:e∈p
wp ≤ Cap · |{l ∈ L : e ∈ l}|. (1)
Note, that this notion of feasibility does not require the paths Puv to be good
paths for the passengers, but only that all passengers can be transported, not
necessarily on their shortest path in the network. See Section 7 for the effects
on the computed solutions.
We furthermore have the following requirements on lines.
Requirement 2.
• Lines are simple paths
• Lines are operated in both directions
Note that we do not forbid identical lines, i.e., there may be multiple lines with
the same path. In our setting we allow any such path to be a possible line (as





Given a set of lines L, a timetable assigns a time to every departure and arrival of
each line at each of its stops. Determining a (periodic) timetable is the hardest of
the three problems line planning, timetabling, and vehicle scheduling, and even
finding a feasible timetable that respects the upper and lower bounds on driving,
waiting, transfer and turnaround activities is intractable. Since we neglect the
passengers, no upper bounds on transfer activities are required and hence a
feasible timetable exists for every possible line plan L (since the timetable for
each line can then be determined separately.). Since we are only interested
in minimizing the costs we furthermore need not care about optimizing the
traveling time of the passengers, meaning that any feasible timetable is sufficient.
More precisely, we can neglect the timetabling as a separate planning stage in
cost-optimal planning by setting the duration of all drive and wait activities to
their lower bounds and simply using the arrival and departure times which are
determined by the vehicle schedule.
Vehicle schedule
Given a line plan a vehicle schedule determines the number of vehicles and the
exact routes of the vehicles for operating the lines. We construct a set of trips
L′ which contains two directed lines for every (undirected) line l ∈ L, one in
forward and the other one in backward direction.
A route of a vehicle is given by the sequence of (directed) lines it passes,





whereby requiring all l′i, i = 1, . . . , k to be pairwise distinct. We assume that
the vehicle, after having taken the last trip l′k in a route, starts again with l′1.
This sequence r is interpreted as follows: A vehicle starts with operating line l′1
at some point in time x. At the end of line l′1 it drives to the beginning stop of
line l′2, operates this line, and so on. At the end of line l′k the vehicle returns
to the beginning stop of l′1 and starts again at time y. In order to ensure the
required periodicity of the schedule the vehicle needs to start after an integer
multiple of the period T , i.e., y = x+dr ·T with dr being the number of periods
needed for a complete operation of the route r.
A vehicle schedule thus consists of a set of routes R. It is feasible if each directed
line in L′ is contained in exactly one route, i.e., if
| {r ∈ R : l′ ∈ r} | = 1 ∀l′ ∈ L′. (2)
With these assumptions in place we can now define a public transport plan.
Definition 3. A feasible public transport plan is a tuple (L,R), such that
• L is a feasible line plan, i.e., it satisfies (1) and the lines conform to
Requirement 2,
• R is a feasible vehicle schedule for the directed lines L′ constructed by the
line plan L, i.e., R satisfies (2).
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Costs of a public transport plan
The costs of a public transport plan are given by the distance driven by all ve-
hicles and its total duration. Since we compute a periodic schedule, we consider
the costs per planning period T .
A vehicle route r consists of (directed) lines l′ ∈ L′. Hence, we first determine









where |l′| := {e ∈ E|e ∈ l′} and (4) uses the fact that it is always cheaper to
operate a line as fast as possible. For the empty rides between a pair of lines l′1
and l′2 we can use the PTN to determine the parameters
lengthl′1,l′2 = length when driving from last station of l
′
1 to first station of l′2
timel′1,l′2 = time for driving from last station of line l
′
1 to first station of l′2
The minimum turnaround time (usually accounting for a driver’s break) has to
be added to the duration of an empty ride. This yields
durl′1,l′2 = L
turn + timel′1,l′2 . (5)
The number of kilometers covered by a given public transport plan is determined

























with l′kr+1 := l
′
1. The duration of a route r = (l′1, . . . , l′kr ) ∈ R is measured by









with ⌈a⌉T := min{n ∈ N|n · T ≥ a} for any a ∈ R and l′kr+1 := l
′
1 . The overall





Finally, the cost function is defined as
g(L,R) := ctime · dur(L,R) + clength · length(L,R). (9)
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The number of required vehicles is determined by the number of time periods
used in (L,R), i.e., by dur(L,R). Once again, any fixed costs per vehicle can
be included by being added to ctime. Since this does not change the structure
of the cost function we assume vehicle costs to already be included in ctime.
The cost function defined above allows us to define the optimization problem
we are concerned with in this paper.
Problem (cost-opt): Given the input data from Notation 1, find a feasible
public transport plan (L,R), i.e., satisfying Requirement 2, (1) and (2), with
minimal costs g(L,R). We denote the optimal objective value with zopt.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: In order to find the exact cost
minimum of the integrated problem (cost-opt) we present three different mod-
els (see Figure 2). The first model, presented in Section 4, aims at distributing
the OD-pairs in a cost-optimal way (called load generation). Although the
first model considers only this very first step, we can show that under certain
conditions it already determines the minimal costs of an integrated public trans-
port plan. Section 5 presents the second model that integrates load generation
and line planning while minimizing a cost function that approximates (now in
greater detail) the costs of a resulting public transport plan. Finally, Section 6
presents a third model, an exact IP formulation for integrating load generation,
line planning, timetabling, and vehicle scheduling; it hence provides an exact
model for (cost-opt).
Model 1: Load Generation
Model 2: Integrating up to Line Planning
Model 3: Integrating up to Timetabling and Vehicle Scheduling, i.e.,
solving it all
Figure 2: Three proposed models for solving (cost-opt)
4 Model 1: Creating a Cost-Efficient Load
Line planning is often decomposed into two steps. In the first step, a load is
generated. This is done by routing all OD-pairs (u, v) through the PTN which
results in paths Puv with Pall =
∪
u,v∈V Puv and weights wp for every path
p ∈ Puv (with
∑
p∈Puv wp = Wuv). This data is then used to define the load,











specifying how often an edge e ∈ E in the PTN has at least to be served by some
vehicle. In the second step, the line planning problem, i.e., finding a line plan
L satisfying fmine ≤ |{l ∈ L : e ∈ L}|, is solved using these minimal frequencies.
For our first model we only consider the first one of these two steps: calculating
a load. Normally the load fmine is calculated assuming that all passengers are
able to travel on their shortest path in the PTN to their destination. Since we
are interested in finding a cost-minimal public transport plan, we do not want
to work with such a fixed assumption. Instead, in our system we want to admit
just enough capacities to ensure that every passenger has some possibility to
travel to their destination. We use this insight to find a load that eventually
even leads to a cost-minimal public transport plan.
Of course, in this early planning stage we do not yet have all information to
exactly determine the costs of the resulting public transport plan since they
depend on the line plan and the vehicle schedule. Nevertheless, we can already
approximate the costs with the following model.
Model 1. Given the input data from Notation 1, calculate a load (i.e., fmine
for all e ∈ E) that aims at minimizing the cost of a public transport plan.
min ctime · dur+ clength
∑
e∈E







wait) ≤ T · dur (11)∑
u∈V












Wuv ∀u ∈ V (14)
f(i,j),v ∈ N ∀{i, j} ∈ E, i, j, v ∈ V




• f(i,j),u – number of passengers starting from stop u ∈ V traveling on arc
(i, j) for some i, j ∈ V with {i, j} ∈ E (non-negative, continuous)
• fmine – load for edge e, i.e., how often e has to be covered (integer)
• dur – total duration (counted in periods) (integer)
In this model we define some passenger flow from every stop u ∈ V in the PTN
going to all destinations v ∈ V . In order to not mix up passengers starting
from different stops we have to define |V | different flows. The constraints (13)
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and (14) describe the flow conservation constraints. In order to restrict the
number of passengers traveling on a certain edge in the network we define ca-
pacity constraints in (12). Note, that the flow variables f(i,j),u for u ∈ V are
defined on directed edges (i, j) whereas the minimal frequencies fmine are de-
fined on undirected edges {i, j} = e ∈ E. Finally, constraint (11) rounds up the
minimal duration to the next multiple of time period T and the objective func-
tion amounts the costs required in the best case, that is, for a vehicle schedule
without any empty ride and as less time loss (by the periodicity rounding) as
possible. We will call the optimal objective value to this model zopt1
The following theorem shows that Model 1 is indeed an approximation of (cost-
opt)as its optimal solution yields a lower bound.
Theorem 4. Model 1 is a relaxation of (cost-opt), in particular it holds that
zopt1 ≤ zopt.
Proof. Let (L, R) be some feasible solution to (cost-opt). Since the line plan L
is feasible, we can construct some feasible flow from it by setting fmine = |{l ∈
L|e ∈ l}| and fe,u =
∑
p∈Pall:e∈p wp with Pall and wp obtained from (1).








by definition of feasibility of a line plan, i.e., constraint (12) is satisfied. Since
the wp correspond to paths in the PTN the flow conservation constraints (13)











we have constructed a feasible solution to Model 1.
We now show that the objective function value of the constructed solution is
better than g(L,R) = ctime · dur(L,R) + clength · length(L,R).
We first consider length(L,R): We know that for the constructed solution it





















































































Overall it holds that




2lengthe · fmine .
Thus every feasible solution to (cost-opt) can be transformed to a solution for
Model 1 whose objective is smaller than g(L,R). Hence, Model 1 is a relaxation
of (cost-opt).
For large problem instances a speed-up of the solution process is possible by
adding the following valid inequalities to Model 1.
Lemma 5. Let (X, Y ) be some cut, i.e., some disjoint node partition in the
PTN with Ecut = {{i, j} = e ∈ E|i ∈ X and j ∈ Y } being all cut edges. Then













f(v,i),u ∀u ∈ V ∀v ∈ V \{u}
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Wuv ∀u ∈ X. (16)


























In the computational experiments, see Section 7, we investigated adding these
valid inequalities, which resulted in an improvement of the runtime of up to
50%.
In order to find an upper bound for (cost-opt) instead of a lower bound, we
slightly modify Model 1.
Definition 6. We define an adjusted version of Model 1, where Lwait is replaced
by Lturn in constraint (11), to be Model 1*. We call the optimal objective value
of this model zopt1∗ .
Using this new model, we are able to compute an upper bound to (cost-opt).
Note, that in the following of this chapter we always assume the graph G :=
(V, Ē) with Ē = {e ∈ E : fmine > 0} to be connected for an optimal solution to
Model 1*. This is the case, for example, when the graph (V,W ′) with W ′ =
{{u, v} ⊆ V :Wuv > 0} of the OD pairs is connected.
11
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Theorem 7. If G is connected, then for every feasible solution to Model 1*
there exists a feasible solution to (cost-opt) with the same objective value, in
particular it holds that
zopt ≤ zopt1∗
Proof. For every solution to Model 1*, i.e., for some feasible (fmin, f), we can
construct some feasible solution (L,R) to (cost-opt) as follows: We define the
line plan L that contains for each edge e ∈ E exactly fmine lines containing
exactly this one edge e, i.e., L := {e1, . . . , efmine : e ∈ E}. Since fmine = |{l ∈
L|e ∈ l}| and fmine admits a feasible load, e.g., corresponding to f , the line plan
L is feasible.
For this line plan we now generate a vehicle schedule R that consists of only
one large route. To this end, we consider the resulting set of directed lines L′
L′ =
{
(i, j)1, . . . , (i, j)f
min
e , (j, i)1, . . . , (j, i)f
min
e : e = {i, j} ∈ E
}
which contains fmine copies of both directions of every edge e ∈ E. This is a
set of directed edges which creates a directed multigraph (V,L′). Due to the
assumption that G = (V, Ē) with Ē = {e ∈ E : fmine > 0} is connected, this
graph is strongly connected and every node in (V,L′) has the same indegree as
outdegree. Hence we can find an Eulerian Cycle on it (see, e.g., [Fle91]). This
means that we can form a route containing all directed lines r = (l′1, . . . , l′k)
(with |r| = |L′|) such that lengthl′i,l′i+1 = 0 and timel′i,l′i+1 = 0. We set the
vehicle schedule R = {r} to contain exactly this route r.












































Hence, for every solution to Model 1 we can construct a solution (L,R) to (cost-
opt) such that g(L,R) = ctimedur+ clength
∑
e∈E 2lengthe · fmine . Together with
Theorem 4 the solution (L,R) is optimal for (cost-opt) and hence Model 1 has
the same objective value as (cost-opt).
We can now compute a gap between Model 1 and Model 1*. This allows us




Theorem 8. Let (dur, f, fmin) be an optimal solution to Model 1. Then the















Proof. Let (dur, f, fmin) be an optimal solution to Model 1. For every optimal
solution to Model 1, it holds that
dur =
⌈∑











(dur, f, fmin) can be transformed to a feasible solution (dur∗, f, fmin) for Model 1*.
With this and the fact that ⌈x+ y⌉ ≤ ⌈x⌉+ ⌈y⌉ for all x, y ∈ R it holds that
zopt1∗ − z
opt
1 = ctime ·
(⌈∑














This bound can be extended to a gap to (cost-opt).
Corollary 9. The absolute error of solving Model 1 or Model 1* is bounded by






















Additionally, this bound allows an optimality condition, where the optimal ob-
jective value of Model 1 and Model 1* is the optimal objective value of (cost-opt).
Corollary 10. Let Lwait = Lturn. Then the optimal objective of Model 1 and
Model 1* is equal to the optimal objective of (cost-opt).
If we allow that lines do not have to be bidirectional and simple paths in the
PTN, i.e., dropping Requirement 2, we are able to show even more: We will
always obtain an optimal solution to (cost-opt) by just solving Model 1. This can
be done by converting the Eulerian Cycle constructed in the proof of Theorem 7
into one big line.
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Corollary 11. Let Lwait ≤ Lturn. Then the optimal objective value of Model 1
is equal to the optimal objective of (cost-opt) if we drop Requirement 2.
This, of course, may lead to non-practical lines, as can be seen in the following
example.









Figure 3: Solution of Model 1 for Example 12
Example 12. We examine the solution provided by Corollary 11 on a small
example. Consider the PTN given in Figure 3, with Cap passengers traveling
from v1 to v5 and 1 passenger traveling from v2 to v3. Then the solution provided
by Model 1 is given by lower bounds of [1, 2, 1, 1] and the vehicle schedule of
Corollary 11 is depicted in Figure 3, where the edges are numbered in order
of their usage. As can be seen here, the resulting line structure, that is, if the
whole vehicle schedule is transformed into a single line, is not suitable for a
practical public transport system, since it contains a cycle.
5 Model 2: Integrating Load Generation and
Line Planning
Although we can already find a solution to (cost-opt) using Model 1, it is only
cost-minimal in the case of Lwait = Lturn. For Lwait < Lturn, however, we have
seen that if we want to obtain a cost-minimal solution, the resulting line plan
may consist of directed lines (without their symmetric counterparts) and the
lines may contain circles. We hence want to incporate the next steps of public
transport planning to resolve this issue and ensure that the lines satisfy the
usual requirements. To this end, we combine the load generation of Model 1
with line planning to improve the approximation of the cost objective of the
overall plan. This idea is approached by the following model.
Model 2. Given the input data from Notation 1, calculate a load fmine and a
line plan L that aim at minimizing the costs of a public transport plan.
14
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≤ dur · T (18)
∑
l∈[L]
xe,l ≥ fmine ∀e ∈ E (19)
xe,l ≤ zl ∀e ∈ E ∀l ∈ [L] (20)∑
e∈E
xe,l ≥ zl ∀l ∈ [L] (21)∑
e∈E:s∈e
xe,l ≤ 2 ∀s ∈ V ∀l ∈ [L] (22)





xe,l + zl ∀l ∈ [L] (24)∑
(i,j)=e∈E:i∈C and j∈C
xe,l ≤ |C| − 1 ∀ circles C ⊆ E ∀l ∈ [L] (25)
f(i,j),v ∈ N ∀{i, j} ∈ E, i, j, v ∈ V
fmine ∈ N ∀e ∈ E
dur ∈ N
zl ∈ {0, 1} ∀ ∈ [L]
ys,l ∀s ∈ V, l ∈ [L]
xe,l ∀e ∈ E, l ∈ [L]
Coefficients:
• L – maximal possible number of lines (integer) and [L] := {1, ..., L}.
Variables:
• zl – is 1 iff line l is non-empty. (binary)
• ys,l – is 1 iff stop s is contained in line l. (binary)
• xe,l – is 1 iff edge e is contained in line l. (binary)
• dur – total duration of all lines (counted in periods) (integer)
• fmine – as in Model 1, including the variables f(i,j),u and constraints (12)
- (14) from Model 1.
This model finds some feasible line plan. First the zl-variables determine if line
number l is a line or empty. Constraint (20) and (21) ensure this. Now we
need for every index l that for every stop of some line there are at most two
incident edges (constraint (22)). This ensures that the xe,l variables form circles
15
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or paths. To ensure that they form only one connected path we could consider
them as flow variables. Here, we decided to add y-variables for every visited
stop and count the number of stops that a line visits. The y-variables are set
to one for the incident nodes of all edges the line visits in (23). We then can
ensure that there is some connected path by requiring that there exists exactly
one more stop than edges in a line in constraint (24). Finally we need to rule
out subtours which is done by constraint (25) (As usual they are added by
constraint generation procedures). The variables fmine taken from Model 1 help
us to determine feasibility of the line plan, which is done by constraint (19).
Finally we round up the duration to the next multiple of a time period, which
is done by (18). We call an optimal objective value to this model zopt2 .
The objective function is again a lower bound on the exact costs of a public
transport plan which is shown in the next theorem. Note, that the choice of the
size of L is crucial for the quality of the model and will be discussed later.
Theorem 13. For sufficiently large L, the optimal objective value of Model 2 is
a lower bound on the optimal objective value of (cost-opt) and an upper bound




Proof. Let (L,R) be some feasible solution to (cost-opt). Then we know that we
can set fmine = |{l ∈ L|e ∈ l}| (and fe,u accordingly) as in the proof of Theorem 4
to some feasible flow which satisfies (19). Furthermore we can enumerate all lines
with some bijective mapping φ : L → [|L|] such that xe,φ(l) = 1 iff e ∈ l for all
l ∈ L and also ys,φ(l) = 1 iff s ∈ e for some e ∈ l. Finally, we have to set zi = 1
for all i ∈ [|L|] and 0 for all i ∈ [L]\[|L|]. Since L was some feasible line plan,
all lines are simple paths and hence also constraints (20) to (25) are satisfied.









































































































we conclude that from any feasible solution (L,R) to (cost-opt) we can construct
some feasible solution to Model 2 such that






which means that the objective function value of Model 2 is a lower bound to
(cost-opt).
On the other hand every feasible solution to Model 2 is a feasible solution to
Model 1. This can be seen by setting the three types of variables, fmine , fe,u and
dur, that are contained in both models, to be the same. Hence constraints (12)
- (14) are satisfied, and also (11) is satisfied since
dur · T ≥
∑
l∈[L]























This means that every solution to Model 2 can be projected to a solution of
Model 1 with smaller objective value in Model 1, meaning that Model 2 is an
upper bound to Model 1.
We can again construct a feasible solution for (cost-opt) from the solution of
Model 2 in the case that we are only interested in line-pure vehicle schedules.
In such schedules, every vehicle serves the same line, alternating between its
forward and its backward direction. More formally:
Definition 14. A solution to (cost-opt) is called line-pure if R = {rl : l ∈ L},
with rl = (l+, l−) being the route that contains only the forward and backward
direction of line l ∈ L.
Again, we do not only want to find a lower, but also an upper bound to (cost-
opt). To this end we slightly modify Model 2. Instead of measuring the overall
duration of all lines in constraint (18), we track each line individually by using
the constraints
2zl(L




wait) · xe,l ≤ dl · T ∀l ∈ [L] (26)∑
l∈[L]
dl = dur (27)
dl ∈ N. (28)
By doing so, we implicitly evaluate our lines using a line-pure vehicle schedule.
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Definition 15. Consider Model 2 and replace constraint (18) by constraints (26)-
(28). We call this modified version Model 2* and its optimal objective value zopt2∗ .
Restricting ourselves to the special structure of line-pure vehicle schedules, we
are still able to obtain the optimal solution to (cost-opt) by simply considering
loads and lines. This is the main result of this section.
Theorem 16. An optimal solution to Model 2* solves (cost-opt) under the
restriction that only line-pure vehicle schedules are allowed.
Proof. Let L,R be some line-pure feasible solution to (cost-opt). For the objec-
















































We can extend the line plan L to some feasible solution to Model 2* by again
defining a bijective mapping φ : L → [|L|] such that xe,φ(l) = 1 iff e ∈ l for
l ∈ L for all e ∈ E. Analogously a solution xe,l can be transformed into some
feasible line plan L by defining a line l to contain exactly all edges e ∈ E if
xe,l = 1. Thus there exists a bijection between the set of feasible solutions









































Hence their optimal objective values coincide.
For the general case of (cost-opt), i.e., without the restriction of line-pure vehicle
schedules, Model 2* still finds a feasible solution and therefore provides an upper
bound to (cost-opt).
Corollary 17. The optimal objective value to Model 2* imposes an upper bound
on the optimal objective value of (cost-opt), i.e.,
zopt ≤ zopt2∗ .
18
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Additionally, for an L, that is known to be sufficiently large, we can provide an
a priori bound between zopt2 and z
opt
2∗ .
Theorem 18. The gap between the optimal objective values of Model 2 and
Model 2* is bounded by ctime · (L− 1), i.e.,
zopt2∗ − z
opt
2 ≤ ctime · (L− 1).
Proof. Let (dur, fmin, f, x, z) be an optimal solution to Model 2. Since the


































Since the only difference between Model 2 and Model 2* is the replacement of






is a feasible solution for Model 2*. Therefore
zopt2∗ ≤ ctime · dur







āl = al − ⌊al⌋ .
be the non-integer part of al. Without loss of generality there exists an l ∈





























≤ ctime · (L− 1)
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Using this gap, Model 2 can provide an a priori bound on the objective value
of (cost-opt).
Corollary 19. The absolute error of solving Model 2 or Model 2* is at most
ctime · (L− 1), i.e.,
zopt2∗ − zopt ≤ ctime · (L− 1)
zopt − zopt2 ≤ ctime · (L− 1).










Figure 4: Infrastructure network for Example 20
Example 20. Let L be known. Consider the PTN depicted in Figure 4 with L
single edges, connecting two nodes each. Each edge has a length of Ldrivee = ϵ,
one passenger travelling and let Lturn = ϵ. Then





ϵ→0→ ctime · (L− 1).
As we have already mentioned, the presented theoretical results of this section





Cap ⌉, giving every od pair the possibility to build its own lines. In
practice, however, much smaller values for L are already feasible. Smaller values
of L, that are still large enough, can be computed with the following insight.
Theorem 21. Let ψ be a feasible solution to Model 2* with objective value obj








where SP(u, v) for u, v ∈ V is the shortest path from u to v with respect to the
edge lengths lengthe, e ∈ E. Then the number of lines of the optimal solution
to Model 2* is bounded by Lub.
Proof. Assume ψ′ to be an optimal solution to Model 2* with objective value
20
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zopt2∗ that uses L′ > Lub lines. Then







2 · xel · lengthe
>︸︷︷︸
(27)













2 · xel · lengthe −
∑










2 · femin · lengthe −
∑












min · lengthe being the (passenger-weighted) length of a feasible flow and∑
u,v∈V SP(u,v)·Wuv
Cap being the length of the corresponding shortest flow.
Using Theorem 21 we can now obtain a sufficiently large, but still reasonably
low, choice of L by solving Model 2* only twice: For obtaining a first solution an
arbitrarily chosen L is sufficient. With the objective value of this first solution
we then can calculate Lub by using (29). Now, if we solve Model 2* again with
Lub, we can be sure that an optimal solution will be found.
Continuing our process of finding public transport plans of good quality, we
investigate how Model 2* behaves when confronted with Example 12. It il-
lustrates that the solutions of Model 2* are more usable than the solutions of
Model 1*, i.e., the practical problems demonstrated at the end of Section 4 are
solved by Model 2*.
Example 22. We continue Example 12 and now consider the solution constructed
in Theorem 13. These now provide simple lines, resulting in the line-pure vehicle
schedule depicted in Figure 5, improving on the line structure of Example 12.
The first line is depicted in red, the second is dashed in green. The lines here
look much more reasonable for practical implementation than the solution which
was obtained by Model 1*.









Figure 5: Solution of Model 2
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6 Model 3: Integrating Timetabling and Vehicle
Scheduling
In Model 1 and Model 2 we did not consider all arising subproblems of (cost-
opt) so far. Especially, we did not include a proper vehicle scheduling into the
mathematical models. With the following model we want to overcome this issue
and formulate the whole problem in an integrated way.
To formulate the integrated model, we need a notation for the event-activity
network N = (E ,A) (see, e.g., [Lie06, LM04, Nac98, Pee03, PK01]). The set of
events E consists of all departures and all arrivals of all lines at all stops and two
additional OD-events ((u,dep), (u, arr)) per stop u for passengers to enter and
leave the network, denoted as EOD. The set A connects the events by driving,
waiting and transfer activities. The OD-events are connected to each departure
event of the corresponding stop using OD-activities (AOD). Using this, we can
now formulate the integrated model. Let further denote with Al′ all activities
in A \ AOD that are included in a directed line l′ ∈ L′.
Model 3. Given the input data from Notation 1, find a feasible public transport







s.t. Tdurr ≥ ·
∑
l′∈L′














x(l′1,l′2),r · lengthl′1,l′2 ∀r ∈ [R] (31)
costr ≥ clength · lengthr + ctime · durr ∀r ∈ [R] (32)∑
l∗∈L′
x(l′,l∗),r = xl′,r =
∑
l∗∈L′

































xl′,r ∀r ∈ [R] (39)
v(l′1,l′2),r ≤ x(l′1,l′2),r · |L
′| ∀l′1, l′2 ∈ L′, r ∈ [R] (40)∑
l′∈L′





v(l′,l′1),r = xl′,r ∀l
′ ∈ L′, r ∈ [R] (42)
durr ∈ N, lengthr, costr ∈ R ∀r ∈ [R]
xl′,r ∈ {0, 1} ∀r ∈ [R], l′ ∈ L′





fa,(u,v) ∈ N ∀a ∈ A, (u, v) ∈ E, u, v ∈ V
Coefficients:
• R: number of possible vehicle routes, we assume it to be sufficiently large
• L′: the set of all possible directed lines in the network, b(l′) denotes the





• xl′,r – is 1 iff the directed line l′ is part of route r
• x(l′1,l′2),r: is 1 iff lines l
′
1 and l′2 are served directly after each other in route
r
• costr – the costs of route r
• durr – the duration of route r
• lengthr – the length of route r
• fa,(u,v) – the number of passenger traveling from u to v using activity a
This model finds a cost-optimal public transport plan (i.e., line plan, timetable
and vehicle schedules). The f variables determine the passenger flow, satisfy-
ing the classical flow conservation constraints ((36)-(38)) and creating coupling
constraints for the vehicle routes r in (35), determined by the x-variables. The
duration and length of the routes are determined in (30) and (31) and then
combined in (32) to determine the costs. Of course, the vehicle routes need
to satisfy flow conservation as well (see (33)). (??) are the subtour elimination
constraints. Constraint (34) ensures that every line is served in both directions.
Since this is a rather large program, we prove formally that it is working as
intended.
Theorem 23. Model 3 is a correct formulation for (cost-opt).
Proof. We prove the theorem in the following three steps:
1. For every optimal solution for Model 3 there is a feasible solution for (cost-
opt)
2. For every feasible solution for (cost-opt) there is a feasible solution for
Model 3
3. The objective values coincide for optimal solutions
Step 1: Let (x, f, cost,dur, length) be an optimal solution for Model 3. We
construct a feasible solution to (cost-opt), i.e., a feasible public transport plan





and let l ∈ L if fl > 0. Due to (34), this is well defined and only both or no
direction of a line will be served. The vehicle routes for the vehicle schedule can
easily be constructed using the x variables.
In order to check feasibility of the line concept, we transform the passenger
weights f in the EAN to weights wp in the PTN for each passenger. Then for























= Cap|{l ∈ L : e ∈ l}|
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Therefore constraint (1) is satisfied and the constructed line concept is feasible.
Regarding the feasibility of the vehicle schedule, the subtour elimination con-
straints (??) ensure that all lines in a route are distinct and every line is covered
exactly once due to the construction of L and the optimality of the solution.
Step 2: Let now (L,R) be a feasible public transport plan with corresponding
passenger paths Pall. Then there exist passenger flows fu,v in the EAN for all
OD-pairs such that ∑
u,v∈V
fa,(u,v) ≤ Cap a ∈ Al′ , l′ ∈ L′, (43)
since (1) is satisfied and passengers can choose an arbitrary line for each edge
in their path. Set x variables according to R, i.e., set xl′,r = 1 iff line l′ ∈ L′
is covered in r ∈ R and x(l′1,l′2),r = 1 iff line l
′
2 is directly behind line l′1 in
r ∈ R. Then the constructed solution is feasible for Model 3, since (36)-(38) are
satisfied due to the construction of f and Pall, (??) holds since the given vehicle
routes are feasible, (35) holds due to the construction of x and (43), (34) holds
due to the construction of x and L′, (33) holds due to the construction of x
and the feasibility of R. The remaining constraints (30)-(32) are no feasibility
constraints.
Step 3: The objective value of the solutions does not change when using above
constructions. Note, that the ⌈·⌉T -operator is replaced by multiplication with
1
T and the integer constraint of durr.
Together, these three steps prove the correctness of the proposed Model 3.
With this, the following relations between the Models 1, 2 and 3 can be formally
stated.
Corollary 24. Model 1 and Model 2 are relaxations of Model 3.
Proof. Directly follows from the proof of Theorems 4, 13 and 23.
Model 3 is too large to be solved for realistic instances. As can be seen in
the computational experiments in Section 7, the integrated problem cannot be
solved – even for instances of small size. This is due to its enormous number of
variables including a trip for every possible line in the network. Nevertheless,
Model 3 can be used if enough variables are fixed. We hence can combine it
with Model 2 by fixing the lines in Model 3 to the optimal lines computed by
Model 2. This means that we only need to consider the constraints (30)-(33)
and (??), additionally guaranteeing that every trip in L′ is covered exactly once.
The result is a tractable model for medium-sized instances.
Other possibilities to reduce the size of Model 3 would be to start with a line
pool of limited size (e.g., as generated in [GHS17] or from Model 2) or to use
column generation approaches as in [BGP07].
7 Experiments
In the computational experiments we implemented the three proposed models
with the open source library LinTim (see [APS+, GSS13, SAP+18]) and tested
them on four different datasets. These datasets are described in Table 1 and
depicted in Figure 6.
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(a) Linear (b) Toy (c) Grid
(d) Germany
Figure 6: Networks of the datasets used in the experiments
Instance Nodes Edges Passengers
Linear 5 4 141
Toy 8 8 2622
Grid 25 40 2546
Germany 250 326 385868
Table 1: Dataset properties
We implemented Model 1, Model 1*, Model 2, Model 2* and Model 3 using
Gurobi 8.0 as a MIP solver with default settings. We tested all implementations
on a compute server (6 cores of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5650 @ 2.67GHz, 78
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GB RAM) with a time limit of 3 hours per test case. For each model and each
instance we considered two different cases: Either Lturn = Lwait or Lturn > Lwait
to distinguish the cases where Model 1* is able to find an optimal solution and
where it is not. We obtained the results depicted in Tables 2 and 3. A symbol ◦
denotes that the problem has not been solved to optimality and hence only the
best found upper or lower bound is presented.
Instance Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Model 1 Model 1∗ Model 2 Model 2∗ lb ub
Linear 80 80 80 130 80 80
Toy 1424 1424 1424 1696 1270◦ 1460◦
Grid 1034 1034 1034 1034 – –
Germany 73321◦ 84694◦ 54148◦ – – –
Table 2: Objective values for the case of Lturn = Lwait
Instance Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
Model 1 Model 1∗ Model 2 Model 2∗ lb ub
Linear 80 130 130 130 130 130
Toy 1424 1474 1424 1696 1288◦ 1539◦
Grid 1034 1134 1030◦ 1140 – –
Germany 74462◦ 85612◦ 54148◦ – – –
Table 3: Objective values for the case of Lturn > Lwait
For each of the three models there exist two columns. The left column contains
a lower bound to (cost-opt), whereas the right column contains an upper bound,
i.e., the objective value of the best found feasible solution.
We observe for Model 1 that in the case Lturn = Lwait it almost always finds the
optimal objective value within the specified time limit of 3 hours. Only in our
biggest instance we cannot get an optimal solution within the time limit (we
still have a gap of 13.7% here). For the case Lturn > Lwait there exists a gap
between the lower and the upper bound of Model 1, but this model still obtains
the best solutions.
Model 2 can solve the two smallest instances easily, but starts having trouble
with the time limit for Grid. For Germany it is not able to find a feasible solution
within the specified time limit. Regarding the solution quality, we see that the
lower bound given by Model 2 is only in a single case sharper than the lower
bound given by Model 1. On the other hand, the upper bounds found by Model
2* never have smaller objective values than Model 1*. Note, that the values for
L provided by Theorem 21 are close to the number of used lines in the optimal
solutions found by Model 2*, e.g., for dataset Grid, Lub is 15 and 13 lines are
used in the computed optimal solution.
Model 3 is already on the toy instance not able to find an optimal solution
within 3 hours. The obtained objective values for Linear and the bounds for
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Toy are consistent with the values given in Models 1 and 2. For the bigger
instance, even the precomputation of the complete line pool for Model 3 was
not possible anymore.
We illustrate our results on the dataset Grid (see [FHSS17, FOR]) and compare
them to previously knwon solutions on this dataset. All solutions are evaluated
with respect to their costs and their traveling times. The solutions shown in
Figure 7 have been computed sequentially, contrary to the integrated approach
presented in this work. We see that the sequential solutions with smallest costs
are A4 (computed in [PSSS17]) and P5 (computed in [Lie18].) For this instance
of the dataset Grid it holds that Lturn = Lwait. Hence, we were able to compute
a cost-minimal solution by using Model 1. Its objective value is depicted as a
red line, since the traveling times are not computed for this model. The optimal
solution improves the costs by 23% compared to the best existing solution.
The traveling time of the cost-minimal solution is hard to evaluate: Assigning
passengers to travel on their shortest paths in the EAN, as done for the other
solutions in Figure 7, would lead to a traveling time of only 20.57. We did not
depict this objective value in the figure since in this solution the passengers
are far away from using the paths computed for them in Model 1 and hence
the solution would have heavily overloaded vehicles. On the other hand, using a
capacitated evaluation, i.e., finding a system optimal solution for the passengers,
where no overcrowding in the vehicles occur, will lead to a perceived travel time
of 23.86. But since this evaluation is not consistent with the evalaution strategy
used for the other solutions depicted in Figure 7, we chose to only depict the
cost value in the figure.
We finally investigate the influence of valid inequalities introduced in Lemma 5
on the runtime of Model 1. We restricted this investigation to Grid, since the
runtime for the smallest two instances is already less than a second, and for
28
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Figure 7: Multiple solutions for Grid (see [FOR]), evaluated by their cost per
hour and traveling time (perceived journey time meaning traveling time plus a
time penalty for every occurring transfer). With our models we were able to
find a cost-minimal solution. Its objective value is depicted by a red line.
Germany it is already non-trivial to determine “good” cuts of the network. For
Grid, however, we took all horizontal and vertical cuts of the network, whose
PTN is depicted in Figure 6, into the model. With this improvement we were
able to speed up the solution process significantly with respect to runtime and
number of explored MIP nodes, as can be seen in Table 4.
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Parameters No Cuts Cuts
Model 1 Model 1* Model 1 Model 1*
Nodes explored 46557 26391 2398 3845
Runtime in sec 23.18 12.6 10.61 8.99
Table 4: Runtime improvements with Lemma 5 on Grid for Lturn > Lwait
8 Outlook
In this work we propose three models to compute cost-optimal public transport
plans. For an overview, see Table 5. For the first two models we derived
optimality conditions and bounds to the optimal solution. With the third model
we present an IP formulation for the integrated exact model. The computational




Very low computation time, able to
provide solutions for real-world
instances
Find optimal solution under (weak
assumptions)
Low theoretical bound quality
Model 2
Low computation time
Finds optimal line-pure solution
Better bound quality than Model 1
May not find optimal solution
for non line-pure vehicle
schedules
Dependent on choice of L
Model 3 Integrated model, finding theoptimal solution to the problem
High computation time, only
able to provide solutions for
small instances
Table 5: Overview of the different models presented in this paper
Model 1 is able to compute cost-optimal solutions up to Grid outperforming
previous approaches to tackle this problem. For large networks the model pro-
vides bounds of good quality in a reasonable amount of time. Model 2 finds
optimal line-pure public transport plans and constitutes a trade-off between
computation time and solution quality. Finally, Model 3 yields a cost-optimal
public transport plan without requiring any further assumptions.
For future work we plan to sharpen the formulation of Model 1 by identifying
good cuts. It would hopefully be the case that better cuts lead to a further
decrease of the computation time, especially for the large instances.
Furthermore it would be interesting to not only find a solution with minimal
costs, but to find a lexicographic solution, i.e., the cost-optimal solution with
the best traveling time for the passengers. To this end, we can include the
passengers’ traveling time in Model 3 which will most likely further increase
the computation time of the model. To use this model effectively, more work
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in speed-up techniques is necessary. Promising ideas include column generation
and decomposition techniques, similar to the methods presented in [LPSS].
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Delay management is concerned with making decisions if a train should wait for pas-
sengers from delayed trains or if it should depart on time. Models for delay management
exist and can be adapted to capacities of stations, capacities of tracks, or respect vehicle
and driver schedules, passengers’ routes and further constraints. Nevertheless, what has
been neglected so far, is that a train cannot depart as planned if passengers from another
train trickle in one after another such that the doors of the departing train cannot close.
This effect is often observed in real-world, but has not yet been taken into account in
delay management.
We show the impact of this ”trickle-in” effect to departure delays of trains under differ-
ent conditions. We then modify existing delay management models to take the trickle-in
effect into account. This can be done by forbidding certain intervals for departure. We
present an integer programming formulation with these additional constraints resulting
in a generalization of classic delay management models. We analyze the resulting model
and identify parameters with which it can be best approximated by the classical delay
management problem.
Experimentally, we show that the trickle-in effect has a high impact on the overall
delay of public transport systems. We discuss the impact of the trickle-in effect on the
objective function value and on the computation time of the delay management problem.
We also analyze the trickle-in effect for timetables which have been derived without taking
this particular behavioral pattern of passengers into account.
1 Introduction
Delays constitute a major source of uncertainty when operating a railway or bus system. If
a train is delayed, many rescheduling decisions have to be made, disturbing the nominal
schedule of a public transport system. The question, whether an otherwise punctual
train should wait for a delayed feeder train in order to allow transferring passengers to
reach their connections, is known as delay management problem and has been studied
extensively in the literature. The first papers dealing with this kind of question date back
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to [Sch01, SBK01]. Integer programming models have been developed in [Sch07, DHL08].
In order to make them more realistic, capacities along tracks have been included in [SS10],
capacities at stations have been included in [DHK+15] and passenger re-routing has been
studied in [DHSS12, SS15, RLB+17]. Rescheduling of timetables, rolling stock and crew
is studied in [DHK+17]. For all these cases algorithms have been developed, see [DHSS18]
for a recent survey on the state of the art.
Delay management aims at minimizing passengers’ delays by taking the propagation of
delays into account. Delays propagate along driving activities, i.e., if a train departs with
some delay, then it also arrives at its next station with some delay – reduced by buffer
time possibly included in the timetable. Delays also propagate along waiting activities
in stations: If a train arrives at a station with some delay, it will probably also depart
with some delay which again might have been reduced by buffer time. Finally, delays can
propagate along changing activities as well. This is the case if a dispatcher decides that
a connection from one train to another train should be maintained. Then the outgoing
train will receive some delay by waiting for the delayed feeder train.
Nevertheless, there is an effect that has been neglected in the literature so far: A dispatcher
may decide that a train should depart on time, but it may not be possible for the train
to do so. To illustrate this issue, suppose a delayed train A arrives at a station and
some of its passengers want to transfer at this station to another train B. The delay
management problem requires a decision, whether train B should depart on time or wait
for the passengers from train A.
• If train B is supposed to depart before train A has arrived, the delay management
models work correctly. In this case, no delay propagates from train A to train B.
• If train B is supposed to wait long enough, the delay management models also work
correctly and the delay propagates along the changing activity to the departure of
train B.
• If, however, train B is supposed to depart shortly after train A has arrived without
waiting for the passengers from train A, then the models fail. This is the case
because normal delay management models assume that there is one common time
that passengers need for walking from train A’s platform to train B’s platform.
Instead, there may be quick and slow passengers. If the fastest passenger reaches
train B before its departure, she can board. While getting onto train B, another fast
passenger might arrive and while he boards, the next one will arrive, and so forth.
In this way, all passengers might enter the train in a continuous stream preventing
the train doors to close. Train B hence has to wait until finally even the slowest
passengers from train A arrive and board train B. This effect has been simulated
in [AKMS18] where it is called trickle-in effect.
• The same effect may also prolong the waiting time of train B in the case that B is
supposed to wait for the passengers of train A since it may take longer to allow all
passengers to trickle in than the lower bounds on the changing times suggest.
Note that the trickle-in effect is not only triggered by passengers not moving with the same
speed, but also by the fact that passengers are not able to unboard train A instantaneously.
Most readers will have experienced the situation of standing in a train corridor while
waiting a decent amount of time for the passengers in front of them to unboard. This can
result in a different transfer time of two passengers, even though they are able to walk
with similar speed.
As a consequence, there exists a time interval in which train B is not able to depart,
namely between the arrival of the fastest passenger and the arrival of the slowest passenger
(assuming that there is no gap in speed of the passengers big enough to allow the doors
of train B to close). We will call this interval trickling interval.
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[AKMS18] show that the trickle-in effect, which can also be observed in many real-world
situations, is in fact relevant. Our experiments (see Section 5) show that delay manage-
ment decisions, which are optimal in the sense of classical delay management models,
often schedule trains to depart in the “forbidden” trickling interval. If, for example, the
trickling interval is (2, 5) minutes and if all changing activities are distributed uniformly
in [2, 62) minutes (assuming a time period of 60 minutes), we can expect about 5% of
all train departures to lie in the trickling interval. These departures are most likely not
realizable and will cause additional delays. Hence, it is necessary to add this additional
constraint to delay management models which is exactly what we do in this paper. We
show how such an additional constraint can be included in classical delay management
models, subsequently analyze the mathematical relation between the classical model and
the one with the additional constraints, and finally show in experiments that delay man-
agement strategies change if the trickle-in effect is considered. We believe that by adding
this detail we take a further step in bringing delay management models closer to practice.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we recap the classical
model for delay management. Section 3 models the trickle-in effect by introducing an
additional constraint to the classical delay management model. We investigate theoretical
consequences when adding the trickle-in effect to the classical delay management model
in Section 4. Section 5 studies its practical effects in an experimental study on close-to-
real-world data from LinTim [GSS13, SAP+18]. Integrating the trickle-in effect in models
for (periodic) timetabling is identified as an extension and briefly discussed in Section 6,
where we also conclude the contributions, discuss limitations of our work as well as venues
of future research.
2 The Classical Delay Management Model
The delay management problem is defined as follows: Given an event-activity network,
a timetable and some source delays, decide which connections should be maintained and
which should be dropped such that the average delay of all passengers at their final
destinations is minimal. The delay management problem was first introduced in [Sch01],
a recent overview is give in [DHSS18].
We hence have to first introduce the concept of event-activity networks (see [Nac98] for its
application in timetabling and [Sch07] for its application in delay management). An event-
activity network is a directed graph N = (E ,A), where E consists of arrival and departure
events Earr and Edep, respectively. A timetable π ∈ N|E| assigns each event i ∈ E to a time
πi ∈ N. If a delay occurs, the given timetable π has to be updated to a so-called disposition
timetable x ∈ N|E|. To represent the constraints that have to be satisfied by a (disposition)
timetable, we need the following types of activities, A = Adrive ∪Await ∪Achange. Each of
them is assigned to a minimal duration La > 0. The meaning of these activities is given
as follows (see also Figure 1).
• Driving activities Adrive ⊂ Edep × Earr model the driving of a train between two
consecutive stations, i.e. a driving activity connects a departure event of some train
with its next arrival event. The duration La > 0 of a driving activity a = (i, j)
represents the minimal necessary driving time between the departure event i and
the arrival event j. Note that turnaround edges may be handled in the same way
as driving activities.
• Waiting activities (also called dwelling activities) Await ⊂ Earr × Edep represent the
time period in which a train is waiting at a station to let passengers get on or off; a
waiting activity hence connects an arrival event of some train with its next departure
event. Its duration La > 0 describes the minimal time required to allow boarding






































Figure 1: An event-activity network with three trains and four stations. The solid (black) arcs
represent driving and waiting activities of the trains. The dashed (blue) arcs represent changing
activities which are possible between Train 2 and Train 3 at Station 3 and between Train 1 and
Train 2 at Station 2.
If two events i, j ∈ E are connected by an activity (i, j) ∈ Adrive ∪Await, then event i has
to be performed before event j can take place. In particular, the disposition timetable x
has to satisfy
xj − xi ≥ La
for all a = (i, j) ∈ Adrive ∪ Await.
• Changing activities Achange ⊂ Earr×Edep allow passengers to transfer from an incom-
ing train to an outgoing train. Hence, a changing activity connects an arrival event
of some train at some station with a departure event of another train at the same
station. The lower bound La > 0 refers to the minimum time a passenger needs to
transfer between both trains. In order to solve the delay management problem we
have to decide for each changing activity if it should be kept or if it can be deleted.
In case that a changing activity a = (i, j) is kept, the disposition timetable x must
satisfy xj − xi ≥ La. If the changing activity is deleted, the outgoing train can
depart without waiting for the incoming train and this inequality does not need to
be satisfied anymore.
We remark that other types of activities such as headway activities or turnaround activities
may be added, see [DHSS18] for the respective models. Notwithstanding that, in this work
we focus on the classical model.
To formulate an integer programming model of the delay management problem, we next
have to formally introduce the delays. We assume that a set of unexpected source de-
lays is known, e.g., caused by signaling problems, construction work, accidents, or bad
weather conditions. These source delays cause secondary delays, e.g., for the same train
at subsequent stations or for other trains that wait for the delayed train. In our work
we allow two types of source delays: The first type is a delay di ∈ N at an event i ∈ E
(e.g., staff coming too late to their duty) referring to a fixed point of time. In this case,
xi ≥ πi + di is required. The second type of source delay is a delay da which increases
the duration of an activity a = (i, j) ∈ Adrive ∪ Await, e.g., an increase of traveling time
between two stations due to construction work. Such a delay da has to be added to the
minimal duration La of activity a. If an event or an activity has no source delay, we
assume di = 0 or da = 0, respectively, to simplify the notation.
In the objective function we evaluate the disposition timetable from the passengers’ point
of view. To this end, let wi be the number of passengers unboarding the train at event
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i ∈ E (thus, wi = 0 for all i ∈ Edep) and wa be the number of passengers who want to use
a changing activity a ∈ Achange. We assume wa > 0 for all a ∈ Achange – otherwise, the
changing activity could be removed from the network, since nobody uses it. We further
assume that all lines have a common period T , i.e., every line is served by a train every
T minutes. Note that this assumption can be relaxed by introducing periods Ta for all
changing activities a ∈ Achange.
We can now state the integer programming formulation for the basic version of the delay
management problem. To model the wait-depart decisions, i.e., whether some train should
wait for some other train at a station or not, we introduce binary variables
za =
{
0 if changing activity a is maintained
1 otherwise









s.t. xi ≥ πi + di ∀i ∈ E (1)
xj − xi ≥ La + da ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Adrive ∪ Await (2)
Mza + xj − xi ≥ La ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Achange (3)
xi ∈ N ∀i ∈ E
za ∈ {0, 1} ∀a ∈ Achange
where M is a fixed constant. The meaning of the objective function and of the constraints
is explained next.
The first term of the objective function minimizes the sum of all delays of all events. If
all connections were maintained, this would be the sum of delays for all passenger at their
final destination. The second term adds the weighted sum of all missed connections with
a penalty of one time period T (or Ta if we drop the assumption of a common period of all
lines) a passenger has to wait for the next train of the same line. The objective function is
hence an approximation of the sum of all delays over all passengers. It has been shown in
[Sch07] that it is not an approximation, but exactly computes the sum of all passengers’
delays if the so-called never-meet property holds.
Constraints (1) and (2) ensure that the delay is passed on correctly along driving and
waiting activities. (3) does the same for maintained changing activities (i.e. if za = 0). If,
however, za = 1, constraints (3) get redundant if M is chosen big enough. If no capacity
constraints are considered and da = 0 for all a ∈ A, [Sch07] shows that choosing M as
the largest source delay maxi∈E di is sufficient. Solution methods for (DM) mainly rely
on integer programming, see [DHSS18] and references therein.
3 Modeling the Trickle-in Effect
In this section we adapt the classical delay management model (DM) by taking the fol-
lowing two phenomena into account:
1. Passengers do not change with the same speed. There may be fast and slow passen-
gers and a decision for keeping a changing activity means practically that the train
waits for all (even for the slowest) passengers.
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2. Due to the trickle-in effect, trains are not able to depart while passengers are still
boarding.
The first point is modeled by using a time interval (Lmina , Lmaxa ) instead of a fixed time
La to describe the duration of the changing activities. We hence replace La in constraints
(3) by Lmaxa . The second point implies that a train can either depart before the fastest
passenger has arrived or after the slowest one has boarded, i.e., it cannot depart in the
interval (xi + Lmina , xi + Lmaxa ). This restriction is modeled by adding new constraints as
follows.
Lemma 1. Let a = (i, j) ∈ Achange. There exists za ∈ {0, 1} such that
Mza + xj − xi ≥ Lmaxa (4)
M(za − 1) + xj − xi ≤ Lmina (5)
are both satisfied if and only if
xj ̸∈ (xi + Lmina , xi + Lmaxa ). (6)
Proof. Let (4) and (5) hold for some za ∈ {0, 1}. If za = 0, (4) reduces to xj ≥ xi+Lmaxa .
On the other hand, if za = 1 then (5) reduces to xj ≤ xi + Lmina . In both cases, xj ̸∈
(xi + L
min
a , xi + L
max
a ).
Vice versa, let xj ̸∈ (xi+Lmina , xi+Lmaxa ). If xj ≤ xi+Lmina we choose za = 1 to see that
both, (4) and (5) hold. On the other hand, if xj ≥ xi+Lmaxa then za = 0 guarantees that
(4) and (5) are satisfied.
The proof of Lemma 1 specifies two possible cases for a dispatcher:
• The changing activity is maintained (za = 0) if and only if the train departs after
the last passengers have boarded xj ≥ xi + Lmaxa .
• The changing activity is dropped (za = 1) if and only if the train departs before the
first passengers have boarded xj ≤ xi + Lmina .








s.t. xi ≥ πi + di ∀i ∈ E (7)
xj − xi ≥ La + da ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Adrive ∪ Await (8)
Mza + xj − xi ≥ Lmaxa ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Achange (9)
M(za − 1) + xj − xi ≤ Lmina ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Achange (10)
xi ∈ N ∀i ∈ E
za ∈ {0, 1} ∀a ∈ Achange
We remark that (DM-trick) contains (DM) as a special case by setting Lmaxa := La and
Lmina := La for all a ∈ A, i.e., it is a proper extension of the classical delay management
model. Trickle-in constraints can also be combined with all other extensions known for
delay management, i.e., it is possible to consider headway constraints as in [SS10], station
capacity constraints as in [DHK+15], or passenger routing constraints as in [DHSS12].




4 Analyzing the New Model
As already mentioned in Section 2, for the classical delay management problem it suffices
to choose M as large as the largest source delay D := maxi∈E di if all da = 0. This does
not hold any more for (DM-trick), but still the size of M can be bounded. To this end,
we need the following two lemmas, both dealing with the original timetable πi, i ∈ E . For
this chapter, we assume that the original timetable π is feasible, i.e., that
πj − πi ∈ [La, Ua] ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Adrive ∪ Await, (11)
for all driving and waiting activities. For the changing activities we assume that the
trickling constraints (6) applied to the original timetable π
πj ̸∈ (πi + Lmina , πi + Lmaxa ) ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Achange (12)
are satisfied, i.e., either nobody can change or everybody can. However, changing activities
are the ones that allow passengers to change, so the case πj −πi ≤ Lmina cannot hold. We
hence may assume that
πj − πi ∈ [Lmaxa , T + Lmina ] ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Achange (13)
where the upper bound T +Lmina holds since every line runs at least once per time period
T .
In order to simplify the notation, we will sometimes use the delay yi of an event i ∈ E in
its disposition timetable, which is defined as
yi := xi − πi.
Lemma 2. Let πi, i ∈ E be a feasible timetable. If all da = 0, then there exists an optimal
solution with yj ≤ D for all a = (i, j) ∈ A.
Proof. The proof works by induction. Since the event-activity network does not contain
any directed cycles, we can sort the events i ∈ E topologically. Let i1, . . . , i|E| be the
resulting order. Then the delay yi1 of the first event i1 is given by di1 ≤ D. Now take
any other event j and consider all of its incoming activities (i, j) ∈ A. We now estimate
how large the delay of event j can be. Note that there exists an optimal solution in which
no disposition time can be reduced (i.e., which does not contain any unnecessary delays).
This means one of the inequality constraints (7), (8), (9) is sharp.
• If (7) is sharp we get xj = πj + dj , hence yj = xj − πj = dj ≤ D.
• If (8) is sharp for (i, j) ∈ A we have that xj = xi +La, i.e., the delay of event j can
be computed as
yj = xj − πj = La + xi − πj
= La + yi + πi − πj︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤−La
≤ yi ≤ D by induction hypothesis
where we have used feasibility of the timetable, see (11) and that event i is topolog-
ically smaller than event j.
• If (9) is sharp for (i, j) ∈ A we analogously have that xj = xi +Lmaxa , i.e., the delay
of event j can be computed as
yj = xj − πj = Lmaxa + xi − πj
= Lmaxa + yi + πi − πj︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤−Lmaxa
≤ yi ≤ D by induction hypothesis
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where we have used the second feasibility constraint for the timetable, see (13) and
again that event i is topologically smaller than event j.
Under the same conditions as in the above lemma we can hence estimate the size of big
M , which is a bit larger than in (DM) but still of moderate size.
Lemma 3. If da = 0 for all a ∈ A, then M = T +D is large enough to correctly solve
Model (DM-trick).
Proof. We have to find M that satisfies the following two conditions:
1. Constraint (4) should get redundant if za = 1, i.e., for an optimal solution we require
that M ≥ Lmaxa +xi−xj . We hence look for an upper bound of the right hand side:
Lmaxa + xi − xj = Lmaxa + πi + yi − πj − yj







where we again used feasibility of the timetable, see (13).
2. Constraint (5) should get redundant if za = 0, i.e., for an optimal solution we require
that M ≥ xj − xi − Lmina . We again need an upper bound of the right hand side:
xj − xi − Lmina = πj + yj − πi − yi − Lmina






−Lmina ≤ T +D,
this time using the upper bound in (13).
We conclude that M = D + T suffices for both constraints (4) and (5).
In the case of da > 0, delays can increase for single trains and have to be bounded. This
can theoretically be done by summing up all delays da or (better) by finding a longest
path P in the event-activity network with respect to the weights da, see [SS10].
Let us now consider the case that the timetable is feasible according to its traditional
definition without the trickle-in effect, i.e., it satisfies πj − πi ∈ [La, T + La − 1] instead
of (13) for some La < Lmaxa . Then the trickle-in effect may generate delays.
Let us illustrate this on a small example: Given a timetable π that schedules train A
to arrive at 10:00 and train B to depart at 10:02 and given a trickling interval of (1, 3)
minutes, then the trickle-in effect is observable. The first passengers only need a little
bit more than one minute to catch the train, but then a continuous stream of passengers
boards the train leading to a delayed departure of train j at 10:03, i.e., to a delay of one
minute. Thus, there may occur delays due to the trickle-in effect without the existence of
any source delays.
However, even in this situation we can use (DM-trick) to find optimal wait-depart decisions
dealing with both, source delays and delays occurring due to trickling constraints, and
even in this situation we can bound M . To this end, assume a changing activity a = (i, j)
from event i to event j for which we have La < πj − πi < Lmaxa . Then the transfer of all
passengers may take longer than the timetable allows. Hence, the trickle-in effect leads to
a new type of “source delay” on this changing activity, namely a delay of Lmaxa − (πj−πi).




max(0, da) if a ∈ Await ∪ Adrive
max(0, da, L
max
a − (πj − πi)) if a = (i, j) ∈ Achange
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and add its length to M . Hence, we receive a bound of
M = D + T + length(P ′)
in this case.
The computational experiments show that M = D + T + length(P ′) is of reasonable size
and hence a sufficient upper bound for M .
We now analyze the new model (DM-trick) with respect to the intervals [Lmina , Lmaxa ] for
the changing activities. Varying both, the lower and the upper bound on the duration of
the changing activities gives the following result.
Lemma 4. Let Ia(k) = [Lmina (k), Lmaxa (k)] for all a ∈ Achange be a sequence of nested
intervals with
Lmina (1) ≤ Lmina (2) ≤ · · · ≤ La and La ≤ · · · ≤ Lmaxa (2) ≤ Lmaxa (1)
and let z∗(k) be the optimal objective function value for (DM-trick) with respect to the
interval Ia(k) and z∗ be the optimal objective function value of (DM). Then
z1(1) ≥ z∗(2) ≥ · · · ≥ z∗.
Proof. Since Ia(k+1) ⊆ Ia(k) for all a ∈ Achange, (DM-trick) with respect to the intervals
I(k + 1) is a relaxation of (DM-trick) with respect to the intervals I(k) and the result
follows.
As a consequence, (DM) is a relaxation of (DM-trick) whenever the changing times La
in the classical model (DM) satisfy La ∈ [Lmina , Lmaxa ] for all a ∈ Achange. Hence, solving
(DM) gives a lower bound on (DM-trick). In the experiments in Section 5 we compare
the gap between this lower bound and the real solution. The best approximation of
(DM-trick) by (DM) is given if we set La := Lmaxa for all a ∈ Achange, i.e., making sure
that also the slow passengers are able to board their next train. This is shown in the next
Lemma.
Lemma 5. Let [Lmina , Lmaxa ] for all a ∈ Achange be the given data for (DM-trick). Let
z∗(La) be the optimal objective function value for (DM) with data La for all a ∈ Achange.
Then an optimal solution to
max{z∗(La) : La ∈ [Lmina , Lmaxa ] for all a ∈ Achange}
is provided by setting La = Lmaxa for all a ∈ Achange, i.e., the best lower bound obtainable
from the classical model (DM) is provided by setting La := Lmaxa for all a ∈ A.
Proof. From Lemma 4 we already know that all La ∈ [Lmina , Lmaxa ] provide lower bounds.
We hence have to show that the largest of them is obtained by setting La := Lmaxa for
all a ∈ A. To this end, let L′a ≤ Lmaxa for all a ∈ A. Let (x, z) be a solution of (DM)
with respect to Lmaxa . It hence satisfies (3) with Lmaxa on the right hand side and hence
also with L′a ≤ Lmaxa on the right hand side. Hence, (x, z) is also feasible for (DM) with
respect to L′a. We conclude that (DM) with respect to L′a is a relaxation of (DM) with
respect to Lmaxa , and hence
z∗(L′a) ≤ z∗(Lmaxa ).
The computational results underline that using (DM) as a relaxation for (DM-trick) im-




In this section we investigate the effects of the trickle-in effect computationally. To this
end, we implemented (DM-trick) in LinTim, an open source software framework for public
transport optimization, see [SAP+18, GSS13]. We focus on solving the bahn dataset,
consisting of 250 nodes and 326 edges, modeling the German ICE network.
Figure 2: bahn dataset
For quickly determining the timetable we use the MATCH heuristic as described in [PS16]
since it is faster than the modulo simplex [GS13, NO08] or integer programming ap-
proaches [LPW08]. We roll out the periodic timetable for 4 hours and receive an aperiodic
event-activity-network with around 20000 events and 40000 activities. For generating de-
lays we use a LinTim procedure which is parameterized to choose 1000 activities and to
generate source delays uniformly distributed between 1 and 900 seconds for each of the
chosen activities. In order to calculate a sufficiently big M as described in Section 4, we
calculate length(P ) = 3500 seconds and D = 0 (because we generate source delays only
on activities) and T was chosen to be 3600 seconds, leading to a choice of M = 7100. We
implemented (DM-trick) using Gurobi 8.0 with a relative optimality gap of 1% and run
the experiments on a compute server with 12 cores of Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5650 @
2.67 GHz and 78 GB RAM.
In our first experiment we compare different trickling intervals with the lower bound Lmina
ranging from 60 to 180 seconds and Lmaxa ranging from 180 to 300 seconds. The default
minimum changing time La is assumed to be 180 seconds. The objective values, given in




Figure 3: objective values for different trickling intervals
We see that the instance with the smallest trickling interval ([180, 180] seconds) has the
lowest objective value of about 2.9 · 109, whereas the instance with the largest trickling
interval ([60, 300] seconds) has the largest objective value (3.3 · 109). This is consistent
with the theory since small trickling intervals are a relaxation of larger trickling intervals,
see Lemma 4. A higher objective value is equivalent to higher passenger delays in the
event-activity-network which makes sense as a larger trickling interval potentially leads to
longer waiting times for trains. In general, one can observe that a larger interval correlates
with a higher objective value, and furthermore that a change in Lmaxa has a higher impact
on the objective value than a change in Lmina .
Figure 4 now depicts the runtimes for different choices of the trickling interval. Interest-
Figure 4: runtimes for different trickling intervals
ingly, also the instance with the smallest trickling interval has the lowest runtime and
the instance with the largest trickling interval has the highest runtime. Also for the other
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instances the runtimes correlate primarily with the size of the trickling interval (although
not as smoothly as the objective value) and a change in the upper bound Lmaxa has again a
higher impact on the runtime than a change in Lmina . The correlation between size of the
trickling interval and runtime can be explained by the nature of integer programming. If
the size of the “forbidden” trickling interval is increased, we get a weaker linear relaxation
of the integer problem and hence need longer to solve it, e.g., via branch-and-bound.
The next experiment investigates the difference between a disposition timetable found
by (DM) and a disposition timetable that respects the trickle-in effect. To this end,
Figure 5 depicts the number of changing activities of a disposition timetable from (DM)
(with La = 180 seconds) that lie in the trickling interval. Hence, Figure 5 illustrates
the difference between a disposition timetable found by solving (DM) and disposition
timetables found by solving (DM-trick) for different trickling intervals. As can be seen in
the figure, there exist up to 1194 infeasible change activities for a disposition timetable
from (DM). In other words, if a disposition timetable from (DM) is found, it can be
the case that 1194 changing activities (or about 6% of all changing activities) cause new
delays due to the neglection of the trickle-in effect.
Figure 5: number of infeasible changing activities for a timetable from (DM)
for different trickling intervals
Finally, we investigate the results of Lemma 5, i.e., that solving (DM) with La := Lmaxa
yields the best approximation to (DM-trick). One can see in Figure 6 that the objective
value indeed increases when La increases, culminating in a gap of only 3% if La is chosen to
be Lmaxa . Hence, we get a reasonably good approximation of (DM-trick) by only solving an
instance of (DM). Furthermore, it should be noted that solving (DM) takes only around
1 second, whereas solving (DM-trick) with trickling interval [60, 300] seconds took around
77 seconds to solve. Hence, we indeed get a decent trade-off between computation time
and solution quality.
As a final note, we also run the model (DM-trick) for the case if no source delays exist and
received an objective value of around 5 ·108. This is roughly 15% of the objective value we
encountered while working with the aforementioned 1000 source delays. Put differently,
in this instance up to 15% of the delays might not be caused by source delays, but by
the mere structure of the underlying periodic timetable and the trickle-in effect. Hence,
the trickle-in effect has high relevance beyond delay management and should already be




Figure 6: objective values for (DM) for different La
6 Conclusion and Suggestions for Further Research
In this paper we introduced the trickle-in effect, an observation on passenger behavior at
train stations that highly influences delays in public transport. We introduced models for
incorporating the trickle-in effect into standard delay management models and also showed
how it already influences the periodic timetabling problem. We investigated mathematical
properties of the resulting model and showed how (DM-trick) can be approximated best
using the classical delay management problem. This allows to use approaches for classical
delay management (such as [BS14, RLB+17, DHK+17, DH14]) for heuristically solving
(DM-trick). The computational experiments underlined our hypothesis that the trickle-in
effect has a high impact on delay management: Here, the objective value of (DM-trick)
exceeds the objective value of (DM) up to 15%. Finally, since the computation times for
(DM-trick) rise significantly, we still can get a decent approximation of (DM-trick) by
solving a modified version of (DM).
Further research includes simulation approaches to better understand the behaviour of
the passengers and to derive practically relevant trickling intervals. To this end, an
agent-based simulation as in [ADKM18] is currently developed. We are also interested in
adding the trickling constraints to more sophisticated delay management models including
passengers’ routing and capacity constraints.
Finally, there is another line of research, namely adding trickling constraints to the
timetabling problem. In Section 4 we have already seen that considering the trickle-
in effect in a timetable that is not feasible with respect to (13) might cause source delays.
The experiments justify this theoretical observation: a timetable might get significant
delays just because of the trickle-in effect, i.e., even if no other source delays occur. We
hence suggest to consider the trickle-in effect already in the timetabling phase. This
means to add constraints of type (12) in timetabling such that either all passengers or
none of the passengers can make a transfer. Hence, πj − πi ∈ [Lmaxa , T + Lmina ] needs to
be respected for all changing activities (i, j) and even more general for all activities (i, j)
from an arrival event of an incoming train to a departure event of (another) outgoing
train. These constraints can be transferred also to periodic timetabling and considered as
additional constraints in the periodic event scheduling problem (PESP). The analysis of
them (runtime, impact on resulting timetable) are an interesting topic for future research
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Abstract
In this paper we deal with cutting plane approaches for robust optimization. Such approaches
work iteratively by solving a robust problem with reduced uncertainty set (robustification
step) and determining a worst-case scenario in each iteration (pessimization step) which is
then added to the reduced uncertainty set. We propose to enhance this scheme by solving
the robustification and/or the pessimization step not exactly, but only approximately, that
is, until an improvement to the current solution is possible. The resulting iterative approach
is called approximate cutting plane approach.
We prove that convergence to an optimal solution for approximate cutting plane approaches
is still guaranteed under similar assumptions as for classical cutting plane approaches, in
which both robustification and pessimization problem are solved exactly in each iteration.
Experimentally, we investigate robust mixed integer linear optimization problems for mixed-
integer polyhedral uncertainty sets of different difficulties. Solving the robustification or
pessimization problem only approximately increases the number of iterations. Nevertheless,
our results show that the approximate cutting plane approach becomes more efficient, in
particular, if the robustification or the pessimization problem is hard.
Keywords: Robustness and Sensitivity Analysis, Robust Optimization, Mixed Integer
Programming, Cutting-Plane Methods
1. Introduction
Almost every optimization problem suffers to some extent from uncertainty. In mathematics
there exist different approaches to overcome this issue. In comparison to stochastic optimiza-
tion, robust optimization does not require any distributional assumptions for the uncertain
data. Instead, robustness concepts minimize the performance of a solution in its worst case.
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Robust optimization started with the work of Soyster (1973) and was extensively researched
later, e.g., in Ghaoui & Lebret (1997); Ben-Tal & Nemirovski (1998, 2000); Bertsimas &
Sim (2004); Ben-Tal et al. (2006), see Ben-Tal et al. (2009) for a compendium on results
for strict robustness, Kouvelis & Yu (1997) for algorithms and applications for strict and
regret robustness, and Goerigk & Schöbel (2016) for a survey on less conservative robustness
concepts.
Solving robust counterparts of optimization problems is a challenging task due to the added
nonlinearities of considering an uncertainty set. Nevertheless, there exist cases for which
uncertain optimization problems can be solved exactly via reformulation (see, e.g., Ben-Tal
& Nemirovski (2000); Ben-Tal et al. (2009); Bertsimas et al. (2011) and Goerigk & Schöbel
(2016) for more results). On the other hand, there exist iterative (or cutting plane) approaches
for tackling robust optimization problems, which are also the main focus of this paper. The
standard iterative approach works in the following manner: Beginning with a small number
of scenarios we determine a solution to a reduced robust problem, in which only this small
uncertainty set is considered. For the resulting solution, a new scenario is determined and
added to the set of scenarios. The procedure is then repeated.
This iterative approach has often been used in previous research and has been proposed and
used under many different names, including Outer Approximation Method (Reemtsen (1994),
Bürger et al. (2014), Goerigk & Schöbel (2016)), (modified) Benders Decomposition Approach
(Montemanni (2006), Siddiqui et al. (2011)), Implementor-Adversarial Framework (Bienstock
(2007)), Cutting set/plane Method (Mutapcic & Boyd (2009), Fischetti & Monaci (2012)) or
Scenario Relaxation Procedure (Assavapokee et al. (2008), Aissi et al. (2009)). A proof of
convergence for this iterative approach for the class of robust convex problems under strict
uncertainty has been given in Mutapcic & Boyd (2009) and stems from the proof for the orig-
inal cutting plane method given in Kelley (1960). The applicability of the iterative approach
and its computational competitiveness holds for a wide range of optimization problems, such
as robust combinatorial optimization (see Aissi et al. (2009)), robust mixed-integer program-
ming (Fischetti & Monaci (2012) and Bertsimas et al. (2016)) and robust convex programming
(Mutapcic & Boyd (2009)).
In our research, we want to generalize this iterative approach. We investigate what happens
if the robustification and/or pessimization problem in each step are not solved to optimality,
but only approximately. We analyze these enhancements theoretically and experimentally
and show that they improve the efficiency of the resulting iterative approach significantly if
the robustification and/or pessimization problem is hard to solve. Related to our proposed
solution approach there already exist methods (Calafiore & Campi (2005); Campi & Garatti
(2008); Calafiore (2010)) to find feasible solutions to uncertain optimization problems by
constraint randomization. In contrast to our proposed approaches the main concern of this
stream of literature is to investigate the probability of a solution being feasible. In contrast,
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our considered uncertain optimization problem bears its uncertainty in the objective function
and the set of feasible solutions is assumed to be analytically given.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the notation,
repeat the basic scheme of cutting plane approaches for robust optimization and introduce
the enhanced solution scheme. Section 3 provides the theoretical analysis of convergence,
while Section 4 contains the experimental results. The paper is concluded in Section 5.
2. Iterative approaches for robust optimization
As usual in uncertain optimization (see, e.g., Ben-Tal et al. (2009)) we consider a family of
parameterized optimization problems (P (u) : u ∈ U) where U ⊆ Rq is a given uncertainty set




with a set X ⊆ Rn and an uncertain objective function g : X×Rq → R. Note that we assume
the function g to be defined on Rq and not only on the scenarios u ∈ U . As common in robust
optimization let us assume that one specified nominal scenario (the most likely one, or the
undisturbed one) unom ∈ U is given.
We are interested in finding a robust solution to (P (u) : u ∈ U). There are many different
definitions when to call a solution x ∈ X robust for (P (u) : u ∈ U). In this paper we consider
the most prominent definition, namely the concept of strict robustness. A solution is called
(strictly) robust (or minmax robust) if it is an optimal solution to its robust counterpart





see Ben-Tal et al. (2009); Soyster (1973). We consider uncertainty only in the objective and
not in the constraints.
2.1. Traditional cutting plane approach for robust optimization
In the following we describe and analyze a cutting plane approach to solve (RC), i.e., to find
robust solutions for a given family of optimization problems (P (u) : u ∈ U). Given a subset
U ′ ⊆ U we define a function gU ′ : X → R by
gU ′(x) := sup
u∈U ′
g(x, u).
We can now define the following two optimization problems:
• For U ′ ⊆ U the robustification problem





is given as a relaxed robust counterpart problem considering only a subset of scenarios.
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• For x ∈ X the pessimization problem
Pes(x) gU (x) := sup
u∈U
g(x, u)
evaluates a solution x ∈ X in its worst case.
Note that (RC) equals RC(U) and g∗U ′ = minx∈X gU ′(x). As we are interested in solving (RC),
we define
g∗ := g∗U
to be the objective value of an optimal solution to (RC).
In their basic version, see for example Mutapcic & Boyd (2009), iterative approaches for
solving (RC) construct a sequence
U1 = {unom} ⊆ U2 ⊆ U3 ⊆ . . . . . . ⊆ U
of nested scenario sets. In iteration k the algorithm finds an optimal solution xk to the
robustification problem RC(Uk). Then it determines a worst-case scenario uk by solving the
pessimization problem Pes(xk). The scenario uk is then added to Uk in order to obtain the




uk ∈ U via Pes(xk)
Robustification:
determine solution
xk ∈ X via RC(Uk)
Uk+1 = Uk ∪ {uk}k:=k + 1
Figure 1: Basic Scheme of a cutting plane approach
We collect two elementary properties of this scheme.
Observation:




• Let xU ′ be an optimal solution to RC(U ′). Then g∗ is bounded by
g∗U ′ = gU ′(xU ′) ≤ g∗ ≤ gU (xU ′). (1)
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Using (1) for U ′ = Uk, this gives bounds on g∗ in each iteration k of the cutting plane
approach: gU (xk) is an upper bound and gUk(xk) is a lower bound on g∗.
Iterative approaches usually investigate ϵ-optimality to make the algorithm stop when the
result is accurate enough since they come from the idea of cutting plane algorithms.
Notation: For a given optimization problem (RC) and some ϵ > 0, define a solution x ∈ X
to be ϵ−optimal with respect to (RC), if gU (x)− g∗ ≤ ϵ holds.
2.2. The approximate cutting plane approach for robust optimization
Now we are able to define our enhancements to the iterative approach described in Section 2.1.
The idea is to avoid solving RC(Uk) and Pes(xk) to optimality, but save computation time by
solving these problems only approximately. As we will see, this can be done without losing
solution quality; i.e., the approximate cutting plane algorithm still converges to an optimal
solution under similar conditions as the traditional approach of the previous section. In order
to formalize this enhancement we need to define approximate versions of (RC) and (Pes).
Definition 1. For a given problem RC(U ′) and some threshold topt ∈ R we define the ap-
proximate version of RC(U ′) to return any solution x ∈ X with gU ′(x) ≤ topt or, if no such
solution exists, an optimal solution to RC(U ′).
Similarly, for a given problem Pes(x) and some threshold tpes ∈ R we define the approximate
version of Pes(x) to return any scenario u ∈ U with g(x, u) ≥ tpes, or, if no such scenario
exists, a worst-case scenario to x, i.e., an optimal solution to Pes(x).
A-RC(U ′, topt) Return some x ∈ X with gU ′(x) ≤ topt.
If such an x does not exist, return x ∈ X optimal to RC(U ′)
A-Pes(x, tpes) Return some u ∈ U with g(x, u) ≥ tpes.
If such a u does not exist, return u ∈ U optimal to Pes(x).
This enhancement is motivated by the the following fact: If the robustification or pessimiza-
tion is some mixed integer linear optimization problem, it is often very time-consuming for
the MIP solver to close the last few percentage points of optimality gap. This gap-closing,
however, may not be necessary since in some cases we do not need the exact solution for a
certain subproblem or the exact worst-case scenario for a certain solution. Indeed, for many
cases we only need some valid cut that discards the currently found solution in order to
continue the iterative approach.
The choice of topt and tpes determines how much computation time we need: The larger the
threshold topt is in A-RC(U ′, topt), the more likely it is that we save computation time. For
A-Pes(x, tpes), the situation is reversed: The smaller the chosen threshold tpes, the more com-
putation time can be saved. Depending on topt and tpes we can also force that A-RC(U ′, topt),
or A-Pes(x, tpes) are reduced to the exact problems:
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Observation:
• Let lb be a lower bound on RC(U ′), i.e., lb ≤ g∗U ′ . Then for all topt < lb we have that
A-RC(U ′, topt) becomes RC(U ′).
• Let ub be an upper bound on Pes(x), i.e., ub ≥ gU (x). Then for all tpes > ub we have
that A-Pes(x, tpes) becomes Pes(x).
We now formulate a version of the cutting plane algorithm, where both RC(Uk) and Pes(xk)
can be chosen to be solved approximately depending on the threshold parameters topt and
tpes. The algorithm is supposed to yield an ϵ-optimal solution xret ∈ X to RC(U) and its
pseudo-code is stated in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Approximate Cutting Plane Approach
Input: problem (RC), nominal scenario unom ∈ U , stopping criterion ϵ > 0
Output: ϵ-optimal solution xret ∈ X to RC(U)
1 U1 ← {unom}, k ← 1, lb1 ← −∞, ub1 ←∞
2 while ubk − lbk > ϵ do
3 determine toptk
4 xk ← solution to A-RC(Uk, toptk)
5 if A-RC(Uk, toptk) solved optimally and lbk < gUk(xk) then
6 lbk+1 ← gUk(xk)
7 else
8 lbk+1 ← lbk
9 determine tpesk
10 uk ← solution to A-Pes(xk, tpesk)
11 if A-Pes(xk, tpesk) solved optimally and ubk > g(xk, uk) then
12 ubk+1 ← g(xk, uk)
13 xret ← xk
14 else
15 ubk+1 ← ubk
16 Uk+1 ← Uk ∪ {uk}
17 k ← k + 1
18 end
19 return xret
The specific values for the threshold parameters toptk , tpesk ∈ R are determined during the ex-
ecution of the algorithm. We call the resulting sequences (topt) and (tpes) threshold sequences.
For the definition of the algorithm the threshold values could be chosen arbitrarily, but for
the convergence proofs we will assume bounds on them. In the section of computational
experiments choices for the threshold values will be investigated.
To ensure tractability of the algorithm, we make the following assumption.
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Assumption: We assume that A-RC(Uk, toptk) for finite |Uk| and A-Pes(xk, tpesk) are solvable
in a finite number of steps and their solutions are always finite.
With this assumption in mind we now investigate when Algorithm 1 converges.
3. Analysis of the approximate cutting plane approach
In this section we first give some lemmas that will be helpful to show correctness of Algorithm
1. We then prove its correctness in the case that the uncertainty set U is finite and then cover
the case of a bounded uncertainty set U with possibly infinitely many scenarios. After this
we analyze how the sequences tpes and topt can be chosen and finally give some strategies for
further speedup of the algorithm.
First, some basic properties of Algorithm 1 are collected.
Observation: For all k ∈ N it holds lbk ≤ lbk+1, ubk ≥ ubk+1, and lbk ≤ g∗ ≤ ubk.
The next result shows the following: If the algorithm stops, it does so with an exact solution
(up to ϵ).
Lemma 2. If Algorithm 1 returns a solution xret ∈ X, it is an ϵ−optimal solution with
respect to (RC).
Proof. Let the algorithm stop after n iterations. It hence returns a solution xret with
gU (xret) = ubn and moreover ubn − lbn ≤ ϵ.
The lower bound lbn at iteration n has been found in some iteration, say, i ≤ n, i.e., lbn =
lbi = minx∈X gUi(x). We get






and hence gU (xret)− g∗ = ubn − g∗ ≤ ϵ i.e., xret is ϵ−optimal.
Next, we investigate under which conditions Algorithm 1 stops.
3.1. Convergence for finite uncertainty sets
Convergence proofs for the iterative approach in the case of a finite uncertainty set U are often
omitted in the literature (e.g., in Aissi et al. (2009)) since it can be seen as a special case of
Kelley’s Cutting Plane Method (Kelley (1960)). For our proposed enhancements, however,
the convergence proofs are not straightforward and we hence investigate the termination of
Algorithm 1 if topt and tpes are chosen dynamically during the iterations. We discuss the
following different choices.
Lemma 3. If toptk < ubk and tpesk > gUk(xk) for all k ∈ N the number of iterations for
Algorithm 1 is bounded by |X|+ |U|.
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Proof. We show that in each iteration of the algorithm either a new scenario uk /∈ Uk =
{u1, . . . , uk−1} is generated or that if the current solution xk occurs as a solution in a later
iteration of the algorithm, the algorithm will terminate. Hence, the algorithm ends after at
most |X|+ |U| iterations.
In each iteration of Algorithm 1 the problem A-Pes(xk, tpesk) is either solved optimally or
approximately.
• If A-Pes(xk, tpesk) is solved approximately, it returns uk with g(xk, uk) ≥ tpesk >
gUk(xk) = maxu∈Uk g(xk, u). Hence, uk ̸∈ Uk.
• If A-Pes(xk, tpesk) is solved optimally, then we know that the objective value g(xk, uk)
either imposes a new upper bound (line 12 of algorithm 1), or the current upper bound is
already equal or better than g(xk, uk) (line 15). In either case we get ubk+1 ≤ g(xk, uk).
For every n > k it hence (and because of uk ∈ Un) holds that gUn(xk) ≥ g(xk, uk) ≥
ubk+1 ≥ ubn. We now show that for every newly obtained solution xn (with n > k) the
converse, i.e., gUn(xn) < ubn, is true, or the algorithm terminates.
Let n > k. For showing gUn(xn) < ubn we have to distinguish two cases: A-RC(Un, toptn)
being solved approximately and solved optimally. For an approximate solution of
A-RC(Un, toptn) we get gUn(xn) ≤ toptn by definition of A-RC and toptn < ubn by
assumption of the lemma. For an optimal solution xn it follows that gUn(xn) =
minx∈X gUn(x) ≤ minx∈X gU (x) ≤ ubn. The case gUn(xn) = ubn would imply that
the algorithm terminates since lbn+1 ≥ gUn(xn) (by line 6 of the algorithm) holds,
which implies ubn+1 ≤ ubn = lbn+1, leading to the termination of Algorithm 1. Thus
for A-RC(Un, toptn) being solved optimally it either holds that gUn(xn) < ubn or that
the algorithm terminates.
Therefore we have on the one hand that gUn(xk) ≥ ubn and on the other hand that
gUn(xn) < ubn if the algorithm does not terminate in iteration n. This means that
xn ̸= xk for all n > k.
Lemma 4. If toptk ≤ lbk and tpesk > gUk(xk) for all k ∈ N the number of iterations for
Algorithm 1 is bounded by |U|.
Proof. First note that A-RC(Uk, toptk) returns an optimal solution in each iteration k since
toptk ≤ lbk. We now show that the algorithm stops if in iteration k some uk ∈ {u0, . . . , uk−1} =
Uk is generated. This bounds the number of iterations by |U|.
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Let un in some iteration n be the solution of problem A-Pes(xn, tpesn). We distinguish two
cases: If A-Pes(xn, tpesn) is solved approximately, we have that g(xn, un) ≥ tpesn > gUn(xn) =
maxu∈Un g(xn, u), hence un ̸∈ Un. Now assume that A-Pes(xn, tpesn) is solved optimally and
returns a solution un with un ∈ Un, i.e., maxu∈U g(xn, u) = maxu∈Un g(xn, u) = g(xn, un).
Then it holds that
lbn+1 ≥︸︷︷︸
line 6 of Algorithm 1
gUn(xn) = gU (xn) = g(xn, un) ≥︸︷︷︸
line 12 of Algorithm 1
ubn+1,
hence ubn+1 − lbn+1 < ϵ and Algorithm 1 terminates (line 2), i.e., in the case that A-Pes is
solved optimally either the algorithm terminates or un ̸∈ Un.
Overall we get in both cases that uk ̸∈ Uk or termination of the algorithm, which bounds the
maximal number of iterations by |U|.
Lemma 5. If toptk < ubk and tpesk ≥ ubk the number of iterations for Algorithm 1 is bounded
by |X|.
Proof. We show that in every iteration n of the algorithm the solution xn has two properties:
First, g(xn, un) ≥ ubn+1 holds, and second, either gUn(xn) < ubn or gUn(xn) = lbn holds.
In the third step, we show that xn = xk for some n > k yields either a contradiction or
termination of the algorithm. This implies that the maximal number of iterations is bounded
by |X|.
Showing the first property: The assumption tpesk ≥ ubk implies that in every iteration n of
the algorithm the new scenario un, which is found by solving A-Pes(xn, tpesn), satisfies either
g(xn, un) ≥ tpesn ≥ ubn ≥ ubn+1 (if A-Pes is solved approximately) or g(xn, un) ≥ ubn+1
directly (if A-Pes is solved optimally). Thus g(xn, un) ≥ ubn+1 holds in every iteration n.
Showing the second property: Assume that A-RC(Un, toptn) finds an optimal solution xn
that hence minimizes gUn(x), which means that gUn(xn) = lbn ≤ ubn. If A-RC(Un, toptn)
finds an approximate solution, it holds that gUn(xn) ≤ toptn < ubn. Thus gUn(xn) < ubn or
gUn(xn) = lbn holds in every iteration n.
Let now xn be a solution returned in iteration n. If xn = xk for some n > k, then we
get g(xn, uk) = g(xk, uk) ≥ ubk+1 ≥ ubn implying gUn(xn) ≥ ubn. Now, by the second
property, there exists either a contradiction to gUn(xn) < ubn from above, or termination of
the algorithm since lbn = gUn(xn) ≥ ubn.
Hence, xn ≠ xk for all k < n and thus in every iteration a new solution xn is found, bounding
the number of iterations by |X|.
From the previous two lemmas we obtain the following corollary.
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Corollary 6. If toptk ≤ lbk and tpesk ≥ ubk the number of iterations for Algorithm 1 is
bounded by min(|X|, |U|). This contains the case of A-RC and A-Pes always being solved
exactly.
Proof. First, the assumptions of Lemma 5 are satisfied. This means, the number of iterations
is bounded by |X| and gUn(xn) ≤ ubk which was shown as second property in the proof
of Lemma 5. The latter guarantees that also the assumptions of Lemma 4 hold, hence the
number of iterations is also bounded by |U|. The result follows.
Going from A-RC and A-Pes solved exactly to both solved approximately increases the maxi-
mal number of iterations from min(|U|, |X|) to |U|+|X|. In the following section these bounds
will not help us as both U and X will be assumed to possibly have infinite cardinality.
3.2. Convergence for infinite uncertainty sets
The convergence of the iterative approach for A-RC and A-Pes being solved exactly is, de-
pending on the assumptions of X and U , a commonly known result, see Mutapcic & Boyd
(2009). The following theorem generalizes the convergence result of this paper to the case of
A-RC and A-Pes being solved exactly or approximately.
Definition 7. Given two sets X,U ⊆ R and a function g : X × U → R we define g to be
uniformly Lipschitz-continuous in x with constant L if for all u ∈ U it holds
|g(x, u)− g(y, u)| ≤ L∥x− y∥ ∀x, y ∈ X.
Theorem 8. Let X be bounded and g be uniformly Lipschitz-continuous in x with constant
L. Furthermore let toptk ≤ ubk − ϵ and tpesk ≥ ubk. Then Algorithm 1 converges in a finite
number of steps.
Proof. Assume Algorithm 1 does not converge. Let xl and xk with l < k be the two solutions
in iteration l and k of Algorithm 1. We know by definition of Lipschitz continuity that
|g(xl, ul)− g(xk, ul)| ≤ L∥xk − xl∥
holds. We will show that we can bound g(xl, ul) ≥ ubk and g(xk, ul) < ubk − ϵ.
Bounding g(xl, ul): By assumption on tpes it holds that g(xl, ul) ≥ ubl+1. This is the case
because if A-Pes(xl, tpesl) is solved approximately, then g(xl, ul) ≥ tpesl ≥ ubl = ubl+1 holds.
If A-Pes(xl, tpesl) is solved optimally, either g(xl, ul) ≥ ubl ≥ ubl+1 (line 15 of Algorithm 1),
or ubl+1 ← g(xl, ul) (line 12 of Algorithm 1). Overall we get g(xl, ul) ≥ ubl+1 ≥ ubk.
Bounding g(xk, ul): Note that ul ∈ Uk. If RC(Uk, toptk) is solved approximately, we get
g(xk, ul) ≤ gUk(xk) ≤ toptk ≤ ubk− ϵ. If RC(Uk, toptk) is solved optimally we know g(xk, ul) ≤
gUk(xk) = lbk+1. Furthermore, lbk+1 ≤ ubk−ϵ, otherwise the algorithm would terminate (line
2 of Algorithm 1) and we are done.
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Thus we get on the one hand that g(xl, ul) ≥ ubk and on the other hand that g(xk, ul) ≤
ubk − ϵ. Hence,
ϵ = |ubk − (ubk − ϵ)| < |g(xl, ul)− g(xk, ul)| ≤ L∥xk − xl∥.
With this insight we know that for all xk with k ∈ N it holds that ∥xk − xl∥ ≥ ϵL for all
l < k. Thus every solution xk has a minimum distance to all other solutions within X. Since
X is bounded, there can only be a finite number of xk contained X, and Algorithm 1 has to
terminate eventually.
We remark that uniform Lipschitz continuity is a strong assumption if U is unbounded. In
this case, even the scalar bilinear function g : R×R→ R, (x, u) 7→ x · u can not be uniformly
Lipschitz continuous. Hence, for unbounded U uniformly Lipschitz continuity covers only a
very restrictive (i.e., not linear, not convex, not polynomial) class of functions g. Nevertheless,
this case is interesting from a theoretical point of view, see Mutapcic & Boyd (2009).
In order to get rid of the boundedness assumption of X, we can assume U to be bounded and
with a slight modification on the assumptions for the threshold sequences we will also get a
convergence result.
Theorem 9. Let U be bounded and g be uniformly Lipschitz-continuous in u with constant
L′. Let toptk ≤ lbk and tpesk ≥ gUk(xk) + ϵ. Then Algorithm 1 converges in a finite number of
steps.
Proof. Assume that Algorithm 1 does not converge. Let ul and uk with l < k be the two
scenarios found in iteration l and k of Algorithm 1. We know by definition of Lipschitz
continuity that
|g(xk, uk)− g(xk, ul)| ≤ L′∥uk − ul∥
holds for all solutions x ∈ X and especially for xk, the solution found in iteration k. We will
show that we can bound |g(xk, uk)− g(xk, ul)| ≥ ϵ.
Assume that A-Pes(xk, tpesk) has been solved approximately. Hence
g(xk, uk) ≥ tpesk ≥ gUk(xk) + ϵ ≥ g(xk, uk) + ϵ
and we are done. If A-Pes(xk, tpesk) has been solved to optimality, then we know (by lines 12
and 15 of the algorithm) that g(xk, uk) ≥ ubk+1. For g(xk, ul) we will look at A-RC(Uk, toptk).
Since the threshold value toptk is always smaller or equal lbk, the robustification is always
solved exactly and we get
g(xk, ul) ≤ lbk ≤ lbk+1.
If it would be the case that ubk+1 − lbk+1 < ϵ, then the algorithm would terminate (hence
after a finite number of steps). Otherwise we get
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g(xk, ul) ≤ lbk ≤ lbk+1 ≤ ubk+1 − ϵ.
Thus it follows that
|g(xk, uk)− g(xk, ul)| ≥ |ubk+1 − (ubk+1 − ϵ)| = ϵ.
With this insight we know that for all uk with k ∈ N it holds that ∥uk − ul∥ ≥ ϵL′ for all
l < k. Thus every scenario uk has a minimum distance to all other scenarios within U . Since
U is bounded, there can only be a finite number of uk contained U , and Algorithm 1 has to
terminate eventually.
The next theorem allows the more general assumption on the threshold sequences, but in
order to ensure convergence we now have to assume X and U to be bounded.
Theorem 10. Let X and U be bounded and g be uniformly Lipschitz-continuous in x with
constant L. Further let g be uniformly Lipschitz-continuous in u with constant L′. Finally
let toptk ≤ ubk − ϵ and tpesk ≥ gUk(xk) + ϵ. Then Algorithm 1 converges in a finite number of
steps.
Proof. Consider the case that the algorithm does not converge. Then either the number of
A-Pes(xk, tpesk) solved optimally or the number of A-Pes(xk.tpesk) solved approximately is
infinitely large. Let I ⊆ N denote the indices of all iterations belonging to the respective case.
Case 1, A-Pes(xk, tpesk) solved infinitely often to optimality: For l ∈ I we know that g(xl, ul) ≥
ubl+1. But for arbitrary k ∈ I with l < k we know that g(xk, ul) ≤ gUk(xk) since ul ∈ Uk. If
in iteration k the problem A-RC(Uk, toptk) was solved to optimality, we get
gUk(xk) ≤ lbk+1 ≤︸︷︷︸
otherwise termination
ubk+1 − ϵ ≤ ubl+1 − ϵ.
If A-RC(Uk, toptk) was solved approximately we get
gUk(xk) ≤ toptk ≤ ubk − ϵ ≤ ubl+1 − ϵ.
Together, we get g(xk, ul) ≤ gUk(xk) ≤ ubl+1 − ϵ. Hence,
ϵ = |ubl+1 − (ubl+1 − ϵ)| ≤ |g(xl, ul)− g(xk, ul)| ≤ L∥xl − xk∥.
So all pairs xk, xl have a minimum distance of ϵL to each other (in X). Since we have infinitely
many xk with k ∈ I, we get a contradiction due to the boundedness of X.
Case 2, A-Pes(xk, tpesk) solved infinitely often approximately: In this case we know that
g(xk, uk) ≥ gUk(xk) + ϵ for every xk with k ∈ I. So for any ul with l ∈ I, l < k it holds that
gUk(xk) = maxu∈Uk g(xk, u) ≥ g(xk, ul), since ul ∈ Uk. Thus we get
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ϵ = |gUk(xk) + ϵ− gUk(xk)| ≤ |g(xk, uk)− g(xk, ul)| ≤ L
′∥uk − ul∥.
Now we know (like above with the xk) that every pair of ul, uk with k, l ∈ I, k ̸= l has
a minimum distance of ϵL′ to each other. Since we have infinitely many of these, we get a
contradiction to the boundedness of U .
Thus both cases can only occur a finite number of times, hence Algorithm 1 converges.
From these convergence results, we see that it is important to know how topt and tpes can be
chosen. This is further explained in the next subsection.
3.3. Choice of threshold sequences
Now that it is shown under which assumptions Algorithm 1 converges, we give a motivation
on how we will choose the threshold sequences later in our experiments.
For topt it is on the one required that toptk < ubk. This indeed makes sense as otherwise we
would look for a solution whose objective value might be worse than the currently best found
solution. On the other hand, if toptk is chosen to be smaller or equal lbk, the problem is solved
exactly (since there does not exist a solution with objective smaller than lbk). This leads to
the recommendation of
toptk ∈ [lbk, ubk − ϵ].
For tpesk it was shown that to ensure convergence of Algorithm 1 it has to hold that tpesk ≥
gUk(xk) + ϵ. We do not have an upper bound in R that guarantees to solve A-Pes(xk, tpesk)
to optimality. Nevertheless, if tpesk ≥ ubk we know for the currently considered solution xk if
its objective value gU (xk) is worse or better than the current best solution. Hence
tpesk ∈ [gUk(xk),∞).
In order to reduce the complexity of choosing the threshold values we will choose the values
by
toptk = lbk + topt(ubk − lbk)
tpesk = ubk + tpes(gUk(xk)− ubk),
where we vary the parameters toptk ∈ [0, 1) and tpes ∈ (−∞, 1).
The impact of different choices for topt and tpes will be investigated in a computational study
in the next chapter and we will see that a choice of tpes < 0 does not yield better results than
tpes = 0 and hence tpes ∈ [0, 1) is a sufficient choice.
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3.4. Optimization strategies
Algorithm 1 works for a wide class of problems. In our computational study we restrict
ourselves to the case of X and U being polyhedral as well as g linear in x and u. This has
the consequence that A-RC and A-Pes are mixed-integer programs. For this special case we
propose three enhancements for Algorithm 1 speeding up the solution process.
Warm start for robustification and pessimization:
• For solving A-RC(Uk, toptk), we can provide the currently best known solution xret as a
starting solution.
• For solving A-Pes(xk, tpesk) we can give argmaxu∈Uk g(xk, u) as a starting solution.
This makes in particular sense, if a MIP solver is used to solve the robustification and the
pessimization problems which is the case in the setting mentioned above.
Strengthening bounds: If A-RC and A-Pes are solved approximately and a MIP solver is
used, then in each iteration of Algorithm 1 we get a lower bound (in the robustification step)
and an upper bound (in the pessimization step) that is found by the solver. (This is also the
case when RC and Pes are solved exactly, but then we have a new solution which coincides
with this bound.) These bounds can also be considered and might strengthen the current
bounds on the problem in some cases. Especially when the threshold values tpesk and toptk
are chosen dependent on the current bounds, this improvement might effect the runtime of
the algorithm.
Branch-and-Cut Framework: If A-RC is a mixed integer program, that is solved by
branch-and-bound, Algorithm 1 can be implemented as a branch-and-cut algorithm. This
means that we can make use of the callback function of a MIP solver in order to run the
pessimization step for some obtained solution xk and to add some scenario uk to the set of
considered solutions (corresponds to adding a new constraint to the MIP). This, on the one
hand, speeds up the solution process of the robustification step since we do not have to start
solving a new problem in every iteration. On the other hand this means that we have no
choice but to apply the pessimization step for every feasible solution that the solver finds.
This is a necessity since a MIP solver working with a branch-and-bound algorithm has to
know for every node it encounters if the obtained solution can be discarded or considered
feasible.
For the iterative approach with A-RC and A-Pes solved exactly the warm-start and branch-
and-cut techniques have been used in the literature before, see e.g., Pérez-Galarce et al.
(2014). The technique of strengthening the bound makes only sense for the approximate
cutting plane approach and is hence a novelty. Nevertheless, an investigation for all three
speed-up-techniques is provided in the following chapter.
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4. Computational experiments
To conduct our computational studies we restrict ourselves to solve a class of robust mixed-
integer linear optimization problems with mixed-integer polyhedral uncertainty. This means
we consider the problem
P (u) min utx
s.t. Ax ≥ b,
x ∈ Rn−p × Zp,
where A ∈ Rm×n, b ∈ Rm and for some scenario u ∈ U := {u ∈ Rn−q × Zq|Cu ≤ d} with
C ∈ Rm×n, d ∈ Rm.
The convergence of Algorithm 1 when applied to this class of problems is guaranteed by
Theorem 10 since X = {x ∈ Rn−p × Zp|Ax ≥ b} and U will be generated as compact sets
and the objective function utx is continuous and together with the compactness uniformly
Lipschitz-continuous in x and u.
The robustification problem for some finite set U ′ can be formulated as a mixed integer
program, i.e.,
RC(U ′) min τ
s.t. Ax ≥ b
utx ≤ τ ∀u ∈ U ′,
x ∈ Rn−p × Zp, τ ∈ R,
and the pessimization step can also be modeled as a mixed integer program:
Pes(x) max utx
s.t. Cu ≤ d,
u ∈ Rn−q × Zq.
Generating X: We generate the coefficients for every row ai of the matrix A to be (uniform)
randomly chosen from the interval [0, 100]. Additionally bi is chosen to be 10n. Furthermore
we restrict every xi to lie in the interval [0, 10] in order to ensure compactness of X.
Generating U : The uncertainty set U is generated similarly. That is, every coefficient of
the matrix C ∈ Rm×n is chosen randomly from the interval [0, 100] and all di are set to be
10n. We also restrict the u ∈ U to lie in the hyper-box [0, 10]n. Note that we bound the
constraints Ciu ≤ di from above, whereas Aix ≥ bi bounds the x-variables from below. This
is done in order to create difficult constraints, since pessimization is a maximization problem,
whereas robustification is a minimization problem.
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Generating easy and hard instances: For both X and U we make two different parameter
choices: Either p = n or p = 1, corresponding that all variables need to be integer or that only
one variable needs to be integer. Hence we say that an instance has a hard robustification
problem if X ⊆ Zn and easy if X ⊆ Rn−1 × Z. Analogously, we speak of an instance with
hard pessimization problem if U ⊆ Zn and easy if U ⊆ Zn−1 × R. We hence receive four
different sets of instances:
• Both, robustification and pessimization are easy,
• robustification is hard (and pessimization easy),
• pessimization is hard (and robustification easy), and
• both, robustification and pessimization are hard.
As we will see, this distinction between easy and hard highly impacts the complexity of
robustification and pessimization and therefore the hardness of A-RC/A-Pes.
We implemented Algorithm 1 using Python 3.6 and Gurobi 7.5.2 as IP solver (with default
settings). The implementation was tested on a compute server (78GB RAM, Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU X5650 @ 2.67GHz with four used cores). For every instance we set an overall time limit
of 10 minutes.
4.1. Comparing solving exactly vs. approximately
In this first comparison we investigate if and how much replacing RC by A-RC and Pes by A-
Pes speed up the iterative approach. Therefore we define four different variants of Algorithm
1.
• app-app: Both, robustification and pessimization are solved approximately with topt =
0.5 and tpes = 0.5.
• ex-app: Robustification is solved exactly, pessimization approximately with topt = 0
and tpes = 0.5.
• app-ex: Robustification is solved approximately, pessimization exactly with topt = 0.5
and tpes = −∞.
• ex-ex: Both, robustification and pessimization are solved exactly, i.e., topt = 0 and
tpes = −∞.
Thus ex-ex corresponds to the traditional cutting plane approach of Section 2.1 and the three
other variants are modifications as described in Section 2.2.
We now run all four algorithms for the four different instance sets: Both easy, robustification
hard (and pessimization easy), pessimization hard (and robustification easy) and both hard.
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Figure 2: Comparison Exact vs. Approximately
In the first test we let the number of variables n vary between 20 and 130 and investigate the
optimality gap, i.e., ub−lbub , obtained after hitting the time limit of 10 minutes.
For the easiest case of both robustification and pessimization easy, all algorithms find the
optimal objective value within the time limit. However, when the robustification problem is
hard, app-ex as well as app-app return solutions with a smaller gap than ex-app and ex-ex. If,
on the other hand, the pessimization problem is difficult, the procedures app-app and ex-app
have zero gap, wheres app-ex and ex-ex behave very similarly and have a large gap. If both
problems are chosen to be difficult, then app-app returns the best solutions in many cases,
especially if the number of variables is increasing (see Figure 2).
These results can be explained as follows: If one of robustification and pessimization is difficult
and the other one is easy, solving the difficult one of them is the bottleneck. If this bottleneck
problem is solved to optimality in each iteration, we might save some iterations, but we lose
in terms of computation time. Therefore if the robustification problem is hard, it is preferable
to use A-RC, i.e., app-ex or app-app. On the other hand, if the pessimization problem is hard
it is preferable to use A-Pes, i.e., ex-app or app-app. Combining these two results suggests
to use app-app if both problems are hard.
These results do not only hold for a time limit of 10 minutes, but also for the setting when
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we let the algorithm solve instances to optimality. In Table 1 we show runtimes for this case.
Both easy RC hard Pes hard Both hard
App-App 0.482 44.224 379.172 14.922
App-Ex 0.48 45.01 928.298 17.278
Ex-App 0.474 100.574 379.122 21.09
Ex-Ex 0.474 98.102 929.43 21.2
Table 1: Average runtime in seconds for solving five instances with 20 variables to optimality.
Similar results are observable. If the robustification part is hard, then solving it only ap-
proximately is promising. Analogously, if the pessimization part is hard, it should be solved
approximately. Overall we can say that Algorithm 1 pays off if the difficult problems are
solved approximately.
4.2. Optimization strategies
We start by investigating two of the three improvements proposed in Section 3.4: Warm start
and strengthening bounds. For all four different sets of instances we run four different versions
of our algorithm.
• no improvements: Default version of the algorithm.
• only bounds: We update the lower bound lbk with the lower bound found by the solver
when solving A-RC and the upper bound ubk by the upper bound from the solver when
solving A-Pes.
• only warm start: When solving A-RC we provide xret, i.e., the currently best found
solution, as a start solution for the robustification and when solving A-Pes we pro-
vide argmaxu∈Ukg(xk, u), i.e., the currently worst scenario, as a start solution for the
pessimization step.
• both improvements: we switch on both of the improvements.
Both easy RC hard Pes hard Both hard
both improvements 2.54 208.11 2461.19 75.41
only warm start 2.36 202.91 2500.05 74.15
only bounds 2.22 217.21 2465.08 112.8
no improvements 2.27 237.64 2658.07 106.51
Table 2: Average runtime in seconds for solving five instances with 30 variables to optimality.
We can see in Table 2 that on all instances both improvements tend to have shorter com-
putation times, but only sometimes (for Both hard) there is a big impact on the overall
computational time.
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4.3. Comparison against branch-and-cut
Now we come to the third suggested improvement: The branch-and-cut framework. Based on
our previous results we propose also here an approximate version of branch-and-cut in which
we determine the worst-case scenario only approximately instead of solving the worst-case
scenario exactly for each encountered solution as it is done in the standard branch-and-cut
approaches. We hence give two versions of the branch-and-cut algorithm:
• BnC-ex is the standard case in which the worst-case scenario is determined exactly (i.e.,
Pes is solved for each encountered solution).
• In contrast, in the approximate version BnC-app we solve the pessimization approxi-
mately by using A-Pes with tpes = 0.5.
We run these two algorithms on the four different classes of instances (both hard, optimization
hard, pessimization hard, both easy) as in Section 4.1. For comparison we also show the
solutions of app-app.















































































Figure 3: Comparison against branch-and-cut
It can be seen in Figure 3 that for the case of both problems being easy all algorithms return
an optimal solution within the time limit. Furthermore when the robustification problem is
hard the branch-and-cut algorithms seem to be a good choice. If, however, the pessimization
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problem is hard, BnC-ex has a similar behaviour as ex-ex and app-ex from Section 4.1. In
comparison both BnC-app and app-app find optimal solutions. When both problems are
hard, we see that BnC-app yields the best results, followed by BnC-ex.
Table 3, in which we again let the algorithm solve instances to optimality, shows that app-app
is the best approach if the pessimization problem is hard and the robustification is easy.
Both easy RC hard Pes hard Both hard
app-app 0.482 44.224 379.172 14.922
BnC-app 0.344 3.862 558.714 3.604
BnC-ex 0.512 5.24 1337.806 5.048
Table 3: Average runtime in seconds for solving five instances with 20 variables to optimality.
We conclude that it depends on the problem which implementation gives the best results.
If the robustification problems are hard, branch-and-cut approaches seem to be superior
while app-app has an advantage for instances with hard pessimization problems. This can
be explained as follows: If applied to an instance with hard pessimization, the branch-and-
cut approaches require too many iterations and hence have to solve too many pessimization
problems, whereas app-app with a properly chosen topt does not need so many iterations
and does not have to solve as many pessimization problems. This, however, might be highly
dependent on the choice of topt and tpes, which will be investigated in the next section.
This observation underlines a drawback of branch-and-cut: branch-and-cut can be seen as
some robustification procedure with topt = ubk − ϵ, because in this branch-and-bound proce-
dure we do not have any choice but to consider every feasible solution (and hence determine
a scenario via pessimization) that has been found.
We also remark that branch-and-cut can only be applied to mixed integer linear programs
while the approximate cutting plane approach app-app can be used for any kind of robust
optimization problem.
4.4. Fine tuning of thresholds
Finally we investigate how different choices of tpes and topt affect the solution quality. We
tried different combinations for topt and tpes, where a higher topt denotes, according to its
definition, a higher degree of approximation (topt = 0 means robustification is solved exactly)
and a higher tpes means also a higher degree of approximation. We used instances with
n = 100 variables and averaged over 5 instances for each problem class. In the heatmaps
shown in Figure 4 the black color denotes a high optimality gap, whereas white denotes a
small optimality gap.
If both problems are chosen to be easy, the problem instances could be solved for almost all
parameter settings.
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Figure 4: Different choices of the threshold parameters
If the pessimization problem is chosen to be the difficult one, we observe that the best results
are obtained if the pessimization step is solved approximately with a high degree of approxi-
mation. The color gets lighter when tpes increases. In this case, the results do not depend on
the choice of topt. The reason is that the time spent in the robustification step is negligible
as the robustification problem was chosen to be easy.
If both robustification and pessimization are hard, we see that a choice of topt of approximately
0.25 combined with a choice for tpes of approximately 0.5 yields the best results. This can
be explained as follows: If tpes is chosen too small, we abort the pessimization step too early,
hence we do not add a good cut to the problem. If, on the other hand, tpes is too large, each
pessimization step just takes too long. For the choice of topt, the explanation is similar. If
topt is chosen too small, it takes too long to obtain the next solution. If it is chosen too large,
it considers too many solutions that should be discarded.
When the robustification problem is chosen to be the difficult problem, the parameter choice
behaves similarly to the case of both hard as we have seen already in the previous experiments.
This could be explained by the fact that the robustification problem seems to be more difficult
than the pessimization problem, which is further justified in the next section.
4.5. Summary of experiments
In general the time spent in pessimization correlates strongly with the number of iterations
because finding a worst-case scenario is always the same problem. The overall time spent
in robustification does not depend so much on the number of iterations. The time spent
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for a single robustification namely increases with increasing iteration k since |Uk| increases.
The pessimization on the other hand works faster because the threshold ubk decreases with
increasing k.
Overall, we have seen in this chapter that there are quite a few parameters that can be tuned
in the implementation of Algorithm 1. Most importantly, we have seen that the runtime of
the implemented algorithm highly depends on the choices of tpes and topt. The key message to
keep in mind is that a good choice highly depends on the problem type that is considered, i.e.,
if the pessimization or the robustification is the bottleneck. Furthermore, if the considered
problems are of mixed-integer linear type, the three proposed improvements of warm start,
strengthening bounds and branch-and-cut seem to be promising for speeding up the solution
process.
5. Conclusion
We propose an approximate cutting plane approach for solving robust optimization prob-
lems. We introduced threshold parameters to control the degree of approximation for each
subproblem (i.e., robustification and pessimization). We have shown that the approximate
cutting plane approach converges to an exact optimal solution under similar conditions as
traditional cutting plane approaches for robust optimization. For finite uncertainty sets and
in combinatorial optimization, bounds on the number of iterations have been shown. In the
computational experiments we were able to show for the broad class of robust mixed-integer
linear programs that the approximate cutting plane approach outperforms the traditional one.
We also propose and investigate several improvements for mixed integer linear optimization
problems. The computational experiments also underline that the parameter choice should
be done with precise problem knowledge in order to save significant amounts of computation
time.
Further research on cutting plane approaches for robust optimization includes the following
point. First of all, it is rather easy to get rid if the assumptions we made on the solvability of
A-RC(Uk, toptk) and A-Pes(xk, tpesk). Even if these problems are not bounded, cutting plane
algorithms can be formulated, but it becomes more technical since several cases have then to
be distinguished in the algorithm. Second, we only considered uncertainty in the objective
function. The cutting plane approach can also be formulated for the case of uncertainty in
the constraints; here one even has several possibilities on how to define a worst-case scenario,
and on choosing the cuts to be added to the robustification step.
Another line of research is to extend the analysis of this paper to other robustness concepts
apart from strict robustness. For example, when determining regret robustness Kouvelis &
Yu (1997) or recovery robustness (Liebchen et al. (2009); Goerigk & Schöbel (2014); Carrizosa
et al. (2017)), we are faced with a hard pessimization step which makes the application of
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our approach in particular promising. The approach can also be applied to light robustness
Schöbel (2014). It is also ongoing research to use iterative approaches for multi-objective
robust problems by applying recent approaches of Botte & Schöbel (2019); Schmidt et al.
(2019).
Additionally the iterative approach could be further enhanced such that robustification and
pessimization run in parallel: If a solution is found, the algorithm could on the one hand
go to the pessimization step for this solution. But, on the other hand, the algorithm could
continue solving the robustification problem and check if a better solution can be found. If
in the pessimization step a new solution has been found, we can add it as a constraint and
start solving robustification again and/or start pessimization for the next solution in queue.
Especially within a branch-and-cut framework this enhancement could further improve the
algorithm runtime significantly.
Finally, we plan to apply the approximate cutting plane approach to real-world robust op-
timization problems, in particular for robust load planning (as in Bruns et al. (2014)) and
for finding robust timetables (see a very recent overview in Lusby et al. (2018)). The very
recent study of Pätzold (2019) deals with an adjustable robust timetabling problem that in-
cludes delay management decisions in the adjusting phase. This problem could only be solved
by applying the approximate cutting plane as proposed in this paper and hence proves the
applicability of our method. We also plan to apply the approximate cutting plan method
in combination with other heuristics (Goerigk & Schöbel (2013)) and to apply it to other
variations for robustness concepts for timetabling such as the the scenario-based approach as
described in Goerigk & Schöbel (2010).
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This paper defines and solves a mathematical model for finding robust periodic timeta-
bles by proposing an extension of the Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP). In
order to model delayed and not nominal travel times already in the timetabling step, we
integrate delay management into the periodic timetabling problem. After revisiting both
(PESP) and delay management individually, we introduce a periodic delay management
model capable of evaluating periodic timetables with respect to delay resistance. Hav-
ing introduced periodic delay management, we define the Robust Periodic Timetabling
problem (RPT). Due to the high complexity of (RPT) we propose two different sim-
plifications of the problem and introduce solution algorithms for both of them. These
solution algorithms are tested against timetables found by standard procedures for peri-
odic timetabling with respect to their delay-resistance. The computational results show
that our algorithms yield timetables which can cope better with occurring delays, even
on large-scale datasets and with low computational effort.
1 Introduction
Public transportation planning can be conceived of as a range of different subproblems that
need to be solved: On a strategic level, a public transportation networks need to be designed,
operating lines need to be determined, and a timetable needs to be found. On an operational
level, vehicles and crew need to be scheduled and finally delays have to be coped with. Each
of these subproblems can be solved with respect to different objectives: From the viewpoint
of the operating company, for example, the goal is to keep the costs of the public transport
system low; passengers, on the other hand, want to have short travel times. Instead of viewing
the planning process of public transportation as a whole, most research instead focuses on
picking a certain subproblem, e.g., only line planning or only timetabling, and solving it in-
dividually. This process, however, merely leads to some local optimal solution. Nevertheless,
recent work, e.g., [PLM+13; Sch14; Sch17; BBV+17; PSS+17; PSS18] shows that the integra-
tion of subproblems is often superior to solving single problems sequentially. For example,
[PSS18] show how the integration of line planning, timetabling and vehicle scheduling leads
to cost-optimal public transport plans that still can be computed efficiently. In this paper,
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though, we take on the passengers’ view on a public transport system and concentrate on
finding delay-resistant timetables. Delay-resistance is a key aspect when modeling a quality
measure from a passengers’ point of view. Nominal travel times, i.e., estimated travel times
without delays, are certainly relevant for the attractiveness of traveling by train in general;
Nevertheless, the amount of experienced delay (and uncertainty in general) impacts the pas-
sengers’ reception on a public transport system even more, mostly in a negative way. Put
differently, complaints about the nominal length of travel times are rare, whereas train punc-
tuality is highly complained about and discussed by customers and press (see, e.g., [Con18]).
Despite its high practical relevance, this aspect of considering delayed travel times is often
neglected in periodic timetabling research. In our paper we take this factor into account and
include a robustness measure – motivated by delay management considerations – and hence
train punctuality into periodic timetabling. To meet this objective, we propose an approach
to integrate the two problems of periodic timetabling and delay management by incorporating
the concept of adjustable robust optimization.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First, we introduce periodic timetabling
and give a literature overview including how robustness concepts are applied to it. In the next
section we define delay management and give a model for adapting it to periodic timetabling,
hence defining a new evaluation of a periodic timetable. In Section 4, we formulate the
problem of finding robust periodic timetables and give two solution approaches based on iter-
ative cutting-plane techniques. We reinforce the quality of our approaches via computational
experiments in Section 5, and conclude the paper in Section 6.
2 Periodic Timetabling
Periodic timetabling is one of the most difficult problems in public transport optimization.
Since its introduction in [SU89] it has been studied extensively, see [Odi96; Nac98; Pee03;
Lie07]. The problem first requires the definition of an event-activity-network.
Definition 1. A periodic event-activity-network (EAN) is a directed graph (E ,A). The nodes
E = Edep ∪ Earr are divided into departure and arrival events. Furthermore the activities are
divided into the set of driving and waiting activities Adw and the set of changing activities
Ach, i.e., A = Adw ∪Ach. We assume that Adw corresponds to train lines and hence forms a
set of node-disjoint paths {l1, ..., ln} covering all events E. Each activity a ∈ A has lower and
upper bounds [La, Ua] for the allowed duration and a weight wa corresponding to the number
of passengers traveling on that activity. For every event i ∈ E we are also given the number
of passengers wi unboarding the train at event i (for arrival events i ∈ Earr) or boarding the
train at event i (for departure events i ∈ Edep).
Now the problem can be stated as follows.
Definition 2 ([SU89]). Given a periodic EAN (E ,A), the Periodic Event Scheduling Problem
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wa(πj − πi + zaT ) (PESP)
s.t. πj − πi + zaT ≤ Ua ∀a = (i, j) ∈ A, (1)
πj − πi + zaT ≥ La ∀a = (i, j) ∈ A, (2)
za ∈ Z ∀a ∈ A,
πi ∈ N ∀i ∈ E .
T ∈ N denotes the time period, which is usually assumed to be 60 minutes. For later use we
define πa := πj − πi + zaT to be the time duration for all activities a ∈ A (with the summand
zaT modeling the “modulo T” operation). We refer to a vector π as a timetable. The set of
all feasible timetables to an EAN is Π = Π(E ,A).
Several solution approaches have been proposed with the most prominent improvements being
the cycle-base formulation (see [PK01; BHK+18]), the modulo simplex algorithm ([NO08;
GS13]) and SAT-Formulations ([GHM+12]). Until today, there is an ongoing endeavor to
improve on solving instances of PESP. Compared on the benchmark PESPlib (see [Goe]),
the current best working solutions use a combination of several approaches to improve on
the current best solutions: [GL17] combine modulo simplex and cycle-base formulations in
an iterative manner. This paper’s author extended [PS16] to a general divide-and-conquer
approach and applied the cycle-base formulation with several heuristics to improve on their
solutions. Recently, [BLR19] combine Modulo Simplex, SAT, IP approaches and heuristics
to deliver the current best solutions for PESPlib.
When solving (PESP), the objective is to minimize the sum of all passengers’ travel times,
which seems to be reasonable at first glance. In practice, however, there exist at least two
problems for adapting a timetable found by solving (PESP):
First, one does not know how passengers choose their routes in the EAN beforehand. For this
problem, which formally boils down to the weights wa being variable instead of fixed, several
attempts have been made to formulate an optimization problem that integrates the choice of
passenger routes, see [SG13; Sch14; SS15a; SS15b; GGN+16; BHK17].
The second problem is that there are usually delays in the network that need to be dealt
with. The total amount of delay in a network may not be clear beforehand, but it is definitely
unrealistic to completely neglect their existence and to optimize a timetable that is only
guaranteed to work well in the nominal case of no delays (as is done when solving PESP).
There exist several attempts to overcome this second problem of timetables being deficiently
delay-resistant:
[Goe15] applies the concept of recovery robustness for periodic timetabling, which was first
introduced in [LLM+09] and extended in [GS14] for aperiodic timetabling. It allows the
modification of a solution after some scenario has been revealed. The aim of [Goe15] is
to minimize the cost of recovering to a solution over all scenarios. A heuristic approach
for large instances is also given by solving a bicriteria optimization problem with the two
linear objectives of travel time and robustness. A different approach to solve this problem is
given in [PBD+19]. The authors define a robust version of (PESP) by assuming that delays
impact the interval [La, Ua] for each activity and require a feasible robust timetable to be
able to adjust its times in order to maintain feasibility for all activities. Another proposal
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for finding delay-resistant timetables makes use of stochastic optimization: In [KMH+08],
the authors sample scenarios and try to optimize a rolled-out version of the timetable for
all disturbances occurring in each of these samples. By restricting themselves to keep the
cyclic train order fixed and only optimizing the slack times that can be allocated, the authors
maintain tractability of the problem. Further research on robust periodic timetabling research
includes [KDV07; LSS+10; CFL+11; Mar17]. Next to robust periodic timetabling, there exist
robust variants of the aperiodic timetabling problem, which is polynomially solvable in its
nominal version. Literature includes [FSZ09; GS10; DHS+12; CCF12; LTZ+17]. For surveys
on robustness in timetabling (periodic and aperiodic), see [CT12] and [LLB18].
Interestingly, many of the mentioned attempts to robustify periodic timetabling view the
problem as a three-stage process, consisting of
timetabling → scenario reveals → delay management.
The third stage is just called differently: For example, [Goe15] call it recovery of the timetable,
[PBD+19] call it adjustment by a linear decision rule and [KMH+08] omit the third stage by
mentioning that their model does not include traffic control decisions. In this paper, we
comprehend the third stage (delay management) as such by incorporating the original delay
management problem as defined in the public transport optimization literature (see also next
section). By doing so, we not only give a new model for robust periodic timetabling, but also
model an integration of the periodic timetabling and the delay management problem. In the
following we define the latter problem.
3 Delay Management and Periodicity
Delays constitute a major source of uncertainty when operating a bus or railway system. If a
train is delayed, many rescheduling decisions have to be made, each of which may disturb the
nominal schedule of a public transport system. The question of whether an otherwise punctual
train should wait for a delayed feeder train in order to allow transferring passengers to reach
their connection is known as delay management problem and has been studied extensively
in the literature. The first papers dealing with this kind of question date back to [Sch01;
SBK01]. Integer programming models have been developed in [Sch07; DHL08] and a recent
survey about delay management models can be found in [DHS+18].
Delay management is traditionally carried out in an aperiodic way. To this end, a periodic
EAN and timetable can be rolled out for a certain time horizon in order to receive their
aperiodic pendants.
Definition 3. Let a periodic EAN (E ,A), a time period T and a timetable π ∈ Π(E ,A) be
given. For a time horizon [L,U ] ⊂ R we define an aperiodic EAN (E∗,A∗) by
E∗ := {(e, n) ∈ E × Z | L ≤ n · T + πe ≤ U},
A∗ := {(i, n), (j,m) ∈ E∗ × E∗ | (i, j) = a ∈ A ∧ La ≤ πj − πi + (m− n)T ≤ Ua},
and the aperiodic timetable π∗i = πi + nT for all (i, n) ∈ E∗.
To formulate an integer programming model for the delay management problem, we need to
formally introduce delays. As is commonly done, we assume that a set of potentially expected
source delays is known, e.g., caused by signaling problems, construction work, accidents, or
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bad weather conditions. These source delays cause propagated delays, e.g., for the same train
at subsequent stations or for other trains that wait for the delayed train. As in [SS10] we
allow two types of source delays: The first type is a delay se ∈ N at an event e ∈ E (e.g., staff
being late for their shift) referring to a fixed point in time. The second type of source delay
is a delay sa which increases the duration of an activity a ∈ A, e.g., an increase of travel
time between two stations due to construction work. Such a delay sa has to be added to the
minimal duration La of activity a. If an event or activity has no source delay, we assume
se = 0 or sa = 0, respectively. We hence define the set of possible source delays for an EAN
as
Definition 4. Given an EAN (periodic or aperiodic) (E ,A), define a set of scenarios S as
S(E ,A) := {s ∈ R|E|+|A|≥0 | si ≤ σ ∀i ∈ E ∪ A, ∥s∥1 ≤ ρ},
with σ ≥ 0 as the maximum single delay and ρ ≥ 0 as the maximum sum of all source delays.
We assume that there are no source delays on the change activities (sa = 0 for all a ∈ Ach).
Hence, we define the uncertainty set similar to [PBD+19], which originates from [BBC11] that
introduce a parameter (here, ρ) to regulate the “budget of uncertainty” which corresponds in
this case to the amount of source delay ρ that can be distributed to the activities a ∈ A.
Having defined source delays, we can now state the integer programming formulation for the
delay management problem. To model the wait-depart decisions, i.e., whether some train
should wait for some other train at a station or not, we introduce binary variables
ya =
{
0 if changing activity a is maintained,
1 otherwise,
for all changing activities a ∈ Ach. The integer programming formulation then reads as
follows:
Definition 5 ([Sch01]). Given an aperiodic EAN (E∗,A∗), an associated timetable π ∈ N|E∗|,








s.t. di ≥ si ∀i ∈ E∗, (3)
πj − πi + dj − di ≥ La + sa ∀a = (i, j) ∈ A∗dw, (4)
Mya + πj − πi + dj − di ≥ La ∀a = (i, j) ∈ A∗ch, (5)
di ∈ R ∀i ∈ E∗,
ya ∈ {0, 1} ∀a ∈ A∗ch.
The new timetable, called disposition timetable, is now defined as (πi + di)i∈E∗ .
Self-evidently, the delays di have to be greater than the source delays at the respective events
i ∈ E∗. Then, for every driving or waiting activity a ∈ A∗dw the duration πj + dj − (πi + di)
after disposition needs to be greater than the lower bound La plus some possible source
delays on that activity sa because we assume that the train cannot drive faster than that,
i.e., (4). For the changing activities a ∈ A∗ch the model can decide if a change is maintained
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(ya = 0). In this case this activity has to satisfy the same inequality as all driving and waiting
activities. If, on the other hand, the change is not maintained, then big M in (5) is triggered
and the inequality does always hold. In that case, however, the objective function adds a
full time period T for every passengers that has missed the respective change. The objective
function furthermore sums up the delay for all passengers up to the point at which they get
off at their destination. This, of course, is only an approximation of reality. There exist
more sophisticated models that take passenger rerouting into account, but they do so at the
expense of a much more complicated and hence slower model.
The d-variables of model (DM) are defined slightly differently (xi := di + πi for i ∈ E∗, see,
e.g., [Sch07]), but the above notation will be more convenient for later use. Also note that
(DM) does not consider upper bounds Ua for activities a ∈ A, which is reasonable since the
duration πa of an activity plus the propagated delay da should not be bounded by a model
assumption, as this might lead to infeasibilities of the model, e.g., if La+ sa > Ua. Removing
this assumption also from (PESP) would be a viable option, but is neglected here in order to
maintain feasibility of the obtained timetable for (PESP).
There exist several shortcomings of this delay management formulation: The passenger dis-
tribution w, for example, is not fixed in reality, and also penalizing a missed change with
exactly T minutes is not always correct. Nevertheless, (DM) can be regarded as a reasonable
approximation for the delay management process, hence its establishment in the literature.
In this paper we make use of the simplicity of (DM) by being able to fit a modified version
of it into periodic timetabling. By doing so we are able to give an approximative evaluation
of the behavior of a periodic timetable in (aperiodic) delay management, i.e., for (DM). The
modification of (DM) to a periodic setting is the following: We assume that delays occur
periodically and that, accordingly, the delayed timetable d also needs to work periodically.
This yields the subsequent model.
Definition 6. Given a periodic EAN (E ,A), a periodic timetable π ∈ Π(E ,A) and source








s.t. di ≥ si ∀i ∈ E , (6)
da = dj − di ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Adw, (7)
da = dj − di + zaT ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Ach, (8)
πa + da ≥ La + sa ∀a = (i, j) ∈ A, (9)
di ∈ R ∀i ∈ E ∪ A,
za ∈ Z ∀a ∈ Ach,
with the set of all feasible propagated delays d being
D = D(π, s) := {d ∈ R|E|+|A| | ∃ z ∈ Z|Ach| s.th. (d, z) is feasible for (P-DM)}.
At first glance, (P-DM) looks fairly similar to (DM): The propagated delays should still be
larger than the source delays, i.e., (6). In (7) we then introduce propagated delays on activities
by setting da = dj − di, which could also be done for (DM). The delay of a train adds up
along driving and waiting activities (since these are executed by the same train) which is why
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we have to respect periodicity for delays da only for changing activities, i.e., (8). A thorough
example is given in Figure 1. Note that this model assumes (similar to (DM)) that the choice
of passenger paths is fixed. Otherwise a source delay of T should not influence a periodic
timetable because all passengers are able to take an earlier train which is then delayed by T
minutes.
In the objective function we sum up the delayed activities and delayed departure events, which
corresponds to summing up the delay on arrival events, since for every node-path (e1, ..., en)
in the EAN it holds that
den = de1 +
n∑
i=2




By summing up along the activities (and departure events) and due to the periodicity we do
not have to deal with missed changes separately, since a missed change is modeled by the
periodicity as a long-lasting change activity (cf. (d) in Figure 1). Whereas this provides a way
to cope with cases of one train being delayed for more than one hour, the periodicity shrinks
the space of source scenarios: In model (P-DM) every repetition of a train is assumed to
have the same source delay and for each repeating train the same delay management strategy
has to be chosen. Then again, it can be reasoned that it is of course possible to consider
not only one but many different scenarios and to choose a timetable that is robust (or delay-
resistant) to all of them. In Section 5 we will discuss whether a periodic timetable found
by minimizing (P-DM) is also delay-resistant when rolled out to an aperiodic network and
evaluated by (DM). As a side note, see that (P-DM) can also be used to model disturbances
like construction work: In this case source delays occur periodically and a revised periodic
timetable needs to be found.
The problem with delay management models by themselves, be it (DM) or (P-DM), is that
the nominal timetable is fixed and hence the model can only minimize the delays d and not
overall travel times π + d. This fact hence leads to the idea of combining the two objectives
of nominal travel time π and delayed times d into a problem that evaluates a timetable by its
overall behavior, meaning nominal travel time plus delays.
4 Robust Periodic Timetabling
In this section we now define a problem that allows us to find delay-resistant timetables. To
this end, we make use of the concept of adjustable robustness (cf. [BGG+04]) which arises in
robust optimization (see, e.g., [BEN09; GS16]) to define the following problem.
Definition 7. Given a periodic EAN (E ,A), we search for a timetable π ∈ Π that has the best
worst-case behavior with respect to all scenarios s ∈ S = S(E ,A) that are likely to happen.


















GÖ dep H arr H dep HH arr HH dep HB arr
OL dep HB arr HB dep H arr H dep BS arr
drive wait drive wait drive





0 15 18 30 33 50
35 57 0 22 25 40
15 3 12 3 17




(b) Periodic Timetable with all πi, i ∈ E and πa, a ∈ A
0 15 18 30 33 50
35 57 0 22 25+10 40
15+8 3 12+2 3 17+5




(c) Periodic Source Delays added, i.e., si, i ∈ E and sa,
a ∈ A
0 23 26 40 43 65
35 57 0 22 35 50
23 3 14 3 22




(d) Periodic Disposition Timetable, i.e., πi + di, i ∈ E
and πa + da, a ∈ A
Figure 1: Periodic Delay Management
The intention behind minimizing a timetable π against its worst-case scenario s ∈ S is that
we want to require robustness against “small” perturbations of the nominal timetable. These
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perturbations S are modeled by choosing σ and ρ to be rather small parameters. Details can
be found in Table 1 in Section 5.
Of course, solving (RPT) is quite an ambitious endeavor: In Section 2 we already mentioned
the intrinsic difficulty of solving (PESP) in itself. In (RPT), however, an additional layer
of difficulty is added since, even if a timetable π is fixed, the remaining sup-min problem
of determining the worst-case scenario is a discrete bilevel-optimization problem (or, more
precisely, a continuous-discrete bilevel problem, as S is continuous, but the z−variables within
the constraints of D are discrete), for which there is no known procedure to generally solve
it to optimality (cf. [SMD18]). Nonetheless, for (RPT) in general we can at least show the
existence of a minimal timetable π ∈ Π.
Lemma 8. There exists an optimal solution π ∈ Π to (RPT).
Proof. The objective function τ of (RPT) is linear in d ∈ D(π, s) as it just sums up the d-
variables. The infimum of concave functions (i.e., especially linear functions) is again concave.
Hence φ(π, s) := mind∈D(π,s) τ(π, d) is concave. From the concavity of φ and compactness of
S we derive that sups∈S φ(π, s) is finite. Since Π is a finite set (all πi can be assumed to lie
in [0, T − 1] due to periodicity), we can enumerate all timetables and determine the one with
the smallest supremum. This yields the minimal solution to (RPT).
Thus, there exists an optimal timetable π (although there might not exist a corresponding
worst-case scenario s ∈ S since φ(π, s) might not be continuous due to the z-variables hidden
in D), but it is highly unlikely to determine it in reasonable time. We hence need to simplify
(RPT) in order to achieve our goal of finding robust periodic timetables. To this end, we
propose two different simplifications.
(A) We assume that the strategy for delay management can be expressed in terms of
timetable and scenario. This can be done, for example, by enforcing a no-wait pol-
icy for trains. With the fixed strategy we can transform the inner max-min problem
of finding the worst-case scenario to a mixed-integer maximization problem. The re-
maining min-max problem can then be solved by a cutting-planes approach for robust
optimization problems.
(B) We find a solution to the inner max-min problem heuristically, e.g., by sampling scenar-
ios until a bad-case (not worst-case) scenario is found. We can then solve an integrated
timetabling-delay-management problem with respect to some finite scenario set S ′ ⊂ S
and iteratively increase the scenario set until we are not able to find a worse scenario
for the currently best timetable.
We can show that the first simplification, if solved to optimality, leads to an upper bound of
(RPT), whereas the second simplification leads to a lower bound on (RPT). In the following
we describe these two approaches in more detail.
4.1 Simplification A: Fixed Delay Management Strategy
To carry out the first approach, we fix our delay management strategy. In this paper, we chose
the no-wait strategy (which was successfully done in [LSS+10] for minimizing the expected
delay of a periodic timetable), meaning that no train waits for delayed passengers from other
trains. Thus, delays are only propagated along driving and waiting activities, leading to the
following form of d (see also [Sch06]). Formally:
9
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Definition 9. Assume an EAN (E ,A), a timetable π, and some source delays s and let
Estart ⊂ E be the set of events in the EAN such that every e ∈ Estart has no incoming driving




sj , j ∈ Estart,
max{di + sa − (πa − La), sj}, (i, j) = a ∈ Adw,
holds for all events i ∈ E. We denote the set of all feasible d for which this property holds as
D′(π, s) ⊆ D(π, s).
The explanation of this definition is as follows: The first event of every line of the underlying
line concept has no incoming driving or waiting activity. Hence, there is no delay that could
possibly be propagated. Accordingly, we can set the propagated delay to its source delay, i.e.,
di = si for i ∈ Estart. Now we propagate this delay along the line: The next event j has an
incoming driving activity a = (i, j). We know that event i is delayed by di and that we have
πa −La slack on the activity (meaning that we can save πa −La time by driving faster), but
there also exists a source delay sa on this driving activity. By utilizing the slack of activity a
we can hence change the propagated delay to di + sa − (πa −La) units of time. After having
saved time, we encounter the source delay sj on event j which leads to a propagated delay of
dj = max{di+sa− (πa−La), sj} since dj is constrained by dj ≥ sj (from (P-DM), i.e., we are
not allowed to schedule events earlier than in the nominal timetable). Now the propagated
delays dj are chosen such that the train drives along its line as fast as possible, potentially
ignoring passengers on change activities, and thereby yielding the no-wait strategy.
We now can formulate a program that determines a scenario s ∈ S and show that this program
finds a scenario that is indeed a worst-case scenario for the no-wait strategy.
Definition 10. Given a timetable π ∈ Π, we can find a scenario s ∈ S regarding the no-wait
strategy by solving
max τ(π, d) (F-WC(π))
s.t. di = si ∀i ∈ Estart, (10)
dj ≥ di + sa − (πa − La) ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Adw, (11)
−Mza + dj ≤ di + sa − (πa − La) ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Adw, (12)
dj ≤M(1− za) + sj ∀a = (i, j) ∈ Adw, (13)
πa + da ≤ La + T − 1 ∀a ∈ Ach, (14)
za ∈ {0, 1} ∀a ∈ Adw,
d ∈ D(π, s),
s ∈ S.







Proof. First, it is worth mentioning that (F-WC(π)) is indeed a mixed-integer linear program:
The set S has only linear constraints and also d ∈ D(π, s) is linear as it is only a short way
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of repeating constraints (6)-(9). For showing the equivalence we rewrite the left side of (11)










s.t. di = si ∀i ∈ Estart,
dj = max{di + sa − (πa − La), sj} ∀(i, j) = a ∈ Adw.
Now we can linearize the max operator by introducing a big M and auxiliary variables za:
(*) ⇔ max
s∈S
min τ(π, d) (**)
s.t. di = si ∀i ∈ Estart
dj ≤ (1− za)M + sj ∀(i, j) = a ∈ Adw,
dj ≥ di + sa − (πa − La) ∀(i, j) = a ∈ Adw,
− zaM + dj ≤ di + sa − (πa − La) ∀(i, j) = a ∈ Adw,
za ∈ {0, 1} ∀a ∈ Adw,
d ∈ D(π, s).
Note that dj ≥ sj ∀ j ∈ E is ensured by d ∈ D(π, s).
Finally, we can restrict πa + da ∈ [La, La +T − 1] for all changing activities a ∈ Ach since the
da are minimized and do not impact any other constraints. Hence
πa + da ≤ La + T − 1 ∀a ∈ Ach (14)
can be added to the model. With this final constraint at hand it is left to show that the min
operator can be dropped. This is the case because at this point the d- and z-variables are
determined uniquely for every s ∈ S.
To show this, consider that if we fix some s ∈ S, the di for i ∈ Estart are determined to be equal
to si. Then, starting from these start events Estart, the delays propagate along all driving
and waiting activities uniquely via dj = max{di + sa − (πa −La), sj} for all (i, j) = a ∈ Adw.
Hence, all di for i ∈ E and also da (and za) for a ∈ Adw are determined uniquely. Additionally,
(14) determines da (and za) for all a ∈ Ach.
Thus, the inner minimum can be dropped as (by uniqueness) there exists exactly one feasible
set of variables (d, z) ∈ E×A×A leading to (∗∗)⇔ (F-WC(π)) and thereby to the Theorem’s
statement.
Note that in (F-WC(π)) we can write max instead of sup as opposed to in the notation in
(RPT): Since the sum of all source delays is bounded, the propagated delays are also bounded.
Hence we can estimate an upper bound on the modulo parameters za for all a ∈ Ach (because
the difference dj−di is also bounded). In doing so, we can enumerate all possible combinations
of values for integer variables. For each of these enumerations we solve a linear optimization
problem with no integer variables and the maximal of these finite number of different solutions
is the maximal solution.
With the knowledge that (F-WC(π)) yields a worst-case scenario for a timetable π – keeping
in mind that the delay management strategy is fixed – we can define the following reduced
version of the overall problem (RPT).
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which can be reformulated as
min t (F-RPT(S))
s.t. t ≥ τ(π, ds) ∀s ∈ S,
ds ∈ D′(π, s) ∀s ∈ S,
π ∈ Π, t ∈ R.
If |S| is finite, then (F-RPT) is a linear mixed-integer minimization problem, which is known to
be solvable. If |S| is infinite, on the other hand, (F-RPT) can be solved via cutting planes, as
illustrated in Algorithm 1 and Figure 2. A thorough investigation of cutting plane algorithms
for min-max problems and convergence proofs are given in [PS18]. The authors also propose
speed-up techniques for the cutting plane approach making use of the fact that the single
robustification and pessimization steps do not necessarily need to be solved to optimality. We
used some of these insights in our implementation and will explain them further in Section 5.
Algorithm 1: Cutting Plane Approach
Input: EAN (E ,A), nominal scenario snom ∈ S, stopping criterion ϵ > 0
Output: ϵ-optimal solution π ∈ Π(E ,A) to (F-RPT), upper bound ubk to (RPT)
1 S0 ← {snom}, k ← 0, lb0 ← −∞, ub0 ←∞
2 while ubk − lbk > ϵ do
3 (πk, d)← solution to F-RPT(Sk)
4 lbk+1 ← τ(πk, d)
5 (sk, d)← solution to F-WC(πk)
6 ubk+1 ← min(ubk, τ(πk, d))
7 Sk+1 ← Sk ∪ {sk}
8 k ← k + 1
9 end
10 return πk, ubk
Pessimization:
determine worst-case sce-
nario sk ∈ S via F-WC(πk)
Robustification:
determine timetable
πk ∈ Π via F-RPT(Sk)
Sk+1 = Sk ∪ {sk}k ← k + 1
Figure 2: Cutting Plane Approach for Simplification A
With (F-RPT) we have found a simplification of (RPT), which is not only solvable, but also
yields an upper bound for (RPT).
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Lemma 13. (F-RPT) is an upper bound for (RPT).



















Hence we have found a relaxation of (RPT). Before investigating it computationally in Section
5, we focus on the second approach that gives us a lower bound on (RPT).
4.2 Simplification B: Finding Bad-Case Scenarios
If we do not want to restrict ourselves to a fixed delay management strategy as in Simplifica-
tion A, we can alternatively shrink the space S and consider only a finite number of scenarios.
This problem yields a mixed-integer program:
Lemma 14. RPT(S ′) with finite |S ′| is a mixed-integer program.
Proof. We start by rewriting






τ(π, d) ⇔ min t (*)
s.t. t ≥ min
d∈D(π,s)
τ(π, d) ∀s ∈ S ′,
π ∈ Π,
t ∈ R,
and by creating |S ′| duplicates of d-variables we get
(∗) ⇔ min t
s.t. t ≥ τ(π, ds) ∀s ∈ S ′,
ds ∈ D(π, s) ∀s ∈ S ′,
π ∈ Π,
t ∈ R.
Linearity of π and ds in τ and D yield the statement.
Solving this problem furthermore gives a lower bound on (RPT).
Lemma 15. (RPT)(S ′) is a lower bound on (RPT)(S) if S ′ ⊆ S.










and since this holds for each π ∈ Π the above result is true.
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The basic idea of our proposed solution algorithm to this second simplification is quite similar
to the cutting plane algorithm in the previous subsection: We solve a relaxed version of (RPT),
namely (RPT) on the finite scenario set Sk ⊂ S. Once we are given a solution πk to this
problem, we try and find a new scenario sk. Desired properties for this scenario are that
it is not contained in Sk and that (P-DM) on (π, sk) yields a worse objective value than
(P-DM) on (π, s) for any s ∈ Sk. As mentioned earlier in this paper, an exact algorithm for
determining a worst-case scenario has not yet been found. In our implementation, we will
try to find worst-case scenarios by sampling many scenarios and solving (P-DM) on each of
them. This idea is summarized in Algorithm 2 and Figure 3.
Algorithm 2: Iterative Improvement Heuristic
Input: EAN (E ,A), nominal scenario snom ∈ S, number of iterations N ∈ N, number
of sampled scenarios M ∈ N
Output: Optimal Solution πk to (RPT)(Sk) with Sk ⊆ S, lower bound lb to (RPT)
1 S1 ← {snom}
2 for k = 1, . . . , N do
3 (πk, d∗)← solution to RPT(Sk)
4 lb← τ(πk, d∗)
5 ub← 0
6 for i = 1, . . . ,M do
7 s← sampled from S
8 d← solution to (P-DM)(πk, s)
9 if τ(πk, d) > ub and sk ̸∈ Sk then
10 ub← τ(πk, d)
11 sk ← s
12 end
13 end
14 Sk+1 ← Sk ∪ {sk}
15 end
16 return πk, lb
Pessimization:
determine bad-case sce-
nario sk ∈ S by sampling
Robustification:
determine timetable
πk ∈ Π via RPT(Sk)
Sk+1 = Sk ∪ {sk}k ← k + 1
Figure 3: Iterative Approach for Simplification B
Algorithm 2 hence gives a lower bound on (RPT), but its convergence to the optimal solution
of (RPT) is not guaranteed. The computational experiments show, however, that this scheme




Summarizing the previous chapter, we can conclude that instead of solving (RPT) we can
(A) Fix a delay management strategy and solve (F-RPT) via Algorithm 1,
(B) Find bad-case scenarios and iteratively solve (RPT)(S ′) with increasing S ′, i.e. Algo-
rithm 2.
In the following we describe the setup for determining and evaluating the robust timetables
found by (F-RPT) and RPT(S ′), and compare them against timetables found by MATCH, i.e.,
a strong heuristic for solving (PESP) which has been introduced in [PS16]. MATCH works
by setting the buffer times of all waiting and driving times to zero and then heuristically
merging line clusters by setting the time differences between them.
Our experiments are carried out on three different datasets which vary in size. toy is a small
artificial dataset, consisting of 8 stops and 8 edges between them. The grid dataset is a 5 ×
5 grid network with 40 edges that was created as a simplified version of the Stuttgart bus
network. The final and biggest dataset, bahn, consists of 250 stations and 326 edges between
them, and represents the ICE network of Germany. Further specifications of the datasets’
resulting periodic EAN as well as the parameters of their respective uncertainty sets (cf.
Definition 4) are given in Table 1. The parameter passenger cutoff is used for tractability
reasons: The complexity of an EAN is highly influenced by the number of cycles it contains.
Every changing activity produces a new cycle but does not influence the feasibility of a
timetable (if they have no upper bound, as in our instances). Hence changing activities can
be dropped in order to solve the model faster at the price of an inaccurate objective function
(cf. [GL17] for details). The parameter passenger cutoff specfies that all changing activities
having passenger cutoff or less passengers will be dropped, i.e., ignored by Algorithms 1 and 2.
Nevertheless, these changing activities are, of course, considered for the evaluation in Figure
4 and also for plotting upper bounds in Figure 5.
stops edges |E| |A| passengers ρ σ passenger cutoff
toy 8 8 88 81 2622 5 50 0
grid 25 40 260 363 2546 5 100 10
bahn 250 326 4872 6925 385868 10 5000 300
Table 1: Dataset Specifications
We test the three different algorithms according to the workflow in Figure 4.
Consider the following notes to this workflow:
1. A timetable is retrieved by either using MATCH, Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2. For
Algorithm 1 we additionally insert a maximal number of 20 iterations as well as a time
limit of 60 second for every robustification and every pessimization step. For Algorithm
2 we set the maximal number of iterations also to 20. For retrieving a bad-case scenario
for a timetable π we sample 100 scenarios on the periodic EAN and solve each (P-DM)
with a time limit of 10 seconds.
2. For the rollout we choose a time horizon of 8 hours. We hence generate an aperiodic
EAN according to Definition 3, where the difference U − L is set to 8 hours.
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1. Given EAN and un-
certainty set S, deter-
mine a timetable π ∈ Π.
2. Roll out periodic EAN
3. Generate scenar-
ios on aperiodic EAN
4. Solve aperiodic
(DM) for each scenario
Figure 4: Workflow for testing the different timetabling algorithms
3. We generate 10 different scenarios for each instance. For generating delays on the
aperiodic EAN we, accordingly, multiply ρ by the number of time periods (in our case
8) used for the rollout. Furthermore we only generate scenarios where the maximal sum
of delays is really attained, meaning that our uncertainty set actually looks like
S =






4. With the aperiodic EAN we create for each scenario an instance of (DM) and solve it.
We define the two evaluation criteria
Nominal Travel Time :=
∑
a∈A πawa
# passengers · U−LT
,
Delayed Travel Time := τ(π, d)
# passengers · U−LT
,
where the number of passengers is multiplied with the number of time periods in order
to take into account the event and activity duplications in the rollout (cf. Definition 3).
We then implement Algorithms 1 and 2 in LinTim, a software framework for public transport
planning (see [SAP+18]) using Python 3.7 and Gurobi 8.1. The tests are carried out on a
standard notebook with 16 GB RAM and an Intel Core i5 processor (2× 2,3GHz).
Returning to the speed-up techniques for cutting-plane algorithms that are presented in [PS18]
we make the following specifications: After preliminary testing, we set an objective value
stopping criterion for F-WC(πk) of ubk (i.e., the solver can return the current solution if
its objective exceeds ubk). For F-RPT(Sk) we decide to specify a time limit instead of an
objective value stopping criterion, and for Algorithm 2 we equip (P-DM) with an objective




After running the algorithms on all generated scenarios we got 10 different values for Delayed
Travel Time for each algorithm-instance pair which are summarized by only considering min-
imum, maximum and average value of Delayed Travel Time. We retrieve the results in Table
3 which are all given in minutes.
MATCH (F-RPT) RPT(S ′)
toy 6.0 9.1 7.1
grid 20.4 24.6 24.1
bahn 166.4 177.6 185.8
Table 2: Nominal Travel Times in Minutes
toy MATCH (F-RPT) RPT(S ′)
Minimum 12.8 11.0 10.0
Maximum 14.6 11.8 12.1
Average 13.4 11.3 11.0
grid MATCH (F-RPT) RPT(S ′)
Minimum 29.3 26.9 27.8
Maximum 30.5 27.4 28.5
Average 29.9 27.3 28.3
bahn MATCH (F-RPT) RPT(S ′)
Minimum 205.0 204.0 201.7
Maximum 206.5 205.4 202.7
Average 205.9 204.6 202.1
Table 3: Delayed Travel Times in Minutes
Clearly, it can be seen that MATCH yields the best nominal travel times on all three instances.
However, after carrying out delay management the travel times of MATCH are the worst
among the three algorithms for all instances. F-RPT has worse nominal travel times than
MATCH, but when taking Delay Management into account the travel times are up to 15%
better than the travel times of MATCH. RPT(S ′) outperforms F-RPT on toy and bahn with
respect to the delayed travel times, but on grid (F-RPT) has better times after DM. We
can hence see that our proposed algorithms behave better delayed travel times by paying the
price of worse nominal travel times. There are at least two reasons to accept this trade-off to
the detriment nominal travel times: The first reason is that in our scenario we only specified
realistic delay scenarios that can occur every day: Every single source delay is bounded to be
at most 5 (or 10) minutes and also the sum of all source delays was chosen to be reasonable and
not extremely high. Thus, only considering the nominal scenario of no delays almost never
occurs and hence should not be given so much importance. It is instead more important to
find a timetable that has the property of being able to cope with “small” delays such as those
specified in the uncertainty set. The second reason is that the propagated delays for MATCH
are much larger than for F-RPT or RPT(S ′). Considering bahn, MATCH yields an average
delay of about 40 minutes per passenger (Average Delayed Travel Time minus Nominal Travel
Time), whereas F-RPT yields 27 minutes and RPT(S ′) only 16 minutes, cf. Tabular 4.
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MATCH (F-RPT) RPT(S ′)
toy 7.4 2.2 3.9
grid 9.5 2.7 4.2
bahn 39.5 27.0 16.3
Table 4: Average Passenger Delay in Minutes
It is arguable that the size of the propagated delays has even higher importance than the
Nominal Travel Time: As mentioned in the introduction, people complain much more about
delays and not so much about long travel times. Hence, it would even be reasonable to
assign the delays with an additional weight factor in order to model these preferences which
reinforces the quality of the timetables found by F-RPT and RPT(S ′). Thus, traditional
periodic timetabling chooses a timetable according to Table 2, whereas it makes more sense
to make the choice based on the values of Table 3. In order to avoid passenger complaints,
the decision can even be based on the values of Table 4. Note that the consideration of the
different timetable objective leads to a discussion on the compatibility of different evaluation
functions which is analyzed in [HSF+19].
Another interesting observation is the improvement of the bounds of the algorithms for models
(F-RPT) and RPT(S ′). The bounds depict the values of lbk and ubk from Algorithm 1 for
(F-RPT) and the values of lb and ub from Algorithm 2 for RPT(S ′), each divided by (#
passengers) to get average travel times. Note that ub of RPT(S ′) can lie below lb (as for
the toy example) since it is not a real upper bound as Algorithm 2 determines it by scenario
sampling.















































Figure 5: Solution improvements
Unfortunately, we see that the value of (RPT), which has to lie somewhere between the lower
bound of RPT(S ′) and the upper bound of (F-RPT), cannot be pinned down to a small
interval. Nevertheless, one interesting observation is there to be made: We started with the
timetable found by MATCH in all instances, meaning that the upper bound in every first
iteration corresponds to the model’s evaluation of the MATCH timetable. Interestingly, there
is a significant decrease in the upper bound from iteration 1 to iteration 2 in all instances
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for both models (except for (F-RPT) on grid). Hence, the models find quite bad scenarios
for the MATCH timetable, leading to the conclusion that MATCH generates actually a quite
non-robust timetable. Furthermore it can be seen that after 20 iterations the bounds do not
change so much anymore. This is especially true for bahn and can be explained by the sheer
size of the resulting problem. Thus, the models, despite being a simplification of (RPT), are
still computationally challenging and there might also be room for improvements regarding
algorithm design and parameter tuning. Still, the timetables we have found already yield an
improvement with respect to robustness in comparison to MATCH.
Finally, if we compare the values for travel times found by our algorithms against the travel
times estimated by the workflow we can see that the estimated travel times fall between the
lower bounds for RPT(S ′) and upper bounds for (F-RPT), but much closer to the values of
RPT(S ′). Hence, we can deduce that after a few iterations RPT(S ′) yields a good approxi-
mation of the delayed travel times, whereas (F-RPT) provides merely an upper bound and
is not very close to the values of the evaluated timetables in Table 3. We conclude that even
though the two algorithms introduced in this paper may not serve to give precise bounds on
(RPT), but they reliably find robust timetables.
6 Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper we have introduced a new model (RPT) for finding robust periodic timeta-
bles. Due to its high difficulty we introduced two relaxed versions of model (RPT), namely
(F-RPT), which assumes a fixed delay management strategy, and RPT(S ′), which solves the
robust timetabling problem for a finite uncertainty set. For each of the two models we pre-
sented a solution algorithm, i.e., Algorithm 1 for (F-RPT) and Algorithm 2 for RPT(S ′) which
we tested computationally against MATCH, a standard (PESP) algorithm. The computa-
tional experiments show that for the timetables found by MATCH even small delays can
induce huge passenger delays, raising concerns about the point of finding timetables that
merely perform well in the absence of delays. Our proposed models, on the other hand, can
cope significantly better with delays, but have worse nominal travel times – a trade-off that
seems reasonable when considering customer opinions of public transport systems.
Further research can be carried out in different directions. First and foremost we can further
improve the proposed solution algorithms: Obviously, there are a number of additional pa-
rameters involved in the implementation that can be optimized (or learned). What is more,
hybrid strategies of the two algorithms are also possible to implement and might improve
the results. Different relaxation strategies, for example by dualizing the linear relaxation of
(P-DM), could also yield to strong solution algorithms. In general, it is possible to imple-
ment different delay management strategies instead of the no-wait strategy, as long as the
new strategy can be formulated in the integer program. It would be very interesting to in-
vestigate the outcome of a different delay management strategy. We could, of course, also
add more detail to the model. Adding vehicle schedules by using turnaround activities in
the EAN could be an interesting starting point. These turnaround activities would, however,
be problematic for the problem (F-WC(π)) as delays also would propagate along turnaround
activities. Hence we would get no events Estart and would have to find a different formulation
to get rid of the inner minimization problem in order to simplify (RPT). On the theoreti-
cal side it would be interesting to analyze the periodic delay management model (P-DM) in
more detail: Especially, finding a concrete bound between the two models (DM) and (P-DM)
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could further fortify the idea of considering delay management on periodic networks. Finally,
defining a slightly different problem might also be a good way to craft a robustness measure:
In (RPT) it might be better not to use the maximum among all scenarios but to sum over all
scenarios in order to get a better robustness measure instead. The advantage would be that
the maximum vanishes and (RPT) would reduce to a quite difficult minimization problem.
All things considered, there are many ways to continue the proposed path of finding robust
periodic timetables by including delay management. We hope that it will become more
popular to consider potential delays and not only nominal travel times when planning a
periodic timetable.
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